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ABSTRACT

In the early 1900s medical personnel at the Grenfell M ission decided that
something should be done to prevent the local fishers of northern Newfound land and
coastal Labrador from developing nutritional defic iencies. Many M ission doctors fe lt that
the local di etary, known for its re liance on fish and starchy foods, caused disabling
physical conditions, s uch as beriberi, night blindness, rickets, and scurvy. Deficiency
diseases destroyed the fi shers' health, and kept them from participation in the a ll
important seal and cod fi sheries. Doctor Wilfred Grenfe ll, Superintendent and founder of
the benevolent organ ization, urged a staff of teachers, nurses, and doctors to teach
prevention by encouraging the local people to obtain a greater variety of food. After a
two-decade pub I ic education campaign to promote the use of more fruits, vegetables and
milk, M ission staff had little success in changing local dietary habits.
By the 19 1Os G renfe ll observed with great interest new developments in nutrition
science and in 1920 learned of two American women who were p ioneering career paths in
childhood nutrition. Over the fo llowing e ight years, his interest in their teachings in
preventative health and "right living" enticed more than twenty-five nutrition workers to
travel to the north-east coast for vo luntary service. N utri tion workers, trained in home
economics, worked w ith physic ians, dentists, nurses, and educators to improve children's
level of health. They conducted social surveys of children's diets and home conditions
and tried to advise mothers how to mai ntain the health of their families. Withi n three
summers, the women nutrition workers acquired a large degree of professional
II

independence in nutrition education and coordinated nutrition clinics and classes for
women and their children under the auspices of the Child Welfare Department, an agency
which they created.
Yet shifting professional goals between nutrition workers on the one hand, and
nurses and doctors on the other, encouraged the directors of the Mission to dissolve the
Child Welfare Department and appoint physicians in charge of child welfare and nutrition
work Elizabeth Criswell, director of the Child Welfare Department, was partially
responsible for the demise of the Grenfell nutrition worker. She replaced the nutrition
worker with the public health nurse as part of her larger, professional strategy to gain
cooperation from the established medical community. The aim of this thesis is to explain
the goals of women pioneering careers in nutrition work, and the professionalizing
strategies they used to slip into the Grenfell Mission medical hierarchy. An examination
of professional tensions between them and their medical colleagues will demonstrate how
these women fought hard to maintain control of their own Child Welfare Department.
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Chapter One
Introduction

When the Scottish physician D.P. Cuthbertson wrote a survey ofNewfoundland
dietary conditions for the Commission of Governn1ent in 194 7, he provided a summary
history of local nutrition work. In his introduction, he acknowledged Grenfell physicians
J.M. Little, V.B. Appleton, and W. R. Akyroyd as the first men to identify dietary
deficiencies in the British Dominion, and recounted the etiology of the diseases which
they discovered in the Grenfell Mission territory. The Grenfell physicians, who provided
medical services to fishers and settlers along the N01ihern Peninsula and southeastern
coast of Labrador, had witnessed between 1893 and 1920 a growing number of patients
afflicted with deficiency diseases, such as rickets and scurvy. 1 Cuthbertson's
understanding of the history of nutrition work was meant to help the government develop
a dietary health programme. However, by relying on medical journals, he overlooked the
value of the women who were at the forefront of the Mission's dietary reform campaign.
2

In fact, V .B. Appleton, a pioneer researcher on the northern diet, was a woman
pediatrician, whose gender identity has been mistaken by scholars who have referred to
her work at the Grenfell Mission.

1

See D .P. C uthbertson, Report on Nutrition in Newfoundland (London:
Dominions No.4 Office, 1947) 2-5.
2

Vivia B. Appleton, M.D. , "Observations on Diet in Labrador," Journal of Home
Economics 13.5 ( 192 1): 193-20 1.

2

This is not to say that male physicians did not make exceptional breakthroughs for
western medicine' understanding of the cause, magnitude, and consequences of
deficiencies. Dr. John Mason Little, one of the early medical superintendents of the
Grenfell Mission, was the fi rst physician to identify beriberi in the North Atlantic, and to
determine that it was caused by a vitamin deficiency in a local diet that was heavily
dependent on refined white flour. 3 In 1912, soon after Dr. Little published his
breakthrough research on beriberi , his Mission colleagues started a concerted effort to
eliminate the disease in the Grenfell territory. Although Cuthbertson's report touched on
Dr. Little's findings and those of other physician , it obscured the history of women's
work in understanding and preventing dietary diseases.
From 1893 to 1919 men and women working for the Grenfell Mission used what
training and experience they had in public health to teach local people how to prevent the
occurrence of dietary deficiency disease . J· rom 1920 to 1927 American women such as
Marion Moseley, Beulah Clap, and Elizabeth Fuller, who specialized in the study of
nutrition, traveled north during the summer months to examine the local resource

3

John M. Little "Beriberi Caused by Fine White Flour," Journal of the American
Medical Association 58.6 ( 1912): 2029. J.M . Little was a graduate of Harvard Medical
School when he came to work with Dr. Grenfell on the "Strathcona" in the summer of
1907. He was in charge of the St. Anthony hospital between 1908 and 1917 while
Grenfell traveled extensively on fund-raising campaigns. In 1915 the American College
of Surgeons made him an Honorary Fellow fo r his published work on the causes of
beriberi and other unknown diseases in Newfoundland and Labrador. ee "Little, John
Mason (1875- 1926)," in Encyclopedia ofNewfoundland Vol.3. Joseph R. mallwood, ed.
(St. John's: Cuff, 1984) 344; and Gordon Thomas "Grenfe ll, Little, Curtis and Paddon,"
Newfoundland Medical Association ewsletter 16.4 (1974): 16-20.

3

economy and the availability of health-promoting food. Their perception of the local diet,
high in starch, encouraged them to set up a comprehensive health programme where they
gave nutrition classes to children, and cooking demonstrations to local women about the
benefit of incorporating cod liver oil, whole wheat baked goods, and garden vegetables
into the family diet.
It is important to note that most doctors were only vaguely familiar with new

developments in nutrition science in the 1910 . After the First World War, Dr. Grenfell
and a few Mission medical officers were willing to relegate dietary reform to a new group
of female specialists, partly because Grenfe ll physicians were preoccupied with acute
illness, and staff shortages, and partly because they did not have success persuading the
local people to consume "protective foods,"such a whole wheat .flour, cod liver oil, and
green vegetables. Frustrated by public apathy, physicians viewed deficiency disea e as a
preventable occurrence that might be solved better by the teachings of women educated in
home economics. Since the planning of the family meal was a socially circumscribed
female activity, physicians felt that the Mission needed educated women skilled in
nutrition and cooking to instruct the local people to eat better. Two important factors
facilitated this gendered perception- the expanding fie ld of home economics and the
development of ' cientific motherhood,' a new ideology in America.

4

From the turn of the century, home economics, the study of social and municipal

4

Rima Apple, " ciencc Gendered: Nutrition in the United States, 1840- 1940,"
CLIO MEDI A 32 (1995): 130.
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housekeeping, began to offer women teaching opportunities in "female subjects" both in
academia and the elementary schools. According to Lynn Nyhart, "much of the early
history of home economics is closely allied with the history of women's education."

5

Some recent women's historians, though, are beginning to realize that American home
economists did much to create alternative careers fo r women, particularly in the area of
hospital dietetics and nutrition education. Kathleen Babbitt and Nyhart suggest that home
economics leaders worried whether all or their graduates would fi nd jobs as teachers. To
overcome the possibility of graduate flood ing this job market, leaders devised new
programmes, ba ed on original core subjects, to allow students to fi nd new careers.
During the 19 1Os and 1920s students sought occupations as factory inspectors, social
workers, managers of orphanages and schools while others studied human nutrition, fi rst
taking advantage of the

merican government's interest in food administration during

World War 1. 6
From this period onwards, nutrition specialists worked hard to gain public
acceptance of their knowledge and training. They adopted and espoused a dominant
feminine ideology known as 'scienti fic motherhood' to bolster their careers. According to

5

Lynn K. Nyhart "Home Economics in the Hospital, 1900- 1930," in Rethinking
Home Economics: Women and the History of a Profession, Sarah Stage and Virginia B.
Vincenti, eds. (Ithaca : Cornell Uni versity Press, 1997) 125 .
6

Nyhart "Home Economics in the Hospital," 135. See also Kathleen R. Babbitt,
"Legitimizing Nutrition Education: The Impact of the Great Depression," in Rethinking
Home Economics: Women and the Histo ry or a Profe sion Sarah Stage and Virginia B.
Vincenti, eds. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press 1997).

5
Rima Apple, "[s]cientific motherhood is the insistence that women require expert
scientific and medical advice to raise their chi ldren healthfu lly." It emerged in the latenineteenth century, as several interested parties, "including educators, social
commentators, physicians, health reformers and mothers themselves, promoted the idea
7

that mother needed to learn about science and medicine." Initially, mothers sought and
evaluated health information for themselves to make decisions about the health of their
fami lies. When the idea of successful child-rearing gained prominence, however, the
doctrine shifted and encouraged women to closely follow the advice of experts. By the
1920s scientific motherhood presented a contradictory message, telling women that they
possessed both "positive and negative attributes" as caregivers. While it implied that they
had strength and independence in their domestic role, it also put their experience and
8

skills into question by pressing them to follow the advice of scientific authority. Home
economics-trained nutrition workers, as advocates of "scientific motherhood" in the
1920s, held women responsible for the care of their fami lies, particularly the rearing of
children. When they traveled to the Grenfell Mission in northern Newfoundland and
coastal Labrador, they encouraged local women to follow their instructions about how to
feed and care for their chi ldren.

7

Rima D. Apple, "Constructing Mothers: Scientific Motherhood in the Nineteenth
and Twentieth enturies,"Journal of the ociety for the Social History of Medicine 8.2
(1995): 161.
8

Apple, "They eed it Now' Science, Advertising and Vitamins, 1925- 1940,"
Journal of Popular Culture Winter (1988): 71.

6
Nutrition workers' ambition to improve child health at the Grenfell Mission was
fueled by both professional aspiration and the doctrine of scientific motherhood. After
the First World War leaders made it their mandate to demonstrate to laywomen and the
medical community how their education in home economics qualified them to have a
unique place in public health. After all, as ertions of expertise and prestige were
commonplace among North American men working in the professional occupations of
medicine and science. Women in feminized fields such as teaching and nursing were also
gaining honour and respect for their work. When nutrition workers arrived at the Grenfell
Mission, they hoped to demonstrate how their specialized training in nutrition, child
psychology, and food econom ics made them the most qualified to over ee women's care
of the fam ily diet. As we shall see, nutrition workers challenged physicians' pre-existing
authority over all things to do with diet, by attempting to exert social authority over local
women and creating their own sphere of workplace autonomy.
Scholars studying women's work are wary of examining the development of
careers through the paradigm of professionalization. Some assert that the term requires
substantial scholarly debate, because it implies that all aspiring profes ionals go through
similar development tages, from professional school to fu ll-time employment and attain
similar status and rewards. Pat Armstrong and Hugh Armstrong suggest that definitions
of professionalism have to be closely examined because gender identities, and not just
9

qualifications, determine the prominence one can reach in an occupation. Kathryn

9

Pat Arm trong and Hugh Arm trong, " ex and the Professions in Canada,"

7
McPherson noted that numerous authors have labelled nm ing a 'semi-profess ion' or a
'dependent profession,' "recognizing that nursing never achieved completely the selfregulation and workplace autonomy that characterized other professions such as
medicine.'" 0 Professionalization therefore, was not a complete process for nurses. Most
women, in fact faced obstacles in their attempt to acquire profess ional status. They were
often denied po ts for permanent, full-time career , certification of competence by wellestablished organizations, and publication in renowned medical and science journals.
Indeed, few nutrition workers at the Grenfe ll Mission had permanent, paid positions and
publications in reputable journals. Critical of the definiti on of a profession, this thesis
opts to examine the strategies by which women attempted to build a profession.
Nutrition work at the Grenfell Mission was a contested field, because so little had
been known about human nutrition. For thi reason it is necessary to examine the
nutritional knowledge of physicians who fi rst diagnosed and treated dietary deficiencies.
Scholars Joan Jacobs Brumberg and Nancy Tomes argue that historians writing about
'women's work' in the development of modern professions must include explanations of
women's entry into service jobs such as teaching, nursing, and social work. They
advocate new research based on comparative studies of women's occupations, and their
relationship to male-dominated fie lds. They believe that women's profe sional

Journal of Canadian tudies 27. 1 (Spring 1992): 11 9.
1

°Kathryn McPher on, Bedside Matters: The Transformation of anadian
Nursing, 1900-1990 (Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1996) 7.
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opportunities developed "as part of a larger occupational hierarchy shaped by
interprofessional competi tion and accommodation." 11 An investigation of doctors' role in
nutritional health is necessary to understand why there was a gender shift in opportunities
for nutrition work at the Mission.
Through a gender-based analysis of the development of a local dietary problem
and subsequent prevention campaign this thesis explains how women came to lead
dietary reform. It offers an understanding of their professional status within a health-care
hierarchy, based on an examination of their occupational strategies, interprofessional
associations with other Mission staff, and client relationships. The sexual division of
labour at the Grenfell Mission fostered unequal relationships between physicians who
were largely men, and nutritionists and nurses who were entirely women. Doctors could
and did exerci e authority over nutritional reform programmes, deeming dietetic
consultation a medical matter, when it posed a threat to their authority and control within
the Mission.
Grenfell nurses might have challenged the specialized role of nutrition workers, a
role which included the privilege of evaluating mothers' child care practices, offering
nutrition and health consultations, and recruiting specialized child welfare doctors. Jill
Perry indicated that these women had worked their way to a position of autonomy in the
health-care hierarchy since the Mission was founded in the 1890s. Grenfell nurses

11

Joan Jacobs Brumberg and Nancy Tomes, "Women in the Professions: A
Research Agenda for American Historians" Reviews in American History 10 (1982): 88.

9
"assumed a range of responsibilities which greatl y exceeded their profession's usual
sharp boundaries," 12 long before nutrition workers arrived in the 1920s. Nurses were
often left in charge of hospitals and nursing stations which were generally a hundred
miles apart from one another and cut off from telegraph lines and roads. A nurse might
serve several communities by foot boat, or dogsled and be called upon by the local
people to act as their doctor, dentist, preacher, teacher, or bookkeeper. Articles from

Among the Deep-Sea Fishers, the Grenfell Mission's official magazine, indicate that
nurses were instrumental in promoting nutritional health in the 1910s. But if they
promoted greater consumption of fruits and vegetables, and gave cooking clas es to
young women, why were they willing to let nutrition workers lead nutritional reform in
the 1920s?
Building on the work of feminist historians who descri be women as "resourceful
agents of change," my thesis shows how nutrition workers gained control of a reform
programme which had not been tightly organized by any single profession at the Mission.
Through hard work and profess ional persistence, nutrition workers organized the
Mission's first Child Welfare Department, despite the fact that their presence was novel
and their status was inferior to that of doctors. In addition to illustrating tense exchanges
between women nutritionists and medical doctors, this thesis demonstrates that nutrition
workers did not experience interprofessional confl ict with nurses, a situation that

12

Jill Perry "Nursing for the Grenfe ll Mi sion: Maternalism and Moral Reform in
Northern Newfoundland and Labrador, 1894-1938," MA Thesis (Memorial University of
Newfoundland, Department of History, 1997) 15.
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historians of white-collar work often point out. Grenfell nutrition workers aimed to build
professional ties with doctors, teachers, and nurses. They were able to claim a large
degree of control over the dietary reform campaign, because they sought and gained
professional approval from doctors and arrived at the Mission several years before the
public health nur e became a major professional competitor.
The overall gendered nature of health-care delivery at the Mission raises the
following questions. To what extent did physicians a sert their professional authority
over nutrition workers? What tactics did nutrition workers use to prove that they had a
specialized knowledge of dietary deficiencie , food economics, and cookery that was best
disseminated by them? Finally, how did nutrition workers view the culture and dietary
habits of the northern Newfoundland and coastal Labrador people, given the fact that they
were from urban areas of America? Were they condescending in their efforts to
"improve" the household economy and dietary culture?
Our understanding of nutrition work at the Grenfell Mission raises an important
cultural question because the practitioners were raised and schooled in America.
Naturally, their methods of tackling dietary di cases were completely foreign to the fisher
women-- their main clientele. Most nutrition workers had never seen a seal basking in
the sun on an ice pan, much less tasted a nipper pie. Why then would Mission
physicians, also foreign to the territory, have faith in American nutrition workers'
capacity to reform the dietary customs of northern women? An examination of the
historiography of home economics and the Grenfell Mission, as well as a brief recount of

ll

the political and socio-economic history of Newfoundland and of Labrador, will show
why Grenfell doctors looked to American borders for women diet special ists.
First, nutrition workers' early interaction with clients and health professionals is
only beginning to be understood. Few historians have examined their work, partly
because no one knew, until recently, that nutritionists were trained in the field of home
economics. Sarah Stage argues that well-intentioned feminists of the 1970s deterred
scholars from studying women home economists. Women such as Robin Morgan and
Betty Friedan, charged them with sustai ning "the creation of 'the happy housewife
heroine' of the 1950s."13 In 1972 Morgan gave a speech before the American Home
Economics Association (AHEA) addressing her audience as the "enemy." Feminist
attacks on the AHEA came as a shock to home economists, who felt that their field gave
women the dual option of having a career or becoming a homemaker. Present-day home
economists, according to Stage, are trying to gain public support for their work by
searching for "a common core identity and a name that will reflect more accurately the
range of their concerns." 14
The publication of Rethinking Hume Economics: Women and the Histmy ofa
Profession ( 1997), a collection of essays, was a strategic move to include home

13

Sarah Stage, "Home Economics: What's in a Name," in Rethinking Home
Economics: Women and the History of a Profession, eds. Sarah Stage and Virginia B.
Vincenti (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1997) I .
14

Stage, "Home Economics: What's in a Name," 13.
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economists in the historiography of women's white-collar work. By explaining how
home economists have been historically "ignored, misunderstood, and even maligned"
editors Stage and Virginia Vincenti hope to attract scholars to the potential of the field as
a rich source for gender studies. 15 One contributor, Lym1 K. Nyhart, emphasized an
important theme by explaining how dietitians slipped into the American hospital
hierarchy before professional roles were firmly established. The same occurred at the
Grenfell Mission. Nutrition workers fortunately sought professional recognition in
childhood nutrition, before doctors and nurses claimed this public health speciality as a
field of their own.
In "Home Economics in the Hospital, 1900-1930," Nyhart also pointed out how
dietitians faced heated confrontations with nurses and doctors, particularly when they
prescribed "therapeutic" diets for invalids. Dietitians were usually in control of the
purchase, preparation, and delivery of foods, even the dietetic training of student nurses,
but went beyond the bounds of these accepted roles when they moved from the diet
kitchen to the wards to see how patients were responding to their menus. Nurses saw this
as an encroachment upon their workplace domain, and made formal complaints to
physicians and hospital administrator . 16
For their part, doctors did not express anxiety about the work of dietitians until the

15

"Prcface," in Rethinking Home Economics, eds. Sarah Stage and Virginia V.
Vincenti (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1997) ix.
16

Nyhart, "Home Economics in the !Iospital," 133-34.

13

1920s. The discovery of vitamins just before the war had finally gained public attention,
but was barely understood by physicians. Doctors began to feel embarrassed by this lack
of nutritional knowledge, especially as it applied to the treatment of diabetes,
tuberculosi , anemia and other di eases. As physicians' interest in dietary therapy
increased, they warned dietitians that they were to see themselves as as istants "carrying
out the physician's orders and should in no way be recognized as an expert capable of
diagnosis."17 Throughout the 1920s, doctors worried that they would lose control over
this legitimate field of knowledge, especially if they ignored the interest and ambitions of
"laywomen" in nutrition science developments.

18

Nyhart explained the gender dynamics of this power struggle by pointing out that
physicians had a dominant position over dietitians by the fact that the majority of them
were male. "N urses and dietitians as members of the same sex had to work out their
social relations on other grounds, without gender-based assumptions about which
profession was higher." 19 The relationship between occupational groups within a social
order is a prominent theme in this thesis. Grenfell nutrition workers adopted professional
strategies to expand their sphere of influence, strategies they learned from the American
Home Economics Association and the American Dietetics Association.

17

Nyhart, "Home Economics in the Ho pita!," 14 1.

18

Nyhart, "Home Economics in the Hospital," 140.

19

Nyhart, "Home Economics in the Ho pita! " 142.
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Clearly, dietitians played an important role in hospital administration and acute
care. Yet the American historiography of women in healthcare has overlooked home
economists' entrance into the fie ld of medicine and public health, devoting only a few
pages or articles to early published homemakers. A large compilation titled Women,

Health, and Medicine in America: A Historical Handbook (1990), fo r example, contains
over twenty articles on alternative medicine, mental illness, nursing, and the
institutionalization of women's health, but devotes only a few pages to early American
home economists' role in health. This section contains a brief historiographical survey of
the published recipes and popular self- help books written by women in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.20
Nyhart wishes to mend historical gaps in the history of women's work in nutrition
by pointing out that home economists worked hard to create new roles fo r themselves, not
just in healthcare but also working in the food and consumer goods industries, in the
public sector of food testing and regulation, and in the educational system.

21

Kathleen R.

Babbitt demonstrates how a career in nutrition education was created almost overnight
through the introduction of the Smith-Lever Act in 1914. Under this bill, home
economists were trained as home demonstration agents at agricultural colleges to provide
farmers, particularly women, with info rmation on sanitation, nutrition, and public

20

Rima D. Apple, ed. Women, Health, and Medicine in America: A Historical
Handbook (New York: Garland, 1990) 316-3 17.
21

Nyhart, "Home Economics in the Hospital," 125.
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health. 22 They experienced professional problems that were very similar to those of
nutrition workers who traveled to the Grenfell Mission.
According to Babbitt, demonstration agents were vulnerable as educators in the
1920s because "a significant gap existed between what they knew about nutrition and
their ability to deliver that information to the public in an effective and convincing
manner." Key causes for this fai lure included "lack of financial resources and personnel,
competition among professionals fo r status as experts in nutrition, and public apathy
about the need to change eating habits."23 By examining demonstration agents' career in
the Great Depression, a period beyond the scope of this thesis, Babbitt believed that they
were able to recover from public assaults because they were supported by a new statelevel system of public welfare known as the Temporary Emergency Relief Administration
(TERA). 24
The most comprehensive history of Canadian home economics to date is Edith
Rowles' 1964 monograph, Home Economics in Canada: The Early History ofSix College

Programs: Prologue to Change. Her study examines the evolution of home economics in
higher education, and notes that students had few opportunities to become prominent
nutrition researchers and educators, partly because colleges fai led to offer home

22

Babbitt, "Legitimizing Nutrition Education," 146.

23

Babbitt, "Legitimizing Nutrition Education," 151.

24

Babbitt, "Legitimizing Nutrition Education," 153.

16
economists advanced degrees and permanent faculty positions. Degree programs were
not possible when Canadian universities did not give home economics departments
financial support or adequate laboratory facilitie . She also argues that home economics
had a poor retention rate of students for graduate studies, because students often left the
field to marry. 25 This trend was part and parcel with the field's goal to train young
women in home management and motherhood, an option for women that remained within
the home economics philosophy up to the 1960s and an ideal that incen ed
representatives of the women's movement.
Most publications about Canadian home economics have been documented by
historians of education. These historians have brought the subject to light through
institutional histories of higher education, biographical works of leaders, such as
Adelaide Hood less, and more recently the development of domestic science as a practical
education for young girls. 26 Canadian historian Terry Crowley pointed out that feminists
have paid little attention to Adelaide Hoodless as a representative of the women's

25

Edith Child Rowles, Home Economics in Canada: The Early History of Six
College Programs: Prologue to Change (Sa katoon: Modem Press, 1964) I 00.
26

See Diana Pedersen, "The Scientific Training of Mothers: The Campaign for
Domestic Science in Ontario Schools, 1890-1913," in Critical Issues in the 1-IistOiy of
Canadian Science, Technology and Medicine, Richard A. Jarrell and Arnold E. Roos,
eds., (Ottawa: HSTC Publications, 1981 ), Cherly MacDonald, Adelaide Hoodless:
Domestic Crusader (Toronto: Dundurn Press, 1986), and Norma Bannerman and others,
We Are Tomorrow's Past: History of the Canadian Home Economics Association
(Ottawa: Canadian Home Economics Association, 1989).

17
movement, because they have been apprehensive about her conservative goals.

27

According to Diana Pederson, Hoodless never intended that domestic science education
for girls should trai n a generation of women fo r careers. 28 Although Rowles' work
attempts to look at home economists' careers in higher education, we still know very little
about their profess ional strategies or their work in universities, hospitals, and social
service agencies.
To date, we know a lot less about the work and career aspirations of twentieth
century home economists in ewfoundland. In fact, until the establishment of Memorial
University College (MUC) in 1925, local opportunities fo r post-secondary studies were
rare. 29 Malcolm MacLeod's A Bridge Built Halfway: A Histoty of Memorial University

College, 1925-1950 is the fi rst comprehensive monograph to examine student-centred
social history within the development of higher education in Newfoundland. Discussing
men and women's roles in relation to the programs they enrolled in, the courses they
taught, and their ex periences as students and professors, this institutional history offers
some discussion about women in home economics. MacLeod notes that MUC
established a Hou ehold cience Department in 1933, though the program never had a
high enrollment. Vice-president Alfred Hunter noted in 1948 that few women took the
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program because "it is hard to equate in intrinsic value as those in the seven departments."
Opting to recognize the value of the Department's work, MacLeod argues that "the
government's approval of household science ...dovetailed well with some other public
health initiatives taken in the depression-wracked mid-193 0s, such as the addition of a
traveling nutrition expert to the adult education staff and a "brown flour" campaign
against beri-beri ."30 What is helpful about this institutional history is that it demonstrates
that there were no local educational opportunities in dietetics when Mission physicians
were seeking qualified nutrition specialists. Although MacLeod acknowledges local
home economists' contribution to the development of a public health programme in the
1930s, their role in nutrition education is not wel l understood.
James Overton, on the other hand, has specifically examined a nutrition education
campaign in the first half of the twentieth century in Newfoundland. While he discusses
the extension of public health activites at the Grenfell Mission to treat cases of beriberi,
he failed to appreciate the specific contribution women made. His seminal article,
"Brown Flour and Beriberi : The Politics of Dietary and Health Reform in Newfoundland
in the First Half of the Twentieth Century" (1994), was simply one-sided. llis tendency
to obfuscate actors meant that such a notable female pediatrician as V.B. Appleton
becomes a "he," when Overton provided an analysis of "her" work on the deficiency
disease of night blindness.3 1 He also acknowledged trained volunteers from the United
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32

States, who conducted nutrition classes to over two-hundred and fifty children in 1921,

but failed to point out important gender roles and assumptions within that campaign. It is
perhaps no surprise that there is a gap in historical knowledge about women's roles as
health care providers and con umers, when there is no comprehensive medical history
about the development of health care delivery in twentieth century Labrador and
Newfoundland. Women's historians studying Newfoundland medical history must rely
on "herstories," published journals, goverrunent documents, less than a handful of
dissertations and articles and biographies and autobiographies that chronicle a nurse's
experience or a doctor's life.
Fortunately, much has been written about the doctor who founded a vast northern
mission that delivered social educational and medical services-- Sir Wilfred Grenfell.
Works such as J. Lennox Kerr's Wilji··ed Grel?[e/1: His L(fe and Work (1959) and R.G.
Martin's Knight of the Snows: The Stoty ofWilji·ed Grenfell (1974) seek to depict a heroic
image of Grenfell as a medical adventurer and a Christ-like savior. This tradition
originated 1i·Oin Grenfell himself through "the barrage of books accompanying his
fundraising eampaign,"33 a point Jill Perry noted.
Ronald Rompkey's Grenfell of Labrador ( 1991) is perhaps the most authoritative
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biography of the life and work of the Mission's founder. Though he did not propose to
examine in length the social and medical services of the Mission, he acknowledges the
contribution of nutritionists and doctors, such a Helen Mitchell, J. M. Little, harles
Curtis, and Harry L. Paddon, in the dietary reform campaign of the early twentieth
century. Rompkey, in fact, draws upon som of these letters and memoirs to point out
what those close to Grenfell thought of his motives and philosophy. He noted that
Mission workers were often overwhelmed by Grenfell's relentless impulse to serve, but
also admired this energy. Many nutrition workers, eager to prove their own professional
worth in the mission field, shared Grenfell's ocial improvement ideals. Grenfell of

Labrador is a valuable biographical resource, because it offers an understanding of the
founder's motives, his inf1uence on those around him, and important changes in the
)4
• •
M ISS!On s operat1ons.
I

•

Rompkey ha also edited the memoir oftwo other notable Mission workers, Dr.
Harry Paddon and Jessie Luther, both deeply affected by Grenfell's commitment to
mission work. The Labrador Memoir of Dr. Hany Paddon, 1912-1938 is an extensive
account of the social and cultural life of pre-confederation Labrador through the eyes of a
medical doctor who pursued the mission field with uncommon devotion.35 Rompkey
aptly points out in his introduction that a memoir is not an autobiography of one's
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personal life, but rather a moral account of "events and circumstances the author
36

considers extraordinary or important for his or her own purposes."

For the purpose of

this thesis, Dr. Harry Paddon's memoir provides insight into a chief doctor's perception of
the cause and treatment of tuberculosis and deficiency diseases - the two principal threats
to Labrador and Newfoundl and public health.

Jessie Luther at the Grenfell Mission is a travel account of the mission experience
from the rare perspective of an early-twentieth century female artist. Luther, infl uenced
by an arts and crafts movement in the United tales, introduced basket weaving, pottery,
metal work and most notably hooked mats to the local people in 1906. After leaving the
Mission in 1914 Luther made several attempts to publish her memoir, but fa iled.
Rompkey states that he "became aware of the manuscript's qualities as a representation of
northern life from a woman's perspective," while writing a biography of Grenfell. As the
editor of this first edition, he acknowledged the task of correcting "technical faults as far
as possible without disturbing Miss Luther's characteristic tone and style," but added
atmotated notes when necessary to explain local expressions or references to
individuals.37 This memoir of northern life offers insight to those seeking a woman's
perspective of the founder of the Mission, as well as her impression of visitors, and the
local people.
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Jill Perry's MA thesis "Nursing for the Grenfell Mission: Maternalism and Moral
Reform in Northern Newfoundland and Labrador, 1894-1938" (1997) examines emerging
gaps between the Mission's maternalist perspective of nurses' importance and the realities
of their daily work. While nurses "were strategically central to the Mission's objectives
of 'improving' the local people," they also "performed a wide range of duties, both
medical and non-medical, which kept the Mission running smoothly." 38 She points out
that nursing for the Mission was an exceptional female work experience - adventurous
and exhausting - realities often obscured in the medical reports, journals, and the
Mission's official portrayal of nurses.
Peny's focus on foreign nurses' relationships and experiences with local women
and Mission physicians, while insightful, tends to omit a third tier within the Mission
hierarchy, namely the status and position of "borderline" or "quasi" professionals-- the
nutritionists. Perry's work overlooks these numerous nutrition workers, who were
involved in the Mission's medical and social improvement work. 39 In the 1920s, they
were not a small and insignificant group. Yet doctors treated nutrition workers differently
than nurses, because nursing was a profession, while nutrition work was not recognized
as such. The position of women vis-a-vis men and among women remains to be studied
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and detailed further. Drawing upon the work of Rompkey, Overton, and Perry and
moving beyond it, the study of another occupational group at the Mission significantly
adds to our unde rstanding of an earlier period in medical history.40
The development of the Grenfell Mission began in 1892 when Sir Wilfred
Thomas Grenfell, the young medical superintendent of the British Mission to Deep Sea
Fishermen (MDSF), traveled to Newfoundland and coastal Labrador to investigate a
series of reports that the fishing people in the North Atlantic were in desperate need of
medical and religious services.

41

When he arrived along the shores of Labrador in mid-

summer he noted that chronic poverty was "far from being universally prevalent in the
northern district," but believed there were "too many instances in which fami lies [existed]
well within the danger-line of poverty, ignorance, and starvation." 42 Two of the most
common diseases were dietary deficiencies and tuberculosis. Treating over 900 patients
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within a two-month period, he quickly realized that there was no medical personnel or
facilities serving the fishers in the north. 43
Amid this depiction of geographic isolation Grenfell encountered not only fishers,
but three distinct groups of people. One group was the permanent settlers or "the livyers."
They were originally descendants of British, Irish, Scottish or Newfoundland servants
and sailors. Many had intermarried with the indigenous people. The livyers led a
transhumant lifestyle, depending entirely upon seasonal resources by hunting and trapping
in the winter and fishing and sealing in the spring. While John C. Kennedy noted
historical references to these people keeping livestock, and gardens of greens and root
vegetables,

44

one contemporary observed that they "lived mainly on meat and on 'flummy'

or 'river bread,' a bannock made of flour, salt and the all-important baking powder."

45

Most of the historical records suggested to Kennedy that Labrador's agricultural potential
was not realized, "by reason of the region's economy, transhumant settlement pattern, and
the absence of some 'development force."' 46 Overall, he believed that acidic soil and short
growing seasons constrained early agricultural ventures in Labrador, and made the local
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people dependent upon game and sea resources for their nutrients. 47
Another group encountered by Grenfell was migratory fishers of Anglo-Saxon and
Irish descent, who had settled along the northern coast ofNewfoundland. They traveled
north to Labrador every spring and summer for the aruma! 'Labrador fishery." These
people could be distinguished further between the 'floaters,' who lived aboard their
vessels throughout the fishing sea on, and the 'stationers,' who brought their families to
temporary Labrador huts and stages to prepare and dry the catch for market.

48

Vivia B.

Appleton, as we shall see in Chapter Two, observed that women and children tended to
gardens and picked berries, but felt that successive summer frosts spoi led good harvests.
By spring, some families relied on imported food , consisting of white flour, tea, and a
little condensed milk and molasses.
Grenfell also encountered one more group, the Inuit of Labrador, when he traveled
as far north as Hopedale. Moravian missionaries of German origin had been providing
these coastal people with religious and social services since the eighteenth century.
While the Moravians encouraged the Inuit to preserve their native culture, they also
49

introduced agriculture, music, and other European amenities,

and provided basic

medical services. While Grenfell did not have any planned contact with the Inuit, he did
not hesitate to offer them medical care when they made their way to Grenfell nursing
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stations and hospitals at Harrington (Quebec) or North West River in Labrador. In the
early years, Grenfell's staff also occasionally treated Innu patients, who spent a great deal
of time hunting in the Labrador interior, though contact with them was more limited than
with the lnuit. 50 Grenfell essentially concentrated his missionary efforts on settlers and
migratory fishers - the focus of the Mission's dietary reform programme.
Grenfell hoped to persuade the Mission Council to allow him to extend its service
to northern Newfoundland and coastal Labrador. Making a visit to St. John's in 1892
before he retmned to Britain he observed that the basic needs of the permanent Labrador
settlers and migratory fishermen had never been a part of the greater national agenda.
The colonial government sent an occasional physician along the eastern coast for periodic
visits, but was mainly concerned with an elite business class and its interests. 5 1 Malcolm
Brown states that "Newfoundland's development outside St. John's militated not only
against service industries in general but against a health care industry in particular."
Private practice doctors and dentists were less willing to practice along the coast of
northern Newfoundland and Labrador because many felt the population was too small,
scattered, and poor to maintain a livelihood. Most preferred to practice in larger centres,
such as St. John's, where families had some surplus in cash to spend on fees for their
.

servtces.
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The govermnent hired a permanent Medical Health Officer with national
responsibilities in 1905, and appointed a Commission of Public Health in 1909 to
investigate and report on death and disease resulting from tuberculosis. Health reform
efforts in the first quarter of the twentieth century, however, were mainly "led by
philanthropically-minded members of the professsional and business classes."53
According to Overton, "[t]hey looked towards self-help, individual responsiblity and
charity for the solutions to many social problems rather than to an expanded role for the
54

state. "

Until the inauguration of Commission of Goverm11ent in 1933, Newfoundland

did not have a centralized health system to collect vital statistics or disburse public funds.
Even then, the state's role in dealing with health problems was limited. 55 Grenfell
decided to tackle the dearth of medical fac ilities and basic infrastructures in the rural
north.
The people of St. John's were initially receptive to the news about Grenfell's good
work, conscious of what needed to be done in Labrador. They requested that Grenfell
return the next year and perhaps develop more permanent medical facili ties. Governor
Sir Terence O'Brien, local traders, and other officials set up a committee to raise money
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in preparation for the next season. Yet when Grenfell returned to London the Mission
Council informed him that they could not expand its service further. The doctor was
needed in the North Sea and had gone ahead, without the Mission's consent, and pledged
the Council's support to the Newfoundland government. Sir Frederick Treves, the
Medical Director, was a longtime friend of Grenfell and, according to Porter, softened his
attitude a little. l-Ie told Grenfell that the Mission would continue to pay for the operation
of his ship, the Albert~ but informed him that he would have to find donations for supplies
elsewhere. 56
When Grenfell returned to Labrador the following summer he brought two
London nurses and two doctors who were willing to stay the winter. In St. John's,
dignitaries had performed their part: the Newfoundland government gave the Mission tax
exemptions for the goods they imported; a St. John's committee raised $1 ,500 for
supplies; and two local fish firms donated money to allow Grenfell to erect hospitals at
Battle Harbour and Indian Harbour in Labrador. 57 Rather than returning to England in the
fall, Grenfell traveled across Canada and the United States to look for more financial
support. Indeed, Grenfell continued to spend most of his winters on the lecture circuit. 5
C hurch groups, colleges, and wealthy individuals gave generously to his cause.
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By 1933 Grenfell's donors supported an enormous enterprise that consisted of
"five hospitals, seven nursing stations, two orphanages, fourteen industrial centers, four
summer schools, tlu·ee agricultural stations, twelve clothing distribution centres, four
hospital ships, one supply schooner, a dozen community centres, several co-operative
stores, a co-operative lumber mill, and a haul-up slip for ship repairs." 59 While the
greater proportion of these services were financed by "outside" charity, the Mission
received little support from the government ofNewfoundland.
From approximately 1905 onwards, St. John's traders and ecclesiastics began to
feel that Grenfell's Mission threatened local vested interests and had a negative impact
upon the image of the country.

6

° For one thing Grenfell was encouraging the local people

to build and operate cooperative stores as part of a plan to eradicate 'truck,' a cashless
system of trade exchange which favoured the merchant 'fishocracy.' 61 Another factor that
upset the St. John's ruling class was their perception that Grenfell exaggerated the poverty
of the fishers on his lecture circuit. Photographs of children barefoot, malnourished, and
poorly dressed successfully evoked financial sympathy from Canadian and American
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audiences, but enraged Newfoundland businessmen and government officials. 62 Many
people in Newfoundland accepted what Grenfell depicted as hardship. They believed that
he exaggerated conditions and ruined the Colony's good name by giving the impression
that its people were uncivilized. Though Grenfell raised a great deal of money, the
M.D.S.F. had no control over it. The doctor kept several special discretionary funds for
projects he wanted to see established and also drew on accounts held by American
committees. 63
When the International Grenfell Association (I.G.A.), based in New York, took
over the M.D.S.F.'s operation in 1912, the new directors made sure they were more
attuned to Grenfell's expenditures. His business ventures were deemed to be too casual,
and more often than not offended the sensibilities of the Newfoundland people. When
international support did not meet the needs of the Mission's overextended projects in the
1920s, directors hoped that the Newfoundland government would increase its annual
grant and maintain the Mission's duty free status. As we shall see in Chapter 5, Mission
deference to St. John's dignitaries had a negative impact on the development of
conununity nutrition services in the 1920s. Though the directors of the American
committees took charge of finance and project developments, they looked to the Mission
staff in Newfoundland and in Labrador for advice, particularly the medical officers. In
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the mid 1920s, the Newfoundland government complained to the Mission medical
officers that traveling nutrition units were performing medical work, and in effect
competing with Newfoundland doctors who may wish to set up a rural practice.
In the early 1900s Mission medical personnel had a great deal of responsibility,
running the Mission. While Grenfell was away, they performed an array of tasks that
went beyond the call of medical duty. Doctors did more than perform operations and
dispense medicines, they gave individuals advice "as to the proper modes of living,
arbitrating, marrying, punishing evi l doers, waging war against tuberculosis, the liquor
traffic, tyranny and injustice. "64 They also helped manage industrial schemes, such as
woodworking, mat-hooking, saw mills, and cooperative stores to help people guard
against reduced incomes caused by sickness, a poor fishin g season, or high market
prices.

65

Nurses traveled from door to door, circulating literature on the prevention of

tuberculosis, in addition to tending to general accidents, infected fingers, rotten teeth, and
maternity calls. They also acted as social workers, determining which fan1ilies would be
threatened by poverty and hunger during the long winter season.
By 1912 the Mission staff began to include a broad range of professionals from
Great Britain, the United States and Canada. Some were Ivy League students and others
high-ranking professionals. In the summer scores of students paid for their own expenses
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to manage the summer schools, hospitals, and business enterprises, doubling the size of
the permanent staff. 66 These temporary volunteers were labeled "wops," a derogatory
term aimed at Italian labourers in the United tates, though Grenfell insisted that the
acronym meant "workers without pay." 67 Most volunteers were usually second, third or
fourth year students looking for both adventure and reputable work experience to enhance
their career goals. Nutrition workers, as we shall see, were part of the summer group,
though a small portion worked full-time on a paid salary.
When volunteers and permanent worker traveled to the northeast Atlantic coast,
the Mission staff selection committee told them to brace themselves for a way of life that
was very different from what they had known. As members of a privileged middle-class,
which enjoyed the comforts of industrialized nations, they would encounter "primitive"
conditions in the north. In the greater area of the Grenfell Mission-- from Lake Melville
in Labrador to the southern coast of the Northern Peninsula- - roads did not exist.
Persoru1el would have to travel as the local people did, by dogsled in the winter and boat
in the summer. Transportation was usually at a standsti ll during the fa ll and spring
because floating ice blocks made the usual form of transportation dang rous. Ice and
stormy weather at any time of the year could lock people in, away from their neighbours,
and hampered the arrival of the supply boat which brought food and clothing for the year.
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Furthermore, the mail-boat, the only connection with the outside world, ceased to make
its bi-weekly visit in the winter.

68

Though communication problems were solved by the

telegraph and telephone cable at various stations, it could take days, even months, before
a nurse or doctor reached a call. 69
Traveling by dog team, foot, or boat, Mission workers often knew where the
greatest need was for Mission work. If they were not providing medical services, they
were there to open up the territory to new industries, or to teach elementary education to
the local children. In this sense, the Grenfell Mission was an ideal apprentice system for
American nutrition workers. Grenfell was a reform-minded individual who drew on
Christian ideals to solve social problems. In the United States, this reform element was
associated with the Social Gospel which according to Ronald Rompkey "brought
scientific knowledge and historical criticism to bear on theological ideas." Though some
individuals felt that socialist ideals would solve the ills of capitalist society, they were for
the most part "progressive and reformists rather than revolutionary, aiming their churches
in the direction of what Grenfell called 'public service."' 70 In this milieu, Mission
nutrition workers seized an opportunity to respond, as they saw it, to the educational
needs of the female portion of a labouring class. Although they espoused an education in
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scientific motherhood for all women, they targeted this ideal at those in most need namely women who were non-white or poor. Promoting the adoption of traditional
middle class values of feminine homemaking, and an education in household science,
nutrition workers carved out a new role for women in Mission reform work.
As with the nursing experience, finding a professional foothold at the Mission was
not an easy task. Leaders had to adapt their goals not only to the medical structure of the
Mission but also to th culture and economic conditions of their clients. Although
nutrition workers hoped to elevate motherhood to the status of a profession, they
consistently and often harshly pointed out the folly of fisher women's childrearing
methods. Criticism of laywomen helped bolster their expertise in science to compete
with physicians, nurses, and teachers involved in the dietary reform campaign. Nutrition
workers emphasized preventative education over healing, and physicians jealously
watched this line of work. Because nutrition work was so closely related to medicine,
doctors could and did call preventative health activities and procedures into question. At
the Grenfell Mission, nutrition workers attempted to ease interprofessional tensions with
doctors by attempting to foster a cooperative relationship with them. One such strategy
was to ask doctors to carry out physical examinations of children in their nutrition clinics.
Although nutrition workers felt this was important preventative work, they realized that
the doctor's presence could help win public support for their work. The strategy to work
alongside doctors also served to show the medical hierarchy that nutrition workers
complied with medical protocol and regulations. Examining Mission nutrition workers'
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professional strategies will demonstrate how women attempted to gain public and
medical respect for a new field of work.
Chapter two recounts the Grenfell Mission's movement for dietary reform in the
first two decades of the twentieth century. It examines the physicians' point of view as to
the nature and cause of malnutrition and discusses why they were preoccupied with
finding women professionals to take over the educational aspect of dietary reform. It
outlines Grenfell's extra-medical endeavors to improve nutrition and demonstrates how
these initiatives were slow to develop or simply failed. Throughout this decade nurses
and doctors worked on extra-medical projects to determine the best method to teach the
people about "protective" foods. Fai ling to find methods to change the dangerous diet of
the local people, physicians agreed that dietary diseases might be reduced by an "expert"
who could show the inhabitants how to improve the household economy, select, grow,
and preserve the right vegetables, and prepare nutritious meals.
Since doctors and nurses had laid the ground work for dietary reform and the
problems associated with deficiencies, nutrition workers found an ideal work
environment to practice new teaching techniques. Nutrition work began in the United
States where the practitioners translated the current knowledge of nutrients into practical
terms for mothers. Chapter three examines the origins and professional ideology of
nutrition work, and is divided into three sections. Section one examines how two
national campaigns during World War I encouraged home economists to specialize in
nutrition and child welfare work. Section two identifies how home economists hoped to
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attract two distinct groups of women to their new subj ect. The fi rst group was the
potential college students, usually w hite and middle class, who would take courses in
home economics to develop a career or hom emaking path. The second group was the
potential clients, usua lly immigra nt, non-white, or poor women, w ho would need a more
practical educati on in the principles of th rift, good nutrition, and disci pline, to raise welladjusted, healthy children. This particular section demonstrates how home economists
struggled w ith conflicting goals between scientifi c training and late nineteenth-century
reform ideals in order to develop a professional image. Through study and observation of
a variety of cultures, nutrition wo rkers strived to offer di verse gro ups of women the most
practical solutions to their domestic problems. The final section explains how home
economists attempted to set themselves apart fro m other child health specialists, namely
nurses, social workers, and pedi atricians, to bolster their ex pertise in nutrition as it related
to the healthful development of the child.
C hapter Four demonstrates how nutrition workers attempted to translate into
practical terms the science of nutr ition to help local women in Labrador and
Newfoundland raise healthier children, and solve w ider public health problems such as
the spread of tube rculosis. Though nutrition workers were trai ned to avoid harsh
judgements in their social work, they like their Grenfe ll colleagues saw defects in the
northern Newfoundland and coastal Labrador way of life. Poor mothers could protect
their children's health, if they only learned how to prepare more nutritious native foods,
discipline their c hildren, and enco urage personal hygiene practices. It is important to note
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that the resistance of the local fishers is not the central focus of this thesis. Chapter Four
though demonstrates that local women were not always pleased with lessons in scientific
motherhood from foreigners. With the exception of a few articles in the Newfoundland
and Labrador periodicals, such as Them Days and Decks Awash, there are few local
autobiographies or memoirs that recount the dietary reform campaign of the 1920s. An
examination of class and cultural tensions for now must be gleaned from nutrition
workers' reports, particularly those published in the Mission's magazine Among the Deep

Sea Fishers. Chapter Four examines nutrition workers' relationship with local women to
explain how they attempted to win the respect of these potential clients.
Physicians were also affected by the methodologies of nutrition work for never
before had height and weight scales, social history cards, recipes, and budget plans
become so important to their patients' health. Since dietary teaching encompassed many
facets of life, nutrition workers had to find a place for themselves in the Mission's
enormous social enterprise. While chapter five examines nutrition workers' bid to
supervise traveling health units, it also demonstrates how the success of this newfound
power made physicians uneasy and eventually contributed to the demise of their work in
the newly created Child Welfare Department. Chapter Six will widen our view of the
Mission dietary reform campaign to show how nutrition workers attained a professional
footho ld in public health, despite the challenges of seeking acceptance from doctors and
clientele.
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Chapter Two
The Grenfell Mission Dietary Reform Campaign, 1893-1920

From 1893 to 1920 medical problems at the Grenfell Mission did not appear to be
greatly different from those at small hospitals or dispensaries in Great Britain and North
America. Dr. George W. Corner observed that ailments such as enlarged tonsils and
adenoids, cataracts, accidental lesions, arthritis, complicated deliveries, pneumonia, and
cancer were quite normal compared to those of patients in the United States. What set the
medical work apart from other centres were the widespread occurrence and disastrous
results of tuberculosis and nutritional deficiency diseases, such as scurvy, rickets, and
beriberi. 1
Grenfell physicians believed that the rural diet was a contributing factor in the
spread oftuberculosis and the onset of nutritional deficiency diseases. In 1921 Dr. Yivia
B. Appleton indicated that native foods , with some geographical variation, consisted of
fish (cod, trout, herring, or salmon), fresh meat (seal, partridge, and water fowls) some
garden vegetables (potatoes, turnip, carrots, and cabbage) and a variety oflocal berries,
such as bakeapples, partridge berries, and blueberries. Food sold by local traders
consisted of white flour, molasses used for sweetening, dried fruit, such as raisins and
apricots, a butter substitute called "butterine" or "oleomargine," heavily salted meat (pork
or beef), peas and beans, and a few cases oftinned milk, which was used mainly for tea-
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Dr. George W. Corner, "Hospital Work of the Labrador Mission," Among the
Deep-Sea Fishers Oct. (1914): 103.
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the preferred beverage of the coast. 2 Appleton believed these foods furnished the people
with an adequate diet-- but onl y if they could maintain this variety. What made the
Labrador and Newfoundland diet so dangerous to health was the local population's
increased dependency, during the spring and summer, on white flour imports. 3
The dietary custom in northern Newfoundland and in Labrador was to obtain a
twelve month food supply every fall. Although trading posts in larger communities
allowed people to buy food when needed , most fami lies bought large stores in advance,
because ice conditions closed navigation for six to eight months in the winter. 4 However,
by March many fishing families did not have the full variety of fresh food which they had
in October. If a fishing season was poor, a family did not earn enough credit from the
trader to purchase anything more than the "dry face diet," which consisted of flour, tea,
and a little molasses. Women and children supplemented the winter food supply by
growing vegetables, or picking one or two barrels of berries in late-summer or early fall ,
but this was a precarious fo rm of food security because the summer frosts could spoil the
harvest. According to Appleton,
[b]y February people with scant suppi ies had little left but flour and tea.
Sometime in April supplies of potatoes and rutabagas were exhausted.
Condensed milk, salt meat, and even salt fish were getting very scarce.

2
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In May everybody's supply of everything but fl our was low or exhausted.
New summer supplies did not begin to arrive until late June.5
The men tried to supplement the fa mily diet during the cold season by hunting rabbits,
deer, partridge or seals, but game was often scarce. 6 When poor climate or economic
conditions upset the means to obtain a vari ety of food, the people of northern
Newfoundland and Labrador encountered many physical ailments associated with
nutritional deficencies.
Scurvy and rickets were the first deficiency diseases listed in the Mission's
medical reports in the 1890s. T hat these diseases were known was evident in the two or
three cases recorded annually in the hospital records under "inpatients." Grenfe ll also
wrote about black leg scurvy and "purpuric scorbutus" causing death in articles and
annua l reports. T hough he knew nothing of the cause in 1893, he understood the nature
of the trouble. Most physicians had learned from mid-sixteenth century seafari ng
experiences that long voyages wi thout fresh frui t were fatal. James Lind, a surgeon with
the English fl eet, published A Treatise of the Scurvy in 1753, wh ich had become a classic
in medicine for his regular use of lemons in treating the disease. 7 Aware of this
preventative measure, G renfell tried to persuade the people to add more "green material"
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to their diet, and recommended the consumption of garden vegetables local berries
preserved in ice, and even a "spruce beer" mixture made from the boughs of spruce trees. 8
The exact dietary deficiency which produced scurvy was not known until 1932, when
Charles Glen King isolated the important nutrient and nam ed it vitamin C. 9
Grenfell a lso observed that rickets was common among babies, which produced
permanent bone malformations. He believed that the problem originated from the fact
that nursing mothers were too malnourished to produce milk, and observed that they
would chew and salivate bread into a pap as nouri shment for their infants instead.
Grenfell was particularly troubled by this practice. In his mind, poverty caused poor
maternal nutrition . Yet man y families were poor. How could the Mission personnel
persuade traders to import a manufactured infant formula to the coast? 10 Many fishing
families could not afford canned milk and only obtained a few cases from the trader for
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their tea. While Grenfell recommended milk as a treatment for rickets, some physicians
in the industrial towns of western and central Europe regarded cod liver oil and sunlight
as another excellent source of treatment. No physician understood during this period why
milk, sunlight, or cod liver oil promoted healthy bone development in terms of vitan1ins. 11
Dr. W.R. Aykroyd's report on food deficiency diseases in northern Newfoundland
and in Labrador indicates that Mission doctors treated patients with scurvy and ri ckets
well into the 1920s, but treated more patients with the dietary defi ciency beriberi.
Examining patient records between 19 12 and 1928, he noted that there were 13 cases of
severe scurvy admitted to the St. Anthony hospital compared to 174 admissions of
beriberi. Though scurvy was common, he believed that symptoms only appeared in a
mild form , producing spongy and hypertrophied gums. In Aykroyd's words,
The comparative rareness of severe scurvy probably depends on the
fact that each family, unless prevented by some special circumstances,
lays up a store of cranberries for the winter and spring (from 20-40 lb.
per head). In the summer and autumn fresh fish and meat are available,
both of which are, according to Stefansson (1 91 8), good antiscorbutic
agents, at any rate when eaten regularly. 12
Aykroyd also identified several grades of rickets, owing to the relative absence of milk
and vegetables in the diet, but felt that most children were virtually protected from getting
the severe type because they got plenty of sunlight all year round, even when their diet
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lacked cod-liver oil, egg yolk, milk, and butter- foods that prevented the vitamin D
deficiency disease.

13

Grenfell physicians first discovered beriberi among the coastal inhabitants in 1906
and, until 1912, did not know that it developed on a regime that consisted entirely of
refined wheat flour, salt meat, and cod fish.

14

The disease was most common in men and

included symptoms such as vomiting, stomach pain, constipation, loss of appetite, and a
numb or weak feeling in the legs. Each case presented a di fferent severity of nerve
involvement, which could disable the patient a nywhere from six weeks to two years. If
beriberi went undiagnosed, severe wasting occurred in the muscles, causing death or
permanent disability in the wrists and feet.

15

The medical return for the Strathcona in

1915 identified 100 o utpatients with beriberi. 16
Nutrition scientist, Karl Guggenheim, believes the most important factor
hindering the understanding that beriberi was caused "entirely" by the lack of a nutrient
was "the then-prevalent germ theory of disease." 17 Before a complete paradigm shift
occurred as to the cause of beriberi, germs were thought to be a part of the etiology. In
1903 Dr. Cluny McPherson, a Gre nfell physician and native Newfoundl ander, for
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example, examined four Norwegian sailors, who had come to his station in Battle
Harbour, complaining of weakness in the legs. When one of the c ritically ill patients
died, McPherson stated that he was reluctant to perform an autopsy because he thought
that beriberi was an infectious disease. Beriberi was also a rare disease in northern
climates. When he told Grenfell, who dropped in fo r a visit, that he had fo ur beri beri
cases in the hospital, one in postmortem, the Superintendent of the Mission replied
"[w]here do you think we are, Mac, in Japan or Malaya? T hi s comes of isolation. You
should not let it distort your perspecti ve in that way."

18

Dr. J.G. Adami, a professor of Pathology at McGill Uni versity, confirmed
McPherson's diagnosis and recommended that he treat the remaining survivors w ith an
anti-scorbutic diet. The treatment, accord ing to D r. Gordon Johnson, was historically
significant because it indicated that Dr. Adami saw no distinction between the cure fo r
beriberi and that of scurvy. A lthough doctors knew scurvy was caused by a diet lacking
in fruits and vegetables, some regarded that di sease as infectious too.

19

T he medica l superintendent, John Mason Little, did much to enhance the
Mission's knowledge of beriberi. In 1912 he was the fi rst physician to publish a
description of the causes of the disease on the No rth American continent. In the Journal
of the American Medi cal Association he described beriberi as a nervous dysfunction or
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paralysis that was "complicated by vicious physical states arising from causes, such as
actual starvation, exposure, hardship, and unhygienic conditions." 20 Although germs were
still thought to be part of the etiology, Little gave nutrition prominence. He observed that
the disease occurred in spring and summer, sometimes as early as mid-winter, due to a
diet limited to fine white flour and tea. Little was fami liar with the work of the Dutch
physician Clu·istian E ijkman, who discovered in 1893 that beriberi in the East Indies was
caused by the inhabitants' dependency upon polished, white rice. Little believed that the
same problem occurred among Atlantic fishermen because they consumed overmilled
flour in which the nutrients had been destroyed. Although Casimer Funk had recently
published his theory that certain "vital-amines" present in food were necessary for health,
Little did not isolate the curative ingredient, thiamin (vitamin B 1), present in wholewheat.
He simply observed that patients were cured of the disease when they were regularly fed
whole-wheat bread, beans, and fresh meat. With this knowledge in hand, he hoped that
the Newfoundland govenm1ent's relatively recent campaign on the prevention of
tuberculosis might "include in the instructions on foods a knowlege ofthe value of wholewheat flour. "21
Before physician John Little published his theory on the cause and treatment of
beriberi at the Mission, the study of diet in rel ation to health was in its infancy. From
1893 to 1912 Grenfell physicians observed that people acquired nutritional diseases, by
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subsisting anywhere from two to five months on a starchy diet. They promoted the
consumption of a varied diet of fruits , vegetables, and milk to prevent tuberculosis,
digestive disorders, rickets, scurvy, and beriberi. Teaching the importance of a "varied
diet" was an important concept in the promotion of health at the Mission. Prior to the
twentieth century, most physicians considered foods high in fat, protein, and
carbohydrates as an adequate diet.
By examining the Mission's initiative to treat local deficiency diseases, this
chapter will demonstrate how women personnel (nurses, teachers, and craft workers)
gained a significant role in public health. Grenfell physicians, for example, did not have
much success convincing the local people, particularly through lectures at the hospital,
that a starchy diet caused scurvy or beriberi. Female personnel, in contrast, had a more
intimate relationship with the families. These women often lived at nursing stations or
boarding houses in the communities in which they worked, and became acquainted with
the people. These intimate places of influence allowed Mission women to experiment
with elementary principles of home economics. It allowed them to use women's
traditional places (the kitchen or the garden) and ways of knowing (cooking and food
preservation) to have some success with the dietary reform campaign. By examining the
challenges physicians faced in translating scientific findings about nutrition into palatable
meals, this chapter demonstrates how nurses, teachers, and craft workers opened up a
career opportunity for women nutrition workers in the Mission's dietary reform campaign.
Dietary reform in this chapter refers to the development of the Mission's policy to
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teach the local population to modify their diet to prevent deficiencies. It is discussed in
two phases to reflect a shift in how the Mission's medical personnel saw and tackled
deficiency dieseases. The first phase of dietary reform lasted from 1893 to 1912, when
there was a lot of medical speculation as to the exact cause of scurvy rickets, and
beriberi . The staff, mostly comprising doctors, believed that a "monotonous diet" was a
contributing factor in the onset of nutritional deficiency diseases, and grew frustrated by
their inability to induce the fi shers to vary their food supply. Many observed how the
starchy, spring diet was a measure of poor climatic conditions or the variety of food
imports a family could afford on credit.
Dietary reform in this phase was also marked by Or. Grenfell's economic
initiatives to improve the health of the people. As the first physician to observe
deficiencies at the Mission, he believed that the credit system caused many of the
illnesses that fell upon the fishers. Supported by philanthropists and Mission workers, he
introduced cooperative stores, agricultural ventures, and a crafts industry to help the
fishers become more economically independent. He also established a summer school
programme, believing that a lack of education was another obstacle to good health. His
craft industry and summer schools had the effect of attracting more women to the
Mission, most of whom had homemaking ski lls and a keen interest in promoting women's
primary role as caregivers.
The second phase of the Grenfell dietary reform campaign took place between
1912 and 1920 because physicians could now explain the cause of the most prevalent
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deficiency disease, beriberi. Preaching the usc of vitamin-rich whole wheat as a cure for
the disease, Little instructed Mission personnel to persuade fi shing families to give up
white flour in exchange for brown. In this decade, the dietary reform campaign was much
more concentrated on the need to educate the fi shers about the "folly" of the use of white
flour and neglect to consume fruits and vegetables. Yct the physicians encountered many
problems in translating the importance of these foods into a health concept that was
locally desirable. Ignorant of household economics and palatable recipes, doctors had
little success in teaching newer nutrition pri nciples. The outbreak of World War I
obstructed the physicians' educational effort fu rther, as many physicians left for home or
overseas service, greatly reducing medical staff. Fortunately, some physicians stayed and
remained devoted to public health measures. These men observed the skills that foreign
women had in nutrition education and, by the end of the decade, realized that female
nutrition specialists might better lead the Mission's dietary reform campaign.

I. The Local Nutrition Problem from 1893 to 1912:

Medical Perceptions and Interventions

In the early years the Mission's dietary reform campaign was a central part of a
public health movement to improve the body's resistence to tuberculosis. Tuberculosis
was communicable in the sense that it could be transmitted from person to person by
touch, or without actual contact. 22 It presented itself in patients in all forms, in the lungs,
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the bones, and the lining of the brain.

23

The pulmonary type caused hemorrhaging from

the mouth, throat, and upper air passages and was thought to be the most life-tlu-eatening.
Other key symptoms included "slight fever, increase in the pulse rate, night-sweats, a
constant sense of fatigue, dyspepsia without apparent cause, the presence of a cough, and
progressive loss ofweight."

24

The Newfoundland "Report of Commission on Public Health" in 1911
emphasized the vital importance of fighting the disease, because " the death rate amounted
to 4 in 1,000 compared with a much smaller rate of 1.52 per 1,000 in England."

25

Grenfell physicians had been grappling with the treatment of tuberculosis since the
Mission was established and traced the disease to a lack of knowledge about the
importance of hygiene and a varied diet. 26 Little believed that public health problems
were compounded by poor personal health habits. Many tubercular patients put their
whole families in danger because they commonly lived in "poorly ventilated shacks" and
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were incapable of maintaining a vari ed diet during the w inter. 27 Little's observation of
the causal relationship between tubercul osis and poor diet was tied to the late nineteenthcentury treatments for the disease.
In Great Britain and North A merica, medical personnel gave lectures to the public
about the importance of personal hygiene and an adequate di et as the predominan t way of
controlling the spread of tuberculosis. Though modern medicine was making headway in
early diagnosis, the a bsence of drugs and modern surgery techniques made it diffi cult to
arrest the most advanced cases. In the A merican context, Nancy Tomes has estimated
that tuberculosis topped the list of all fata lities, at roughly ten percent. Rates of infant
and child mortality from diseases such as diphthe ria, scarlet fever, and nonspecific
diarrheal infections were also high, even among affluent families . Apart from
immunizati ons against smallpox, rabies, and ty phoid, and the diphtheria anti-toxin,
28

Tomes a rgued that there were few "magic bullets" to cure these infectious diseases.

Heather MacDougall has argued that "germ theory" encouraged a gradual shift
from a curative to a preventative approach, in order to control disease. It had origins in
Louis Paste ur's mid-nineteenth century theory that environmental microorganisms in the
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air and water supply caused contagious outbursts? 9 By 1900, the germ theory of disease
was widely accepted by medical and public health officials. Bacteriological scientists had
supported and elaborated on it, proving that microorganisms or "germs" could be
transmitted to humans through contaminated drinking water and food , poor sewage
systems, insect vectors, and even healthy human carriers. As prevention offered the best
method to reduce infectious disease, health reformers preached to the public the
importance of regularly disinfecting their houses, isolating sick family members from the
well, installing proper sewage systems, and getting plenty of fresh air, nourishing food ,
and rest. 30
Beyond a causal link between food contamination and tuberculosis, few historians
have examined the development of nutrition-related concepts in the treatment of this
disease. Nutrition scientists, on the other hand, have traced a link between the history of
dietetic treatments and tuberculosis. Dietitian Mildred S. Bunton, for instance, has shown
that early-twentieth century physicians prescribed the force-feeding of tubercular patients,
a practice derived from the belief that "phthisis," the Greek name for tuberculosis, meant
wasting. Observing changes in the tubercular diet, Bunton pointed out that milk was the
principal treatment from the Renaissance onwards. In the early nineteenth century,
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"farinaceous foods," such as cereals, puddings, and custards, were added to the menu,
because physicians believed that these foods contained the greatest quantity of nutrients
for health and were easily digested. 3 1
Karl Y. Guggenheim has pointed out how the work of physiological chemists,
such as Gerrit Jan Mulder, Carl Voit, and Max Rubner, gave rise to an important midnineteenth century concept of nutrition- the adequate diet. These scientists' experiments
in "animal chemistry" were innovative, because they proved the indispensability of the
food constituents -- carbohydrates, fats, proteins, and minerals -- in the maintenance of
human health. Following these pronouncements, there was a fifty year debate among
chemists on the appropriate, quantitative intake of the four nutrients. 32 Physicians, for the
most part, avoided the controversy. Tubercular diet therapies at the turn of the twentieth
century were characterized by large quantities of fat, protein, carbohydrates, and minerals
to ensure that patients maintained normal weight and got a maximum amount of
nutrients. 33 These foods remained the most outstanding feature of treatment in the early
1900s, because weight gain was the most visible sign of recovery.34
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Grenfell physicians believed that the fi shers' cyclical periods of"semi-starvation"
were a contributing factor in the spread of tuberculosis. As noted earlier, fishers were
often reduced to a limited food supply of white .llour, tea and molasses during the spring.
This diet did not provide the "protective nutrient " needed to resist any of the diseases
thought to be infectious. In 1907 Grenfe ll told reader of Among the Deep Sea Fishers
that the staff longed to be able to do something for the people that might help supply the
lack of milk. Bone tuberculosis prevailed becau e the fi shers did not keep cows, could
not obtain enough credi t to purchase milk and would not drink it in the hospital when it
was prescribed to them. 35 Nurse Florence Bailey, who worked in Forteau for a number of
years, believed that educational measures were useless. "None of these people are able to
secure sufficient nourishment in the case of sickness; they cannot affo rd tinned mil k, and
fresh eggs are out of the question." 36 At the Grenfell hospitals, physicians exhi bited
greater confidence in arresting tuberculosis because they could ensure that patients were
getting nutritious foods, such as the milk-and-egg diet, which contained "wholesome
proteins and fats." 37 On one occasion, Dr. Little pro udly exclaimed that a tubercular
patient had gained twenty pounds in the hospital, and was able to gain motion in the
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joints of his fingers and thumbs as a result. 38
Grenfell doctors tried to arrest tuberculosis before it got to the point where
patients needed hospitalization, but early diagnosis posed a problem. In 1908 Dr. Little
stated that "the people would not elicit a history of their symptoms, unless they were
under careful observation in a hospital." 39 Little failed to mention that, while it was a
hard decision for people afflicted by illness to go to a doctor close at hand, it was even
harder for them to decide to take a long, sometimes dangerous journey to a hospital,
especially during the winter. To allow oneself to be hospitalized, particularly during the
cod fishing season, was a decision not to be taken lightly, because it could mean a huge
loss to the family income. In the late-nineteenth century doctors attached importance to
obtaining a history of "exposure to infection" whether it was from a family member, a
friend , or a fellow worker. Medical work, therefore, was not limited to tuberculin testing,
x-ray examinations, or laboratory investigations for the presence of the tubercle bacilli.

40

Doctors at the Grenfell Mission felt that it would be useful to travel to distant
communities to get a clear insight into the sanitation of the community water supply, and
the diet and hygiene of individual families.
In 1906 Dr. Grenfell collaborated with leading men in St. John's to help form an
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Association for the Prevention of Consumption. The work of the Association was strictly
voluntary and conducted along educational Iines with the aim of reducing the spread of
tuberculosis. Immediately, a public health hierarchy was established where doctors, as
the leaders of the organization, administered advice and direction to nurses, teachers,
medical students, and sometimes members of the clergy. Since there was a shortage of
doctors in the outports, these workers were seen as excellent supp01t staff. The
Association, for example, asked trained nurses in rural communities to visit people in
their homes to try "to impress upon them not only the necessity, but the reason, for
following the directions they received. " Medical students were advised to go around the
bays to distribute pamphlets and give lectures at community halls.

41

The few doctors who

practiced in the outports were appointed local representatives of the Association to
enforce the compulsory notification of tubercular cases. They also isolated the sick,
compiled mortality figures, policed the disinfection of tubercular-infected houses, and
generally oversaw the work of others. 42
Nurses' role in public health was distinct from that of the doctors, because it
centred around their observations of local women as caregivers. Jill Peny argues that a
great deal of the Mission nurses' time was spent "convincing local women ofthe 'folly' of
their styles of housekeeping, cooking, and mothering. This thrust stemmed ... from
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adherence to central tenets of current reform movements in their own countries." 43 One
of these was a reform movement known as social gospel, which shifted the Mission's
Christian "emphasis on 'man's relationship with God' towards a revitalized concern for
'man's relationship with man." This practical version of Christianity was conducive to
Grenfell's many social and economic initiatives, which were aimed squarely at improving
the circumstances of people in northern Newfoundland and coastal Labrador.

44

By the early 1900s Mission reform was based on numerous civilizing activities,
including the establishment of schools, a craft industry, and cooperatives, to educate the
local people and improve their standard of living. Within this secularized reform agenda,
Perry argues that few aspects of local culture were left untouched. Engaged in house-tohouse visits, Grenfell nurses were perfect for the role of reforming the habits of local
women. Relying on their claim to professional status, they attempted to exert their
superior knowledge of child rearing and homemaking. They hoped to show local women
that as wives they had an important role in preventing social decay, a decay that was
rampant in their communities because they had not learned the feminine virtues necessary
to civilize their society. 45 Updates on Mission activities in Among the Deep Sea Fishers
often exaggerated nurses' success in the campaign for public health. Nurses got local
women to develop gardens, turn bland cod and other local food into nutritious meals, and
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"properly" bathe and feed the baby.
In 1907 two trained nurses from Johns Hopkins volunteered to begin a new public
health experiment. They worked from nursing stations half way between the hospitals,
teaching communities within reach about the rudimentary principles of nutrition, germs,
and healthy living. V .M. MacDonald was one of them. Her job was to travel along the
Straits of Belle Isle, and to make in each household "a strong plea for the most crying
hygienic need of the neighbourhood." While this newcomer felt that her campaign about
the contagious nature of spitting took root, she was exasperated that she could do nothing
to prevent mothers from giving their children and babies strong tea to drink. She was
convinced that most diseases were preventable, but was astonished how the local diet
posed such a challenge to her job. Even if people were taught to appreciate the cause and
effect of their "monotonous diet," they could not afford to purchase a better variety of
food to last throughout the winter. In her mind, the fi shers were entirely at the mercy of
traders, the credit system, and the yearly supply vessel , which was several months late

. . t hat year. 46
arnvmg
Fortunately, Grenfell also understood that local people could not always act upon
the advice of the Mission, especially when a change in diet was recommended. He
emphasized a causal link between hard economic times in the fishery and outbreaks of
rickets, scurvy, and infectious diseases. His goal was to eradicate poverty, feeling that it
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made local people easy victims of illness. Grenfell's experience on his first voyage to the
Labrador forced him to realize that "germs were no more the universal cause of the
troubles in the lives of the fishermen , than any other generous choice of causes given in
'Robert's Text Book of Medicine'"-- the professional gospel on which he was schooled. 47
While Robert's book offered a large selection of possibilities for the cause of diseases,
Grenfell stated that the author never mentioned poverty. "Visits to fishermen's homes in
our seaports showed that poverty was the chicffactor in actua l physical abnormalities,
especially in the wives and children. This for us was a greater epoch-making discovery,
in enabling us to do effective preventative medicine for the fishermen."

48

In the late 1890s Grenfell began to see a potential link between the nutritional
health of the fishers and the 'truck system,' a cashless trade exchange which dictated the
price of impotied food, clothing, and other essentials. In accordance with 'truck,' a trader
outfitted the fishermen in the spring and accepted their fish in the fall as payment. He
also provided winter food and supplies. Grenfe ll believed that the system favoured the
traders because they could charge fishing fam ilies twice the St. John's price for fishing
gear a nd food. In 1903 for instance, flour was sold at $7.50 a barrel, "when it could be
obtained at $3 .50 in larger commercial centres." 49 Traders c laimed that the practice was
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fair, arguing that high prices safeguarded their losses during seasons when fi shing was
poor. Grenfell believed the whole system created impoverishment and dishonesty, 50 and
by 1910 had persuaded no less than eight communities to establish cash-based
cooperatives as an alternative to the credit system .5 1
Cooperation was a system derived fro m Great Britai n and was operated by the
male heads of the families. Kerr has indicated that Grenfe ll first brought the idea to the
men of Red Bay in south Labrado r, because it was one of the poorest communities he had
seen. There, he to ld the fi shers that they could sell goods for cash at cost price, "plus
freightage" and "5 per cent for the store keeper and another 5 per cent to cover any loss
52

and to build up a reserve."

In 1896 the fi shers decided to run the risk of competing with

the local trader, and purchased shares to establish the store, w ith the help of a loan from
Grenfell. 53 The Red Bay operatio n was a success. The people not only paid back their
loan and prospered from the dividends, but were able to save themselves from poverty
54

and starvation when a fi shing season had not gone so well .

Grenfe ll was so pleased
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with the Red Bay initiative, he convinced the people of St. Anthony (1900), and Flower's
Cove (1901) to establish cooperative stores as well. 55
Grenfell's cooperatives, though, antagonized the merchants in St. John's. From

1905 onwards, small traders began to complain in the local papers and to the govenunent
that cooperative prices competed with their sales and put many of them out of business. 56
Furthermore, the government had permitted the Mission to import clothing, reconditioned
guns, and other goods duty free. The traders accused the Mission of using this privilege
to give the people free handouts.57 Grenfell argued that the people always worked for
Mission goods and never received handouts, and defended the cooperatives as a system of
Christian brotherhood that benefitted the welfare of the fishers. By operating the stores
on a cash-based system, he only wished for families to have the opportunity to afford
items like carmed milk for their children, gunpowder for hunting, and clothing as needed.
Under the old system the "fishermen simply turned in all their catch to the merchant, and
took what was coming to them as a matter of course." 58 Recalling discussions with
patients in the hospital, Grenfell felt that many were afraid to ask the merchant for certain
supplies.
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This fact often became evident when we were trying to order special dietsthe patient would reply, 'Our trader won't give out that.' Naturally the
whole system horrified us, as being the nearest possible approach to
English slavery, for the poor man was in constant fear that the merchant
'will turn me off.' 59
Linking deficiency diseases to poverty, Grenfell's call for co-operation wa a public
health measure to ensure that the fishers could afford an appropriate and adequate food
supply.
With the exception of the stores in Red Bay and St. Anthony, Mission
cooperatives seldom freed the fishers from indebtedness. Porter argued that "[o]ne of the
major problems ... was their tendency to b come enmeshed in the system they were
intended to eradicate." As shareholders in the cooperatives, the fishers ran into debt, and
60

were forced to purchase supplies on cred it again unless Grenfell gave them loans.

Hiller argues that the cooperative venture failed because Grenfell "operated independently
of the colonial c tablishmcnt." Furthermore, "as the Grenfell empire grew in size and
expense," he did not have stable financial backing nor the experienced businc smen to
run the entcrprise. 6 1
In 1909 Grenfell was again up to his usual "social improvement" projects. This
time, it was to help the Mission and the people grow crops to ensure an inexpen ive
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supply of vegetables. Martyn Spencer, a graduate of Canada's MacDonald College and
Grenfell's cousin, was recruited to carry out the venture. He worked for several years in
St. Anthony and Canada Bay testing seeds that would adapt to the climate. He also built
two large barns to house cows, sheep, hares, hens, and a couple of reindeer for the
hospitals.
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The agricultural experiment, according to Grenfell, was a slow process,

delayed by long winters, ice-blocked harbours, and volunteers who had to work with
rakes and hoes rather than horses and oxen.63
By 1914 Grenfell was encouraged by Spencer's results to extend the agricultural
project to Labrador. Christina Fellows, a graduate of an agricultural college in England,
volunteered to take over the work, which had become by then a campaign to teach the
fishermen sub-arctic farming. Her task was to demonstrate how they could cultivate
cereals and garden products "to combat the ill effects of diet, too much restricted to salt
pork, fish and molasses." 64 Fellows did not return to St. Anthony the following summer.
In the midst of World War I, the Mission could not find agriculturalists to develop the
Labrador agricultural campaign or maintain the farms in Canada Bay and St. Anthony.
Until Miss Fellows's return in 1922, medical personnel and volunteers shared the
responsibility of caring for the two farms . ln the local communities, the resident nurse or
teacher was responsible for encourag ing women and children to develop and maintain
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local gardens.65
Feeling that the local people must learn not to depend entirely on the seal and cod
fisheries, Grenfe ll also initiated the development of a craft industry. A craft industry
would be an appropriate part-time occupation particularly for local women, because he
felt they had little to do during the long winter season.66 This experiment began in 1905.
At this time, Grenfell was introduced to Jesse Luther in Boston on a f und-raising tour.
She had been an art director, and had ta ught cra fts to sanatorium patients as a form of
occupational therapy. Immediately, Grenfell invited L uther to design a similar
programme for the Mission at St. Anthony, a position she held from 1906 to 19 15.67 As
superintendent of the Industrial D epa rtment, s he trained permanent staff members and
local people to teach men and wome n weaving, mat hooking, woodwork, cabinet making,
pottery, and metal work. She also ran the bus iness side of the Department, ordering
supplies and procuring markets so that the proceeds from the sales could be g iven back to
the fi shers. 68
When the industry got under way, Grenfe ll was pleased with t he local output. He
felt that the producti o n of crafts would help fa milies fi nancially when there were
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fluctuations in the furring, lumbering, and fishing industries. 69 Jesse Luther resigned in
1915 due to some tensions experienced with Grenfell. Her ambition was to give the work
to highly-trained craft workers in order to find a profitable market for the products.
Grenfell, on the other hand, only wished to find "ways to spread the modest income from
the industry among as many people as possible, including those not so highly skilled or
talented." 70 He accepted Luther's resignation, and despite some staffing problems, the
Industrial Department flourished. Part of its success lay in the fact that its founder had
successfully trained nurses, such as Minnie Pike (Red Bay), Florence Bailey (Forteau),
and Mrs. Harry Paddon (Indian Harbour) to take over the training aspect. In 1916 the
former school teacher of St. Anthony, Mrs. I\. . Blackburn, and Grenfell's wife, Anne,
became the Department's temporary managers, while the staff selection committee
continued its earch for a permanent superintendent trained in commerce. In 1918, the
IGA directors felt that the Industrial Department was a great success and on its way to
being a great help to public hcalth. 71
Dr. Little wrote about his admiration for Luther's work in 1908, and credited her
with possessing the gift to teach culinary arts as well. He was particularly impressed by
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her ability to make a half a dozen delectable recipes out of plain food. The importance of
saving the flour barrel by teaching people the uses of cornmeal impressed Little so much,
he felt that the Mission workers should learn how native foods could be made more
palatable.
The discovery that the sprouts of our onions in the cellar, or the young
shoots from the stored potatoes are both edible and nice, becomes a
matter of no mean importance in a household where there are growing
chi ldren, and where scurvy is a thing to be reckoned. 72
When recalling her life at St. Anthony, Luther spoke of how the Mission was in desperate
need of a trained cook. She prepared all the meals, three times a day, for the orphanage
children, the staff, and the visitors. 73 Though her occupation was craft training, she was
instrumental in giving doctors the idea that educated women had an important knowledge
of meal preparation, a ski II that could be used in a campaign for better nutrition.
A gender ideology of scientific motherhood, endorsed by nurses, pediatricians,
and other medical professionals, began to convince Grenfell physicians that laywomen in
northern Newfoundland and in Labrador needed to be better educated in their roles as
wives and mothers. Since many doctors regarded the profession of nursing as a stepping
stone to motherhood, it seemed logical that the female members of the Grenfell staff
should promote educated motherhood among the local women. Nurses did not oppose
this ideology, but rather demonstrated how their work among women was essential to the
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Mission's die tary reform campaign. N urse Mayou, for instance, stru1ed classes in sewing,
knitting, cooking, and home nurs ing for the women in Harrington . Her cooking lesson
was for those "too old or too much needed by the ir mothers to be able to go to day
school,"and included "som e instructi on in hygiene and phys io logy." 74 In 19 12 nurse
Greeley develped cooking classes for married women and girls on Pilley's Island. In the
classes for girls sh e "taught some th ing of food values and economical and healthful
cooking, as the Newfo undland di etary (was) a most pitifully inadequate and improper
one, especially fo r children."

75

A lthough medi cal schools offered student doctors courses

in the nutri tiona l needs of pati ents, the students were not trained to prepare interesting
menus and edibl e meals . Seeing food pre paration as a domestic ro le, physicians grew
anxious to relegate that ta k to nurses and women trained in home economics. 76
In the 19 1Os the M ission's di etary reform campaign became much more focused
and centred around the work oftb e Mission's fe ma le staff. N urses, craft instructors, and a
new group of summer teachers became invo lved in teaching girls and women cooking,
sewing, gardening, and household hygiene - the fundamentals of h om e economics. In
Canada and the U nited States female social refo rmers were helpin g to promote a crusade
for right liv ing and good health, and were inducing school boards to offer female, student
teachers home economics courses, as a res ul t of their energetic campaign to train women
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to safeguard the home and family. They saw home economics as a powerful ally to
bolster women's domestic sphere. They argued that women, with training in domestic
efficiency (bacteriology, household economics, and cooking), could reverse the rising
rates of urban poverty and disease as mothers and wives. 77 Yet in the first decade of the
twentieth century, there were few teachers along the coast of northern Newfoundland and
Labrador. The greatest concentration of public elementary schools was in the more
thjckly populated communities along the Avalon Peninsula, particularly in St. John's.
Also, the majority of school-enrolled children in the rural areas were studyi ng a limited,
largely academic curriculum, that contai ned the 3R , some history, grammar, and
geography, and virtually no trades or sciences
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Philli p McCann argues that there were many "obstacles in the way of an efficient,
evenly distributed and high-standard of system of schools" in Newfoundland and in
Labrador prior to I 949.79 Communications were poor in the outports, with good roads
only in and around St. John's. With low salaries and a lack of appropriate equipment, the
well-trained teachers were not attracted to working in rural, one-room schools.
Furthermore, the credit system almost alway kept families in debt, offering them little
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surplus to pay school fees. Child labour in the fis hery also weakened school attendance,
particularly during seasons when the catch was hi gh. Attendance, which was voluntary,
"tended to increase w he n the fis hery was depressed and less child labour needed." 80 T he
govenm1ent provided a modest school grant, but this had to be divided between the
Catho lic Church, the Church of England, and the Methodist Church.81
M cCa1m argues that an evenly d istributed, qua lity school system might have been
created in N ewfoundland if the government had exercised more power over the churches
and established amalgamated, non-denominational schools. In the last half of the
nineteenth century, the three churches competed fiercely fo r religious infl uence over the
public and often built two or three denominational schoo ls fo r a populati on that did not
warrant multiple schoo ls. Schoo l build ing, as a result, was not evenly distributed
tlu·oughout the island or Labrado r. By the late nineteenth century, a school building
boom left the superintendents of the denominational schools li ttle mo ney to purchase
much needed texts and equipment or funds to hire well-trained teachers. 82 M cCann also
argues that the merchants might have helped to fi nance a public elementary school
system , but did not invest the ir profits into ed ucation for the fis he rs. 83
But as early as 1900 G renfe ll hoped to establi sh an organi zed school system under
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the auspices of the Mission, seeing it as a vital element of social improvement.
According to Dr. Charles Curtis, the Education Act of 1903 gave Grenfell some room to
overcome the competition between churches and their desire to erect denominational
schools. The Act permitted the establishment of non-denominational amalgamated
schools, but only 'in sparsely populated settlements where the number of children [did]
not warrant the establishment of separate schools.' 84 As a result of this loophole, Grenfell
looked to philanthropists to help the Mission sponsor an experimental summer school
g-

programme run by volunteer teachers. )
Ruth Keese, who became Mrs. John Ma on Little, was the first teacher to join this
programme in 1907. At St. Anthony, she introduced kindergarten to the Mission's
Orphanage and taught classes to children around the settlement.

86

Other teachers

followed in the years to come, mostly American college women. A schoolhouse was
built in St. Anthony in 19 12, and the teacher at that time noted that the new school was
modern and decidedly American in the interior. She hoped that a future school system
would evolve to a point where teachers could join nurses and doctors in their battle
against disease and teach "physiology, personal hygiene, and preventati ve measures." She
believed that the ignorance of the people was their great foe, and the place to combat it
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was the classroom. 87
In 1909 Ethel Gordon Muir a teacher from Mrs. Dow's School of Briarcli ff
Manor in New York, wa appoi nted head of th Mission's newly established Education
Department and was responsible for securing Mission teachers in the l910s.

88

From

approximately 1914 onwards, the editor of ADSF consistently published advertisements
headlining "Teachers Wanted. " Potential recruits were informed that the local fishers
were "warm-hearted," "hospitable," and "eager to learn,"89 but if the recruits wanted to
work for the Mission they were expected to meet their own traveling expenses
(approximately $125 for the round trip from cw York), and bring their own food and
school supplies.90 The financial requirements to serve the Mission as a vol unteer were
almost always beyond the ordinary means of women who had gone into the teaching
profession. Although teaching provided a reasonable income, it did not allow many
women the luxury of becoming volunteer missionaries in the North.

ompared to

teachers, Grenfell nurses at least had the option of obtaining a salary as full time workers.
Despite this financial obstacle, the head of the Education Department was able at
times to induce student-teachers attending Mr . Dow's School in New York to raise
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money to send two or three girls to the Mission annually. 91 As a result of the Mission's
growing popularity, the staff selection committee was eventually able to attract more
92

affluent student teachers from Bryn Mawr, mith, Vassar, and Wellesley.

But until the

Mission made friendly ties with elite eastern colleges in the early 1920s, there were never
enough volunteer teachers to supply the fi shing communities that requested them. Those
who did come taught the 3Rs, some history and geography. They also gave rudimentary
instructions in nutrition and hygiene, picking up the slack in public health from the
medical personne1. 93
Grenfell also set up an Education Fund to send local men and women abroad for
an education they could not get at home. Training residents for trades served as part of a
general plan to insure that the Mission fos tered local independence. Some of these pupils
returned home, securing Mission jobs as nur c , plumbers, handicraft workers, and home
economists. 94 Grenfell 's wife, Anne, took charge of the enrollment of students in schools
in Canada and the U.S.A., while the Carnegie orporation met the Mission's
95

contributions to the Educational Fund dollar for dollar up to $5,000.

Because it took
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time to create an Educational Fund and produce grad uates, Grenfell kept his eye open for
a variety of skilled teachers w ho could come to the Mission and instruct the inhabitants in
commerce, crafts, or agriculture. These men and women wo uld give the inhabitants the
education and skills that Grenfell felt were so necessary, to help them learn how to
prevent poverty and its devastating effect on health. 96
In the years leading up to the F irst Wo rld War, Grenfell was supported by a large
team of outstanding men and women. There were six permanent doctors, three times as
many nurses, resident dentists and hygienists, and an increasing number of seasonal
teachers. Kerr indica tes that in the summer "this staff increased to twenty doctors, many
of them well-known s pecialists, and up to 150 'Wops' and 'Wopesses."m Grenfell was
now able to leave ma ny of hi s projects in the hands of others. Dr. Little, for instance,
took over as chief of medical staff and continued to raise the standards of St. Anthony
hospital as a brilliant surgeon. 98 Dr. Mather Hare was committed to Harrington hospital
on the Canadian Labrador, while Dr. Wakefield waged a campaign against tuberculosis
and bette r nutrition throughout the island . An E nglish doctor, Harry L. Paddon, took over
the hospital in Indian Harbour in 1912, and soon established hospitals at Mud Lake and
North West River. By 191 4 the Mission had become an e normous, expensive enterprise,
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with four hospitals, six nursing stations and patients numbering over 6,000 annually.
Kerr argues that Grenfell now became much more valuable to the Mission as a fundraiser
rather than a resident doctor. 99 In 19 15, Dr. Charles S. Curti s arrived from Boston and
shortly after Little's retirement became medical officer in St. Anthony.

100

II. Medical Dietary Perspectives, 1912-1920:

A Case for Educated Motherhood

As the 19 1Os progressed, Gre nfell spent more time away from the coast, while
Drs. Ethan Butler, Harry Paddon, Charl es Curtis, and Arthur Wakefield assumed greater
responsibility over the direction of the Mission's medi cal work. Like Grenfell, they
believed preventive medicine could provide the public better health benefits than
treatment, and envisioned a health campaign that included lessons in the prevention of
tuberculosis and deficiency d iseases. Although all M ission staff did their part to
disseminate info rmation about the benefits of a varied diet, the physicians in charge began
to learn that the Miss ion would benefit fro m the assistance of a "specialized worker," who
could put greater energy into the dietary reform programme. Dr. Ethan F. Butler, for
instance, stated that it was the physic ian's responsibility to head a dietary reform
programme. He noted though that certai n "lay people" would be an incalculable benefit
to the doctor's time if they were trained by the medical chiefto point out the cause of
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tuberculosis and nutritional diseases.

101

Physicians co uld not operate a public health

campaign alone . Additi onal workers would have to assist the physician by teaching the
principles of personal hygiene, appropri ate food selection, proper infant feeding, and the
necessity of fresh air. Short popular talks alo ng these topics were pre requisites for further
public health work.

102

Dr. H arry Paddon was parti cularl y interested in L ittle's 19 12 study of beriberi and
promoted an islandw ide educati on programme to prevent this disease. Fundamental in
solving this nutrition problem was educating the great mass of people and not merely the
Mission's patients. Paddon thought of health in terms of community services, or lack of
them. He believed that nutritional diseases not only rose from poverty, a by-product of
the economic syste m, but from ignorance of how certain foo ds were necessary for health.
He found it partic ula rly hard to believe that local people suffered from scurvy, rickets,
and beriberi, when the cure lay ncar their villages in the form of fruits, vegeta bles, and
wild game. With natural reso urces abundant, Paddon concluded that nutritional ailments
stemmed from the fact that there were few schoo ls in the north. 103 As Paddon settled in
with his work in Labrador, he began to favor the teaching of preventi ve health measures
over clinical m edicine. In hi s mind, a health campaign co uld not be successful, unless
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certain educators had a close understanding of "the local subsistence, its economic base,
of housing, agricultural possibilities, the practi ces of housewives regarding nutrition, and
food preservation."

104

He felt that few foreign teachers, nurses, or doctors would have

success in changing local dietary habits, unless they were sensitized to local tastes, work
patterns, and the economic system.
As Little's cure for beriberi became widely accepted, the dietary reform campaign
became more centred around the need for public ed ucation. In this decade Mission
doctors attempted to make the Newfoundland government aware that they should add to
its recent nation-wide anti-tuberculosis campaign, a section on nutrition and the
prevention of beriberi. In fact, many outport doctors whom the Commission were in
touch with held the opinion that "the food standards ofNewfoundland households [were]
deplorable and ... susceptible of enormous improvement w itho ut much, if any increased
expenditure."
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Dr. R. A. Brehm, the Medical Officer of Health for Newfoundland,

learned from communications w ith Grenfell that the Mission had been treating numerous
cases of beriberi, 106 but despite such evidence sought to convince Sir Edward Morris'
administration that the government should put its effort into reducing the rate of
consumption.
Writing a report on behalf of the P ublic Heal th Commi ssion in 1911 , Brehm
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argued that pulmonary tuberculosis should be the leading public health concern in the
Colony. Although the Commission's statistics indicated that childhood diseases caused
the greatest number of deaths, he felt that deaths from tuberculosis caused the greatest
monetary expense to the Colony. According to Brehm, infant mortality
is not so serious an item from the point of view of the general welfare
as is Pulmonary Tuberculosis, because the infantile death rate is in the
nature of things high in all countries, and also because a life of less than
one year old does not represent the investment to the community nor the
107
value as a social and financial asset that one of 20 to 45 years does.
Linking the nutrition problem to women's ignorance in childrearing, Brehm blamed the
lamentable infant deaths on "improper feeding practices and general ignorance on the part
of mothers. "108 He advised the Newfoundland government to invest in a program that
would introduce "the subject of cooking and of ordinary food values, or something in the
109

way of Home Economics .. .into the curriculum of every girls' school."

Here, Brehm

suggested that the school boards should take responsibi lity for tackling the country's
nutrition problem, rather than the Public Health Commission. Members of the
Commission agreed, and raised $500 to help the Superintendents of Education set up a
home economics course for the young women ofNewfound land .

11 0

With few schools in

northern Newfoundland, however, this proposal did not offer the Mission an appropriate
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solution to reduce the rate of beriberi. Mission physicians had hoped for a public health
campaign in both hygiene and nutrition and one that would at least reach the people living
along the coast.
Feeling let down by the Newfoundland government, Grenfell physicians once
again set out on an independent path to improve the lives of the fishers. They organized
"Health Talks" in private homes, schools, and churches, hoping to attract eager audiences.
Unfortunately for them their lecture-sytle teachings produced indifference and often
outright local opposition. In 1912, Authur Wakefield "preached the gospel offresh air
and nutritious diet in the language of the people, and drove many a truth home by use of a
story."

111

By 1914 he declared his education campaign unsuccessful because so few

people showed up for his meetings. 11 2 One doctor noted that tradition and superstition
blocked his efforts to teach the prevention of beriberi ; he believed that there was
prejudice against dark flour, which seemed "to have risen in the days when darkness
meant dirt." 11 3 Harry Paddon had greater confidence in the future of public health. He
proposed the establishment of a boarding-school for children on the Labrador coast "with
the idea of getting children together, away from the homes which, unfortunately, are often
the greatest handicap to the development of the body, mind, and spirit." 114 Dr. Curtis
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thought the only solution offering any prospect of success was individual hom e visits, but
"owing to the tremendous press ofwork, it was quite impossible to undertake."

11 5

Clearly, the physicians could not interest the fishers in attending lectures about the
negative health effects of relying heav ily on w hite flo ur for nutrients. A lthough they
displ ayed a w illingness to do their part in dietary reform, they were challenged by their
professional failure to interest the adults.
If Gre nfell doctors had a difficult time convincing the people to eat whole wheat
flour, the First World War brought changes to the Mission that would create greater
obstacles for their di e tary refo rm efforts. For one thing, physicians were overworked.
There was a limited number of G renfe ll staff to do many extra-medical activities.
According to Dr. Donald H odd, "the war years brough t their diffi culties, not least among
which were the obtaining of sui table staff." Dr. H. Mather H are who had been at
Harrington for almost a decade resigned in 19 15. E ight medical officers served the
hospital in the decade that fo llowed, the majo rity remaining fo r only one year. Hodd
believed that the fas t turn over rate of medical sta ff hindered the Mission from
broadening the scope of Harrington medical services until the mid- 1920s.

116

Rejecti on rates ofNewfound land and American men fo r the war served to
heighten physic ians' inte rest in women's work in n utrition science. In the early 1920s,
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Grenfell nutrition worker Elizabeth Ful ler believed that "[m]alnutrition among children
gai ned added significance from the fact in the United States during the war one-third of
the men examined for military service were found to be seriously malnourished .. "

117

Nutrition worker Marion Moseley believed that the Mission was particularly interested in
nutritional teachings, after a large number of local men had been rejected for duty with
the Newfoundland Regiment. "We found over half of the children in the vicinity of St.
Anthony in an undernourished condition, the same percentage as that ofNewfoundland
and Labrador men who were physically unfit for service during the war." 118 The War
"spurred ed ucational efforts for more widespread dissemination of contemporary
nutritional findings to those considered responsible for the nation's weii-being, namely
the mothers."

119

Many university graduates in medicine, science, and the social sciences

competed with each other to secure positions in public health work. Pediatricians, social
workers, nurses, and dietitians-- the majority women -- promoted the idea that laywomen
were ignorant in the care of children. They hoped to gain laywomen as clients, by
convincing society that mothers needed their unique knowledge.
During the First World War home economists developed a vision to serve the
nation in public health. They took courses in bacteriology, nutrition, chi ld psychology,
and social work to try to change the condition of the nation's health problems which had
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been made obvious by the war. At the Mission, it is c lear that Grenfell was aware of the
benefit of inv iting tra ined hom e economists to northern N ewfo undland and to Labrador.
In 191 5, the editor of ADSF publishcd two articles by Lulu Graves, a leading American
dietitian.

120

In the fi rst article Graves wrote how it was not enough to know the nutrition

value of foods. "So much of the palatability and d igestibility of our vegetables depend on
their freshness and the method of cooking."

12 1

Here, Graves implied that dietitians had a

distinct knowledge of nutrition and meal preparati on. They knew how to make meals
more "appetiz ing," so that patients were enticed to consume them. T his point would be
an eyeopener for doctors Little, Wakefield, and other male staff members. M ission
doctors tried to teach the people a long the coast of northern Newfoundland and the southeastern s ide of Labrador to add fruits, vegetables, and whole fl our to their diets, but could
not tell the local wom en how to cook these food items. Clearly, there was an opening in
the Mission's health-care hierarchy for specia lized workers to teach the principles of
human nutrition to health-care providers, patients, and the p ublic. Fortunately, home
econo mics colleges were producing specialists and even doctoral candidates to study and
teach the science of human nutrition. In the post-war era, the leaders of the American
Home Economics Association were getting ready to mobilize these individuals for a
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"unique call to service."
Though some Mission personnel maintained that increased prosperity would
allow the fi shers to purchase a greater variety of nutri tious imports, the cooperative
industry was not succes ful. At the end of the 191Os, the Grenfell staff selection
committee still searched for a man trained in business to maintain the few surviving
stores, and agricultural experts to take over the experimental farms.

122

Within the

Mission's sphere of influence, poverty still posed food security problems. A poor fishing
season for the people of White Bay in 1919, lor instance, rendered that community so
short of food the Newfoundland government was compelled to temporarily relax the
colonial statute forbidding the export of pulpwood that winter. 123 At the end of that era
the Mission doctors who remained on sta ff, realized that a preventive health programme
might be more successful if they could recrui t college-educated women to trai n laywomen
in nutrition.
Deficiency disease and tuberculosis' relevance to personal health practices fell
into the realm of homemaking- sanitation, child care, and food preparation - traditionally
women's work . Grenfell nurses and teachers used the skills they learned in elementary
home economics to encourage laywomen and girls to seck their homemaking advice.
Though dietary reform would appear to give Grenfell nurses an opportunity to focus on
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public health, the demands of medica l work did not afford them the time. There was such
a shortage of personne l during and after the F irst World War that the Mission could not
afford to rej ect other specia lists who coul d offer help w ith the nutrition problem.
The provision of public health work was also greatly aggravated by the sparsity of
the populati on and the dearth of schools along the the northern coast. By 19 10 Grenfe ll
was aware that his business ventures had only given the people moderate relief in some
localities. While pressing the government for adequate work and wages for the fi shermen
as a means to good health, Grenfell decided to take immedi ate measures to educate the
people in improving the ir living co nditions. He encouraged the development of a
summer school programme, w here teachers offered courses in gardening and cooking, in
addition to the regul a r lessons. Lessons in di et, in his mind, mi ght be much easier and a
less expens ive means of improving health, than chang ing the fi shers' economic
conditions.
Yet as the decade progressed there were simply not enough volunteer teachers to
serve the Mission territory. The Educati on D epartme nt had a di ffi cult time finding
student teachers who could afford to work without pay during the summer. With few
teachers able to serve the Mission, Grenfe ll decided to take advantage of a new speciality
in food chemi stry and human nutrition, and set up an ed ucation scho larship to send
young, local wome n to co lleges in the U nited States to return as home economists. He
felt that yo ung, pro mi sing women shoul d be informed about the curre nt knowledge of
nutrition, and be able to tra ns late that knowledge into practi cal terms offood and meals
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for their country. Yet all of these programmes took 6me and Grenfell was not one to
ignore an opportunity to improve the fishers' education.
In 1920, two American dietitians volunteered their services to the Mission for the
summer, thereby paving the way for specialized nutrition work. The health project that
ensued was different than dietary reform in the first two decades of the twentieth century,
because it was led by a group of women who had been trained to understand the culture
of diet, and practical methods for changing food habits. Nutrition workers, as they were
called, examined the availability of native foods to determine what beneficial changes
could be made within the families' economic reach. They observed and measured dietary
patterns among children and encouraged them to attend their nutrition clinics and classes.
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Chapter Three
The Gospel of Nutrition: Home Economics and the Child Health Movement

To understand the pro fessional strategies of Grenfe ll nutrition workers, one has to
examine the aspirations of home economists in the Post-World War I era- the
establi shment of subjects and training programmes, the search for students and clients,
and competiti on with other professionals. In the second decade o f the twentieth century
wo men were still largely excluded from careers in business, med ici ne, and science, yet
were innovati ve in drawing upon traditional ideas of women's role in soc iety to establish
alternati ve career paths. T his chapter identifies the emergence of one new career, that is
childhood nutritioni st. Nutriti on workers, as they we re titl ed, we re trained in home
economics and worked with physicians to teach mothers how to prevent maln utrition in
children. This chapter examines how home economi sts interpreted and shaped public
interest in children's health to prepare co llege grad uates for a career in nu trit ion work.
Food conservati on was a central aspect of women's wo rk that greatly concerned
American home economi sts during World War I. As home economics was becom ing
more formalized in higher education, leaders argued that all wo men needed trai ni ng in
nutriti on science to cope with the impact of government war regul ations to conse rve food
consumption. Many home economists emphasized parent education, particularly for
women, as part of thi s national strategy. The topic of protecting c hildren gained popu lar
appea l during the war and occupied much of home economi sts' discuss ions in the
reconstruction period. Section one o f this chapter explains how two events- the load
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conservation movement and a national campaign for improved child health- encouraged
home economists to add child wei Care studies to their curriculum.
As an associat ion that held the wei Care of' the home as its first concern, home
economics leaders Celt that saf'cguard ing the child was a natural extension of their existing
agenda. In the early 1920s they developed a new chi ld care programme to enhance and
expand the role of women homemakers and aspiring careeri sts. Section two idcntilie ·
two groups of wo men that home econom ists hoped to att ract to child care studies. The
first group were whi te and middle class. Intel ligent, wi th the linancial backing to go to
college, these women sought careers in education or public health. !lome economists
also argued that child welfare training was not just for the career destined. ·q uipped with
a college education in the management or chi ld care, homemakers wou ld have the
opportunity to politicize women's rights and demonstrate that motherhood vvas a real
profession.
The econd group home economists targeted were women they l"clt had less access
to health information and educational opportunities. Dominant perspectives abo ut gender
and class turned their attention to women in crowded city sl ums, isolated countrysides,
and ethnic communiti e . As social reformers, home economics leaders rei! that these
wo men labored under ex treme economic pressure and needed to be taught how to
politicize their needs. By studying the customs and social conditions under which these
women worked, home economists sought to teach them how to lead municipal
improvement program·, manage high food prices, and protect chi ldren's health. /\!though
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home economists tended to assume that working-class or immigrant women needed to
learn how to be visible, intelligent mothers, they did not exempt their own class from
maternal ignorance. /\s society became modern ized by new developments in technology
and the behavioural sciences, home economists argued that women or all races and
classes stood in need of the latest child care information.
Discussions of nutrition in relation to child health dominated home economics
conferences and publications in the late 19 10s, lead ing to the establ ishment ol"ch ildhood
nutrition wo rk.

incc the turn of the twentieth century publ ic concern for childhood

liscases, juvcnillc delinquency, education, and child labor had marked the ascendancy or
1

other child-saving professions, such as pediatrics and child psychology. /\ rtcr World
War I, the fi eld or public health education ex panded rapidly, especially in relation to the
appropriate care of chi ldrcn.2 John B. Wat on, a renowned behavio rist, "characterized
children as huma n machines, whose conduct and behaviour could be shaped by maternal
tcchnicians."3 I li s the ry was inO uential, especia lly with home economists, encouraging
proponents to have "faith in the possibilities of science for solving social prob l cms.~~" In
1
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the earl y 1920s, home economi sts, public health nurses, social workers, and ped iatricians
each sought to wrench child care knowledge from parental authority, and subj ect parents,
namely mothers, to their expert advice. Section three examines how home economists
attempted to set themse lves apart in the child hea lth movement, by promoting their
students' unique knowledge of nutrition science.

I. The Search for Subject Matte•·

At the turn of the twentieth century a college education in home economics
included training in all matters that related to the home: cook ing, nu triti on, tex tiles,
economics, and hygie ne. As a significant female domain, many students majo red in the
discipline to prepare themselves for marriage and motherhood. Some students
concentrated on the study of nutriti on to specialize in hospital di etetics, while numerous
wo men sought careers teaching the core subj ects to elementary and hi gh-schoo l girls.
Teaching home economics became so popular by the 19 1Os, the fi eld became saturated
with eli gible graduates. Schoo ls and co lleges were the only major instituti ons ofk ring
employment,5 and home economics leaders were commi tted to finding alternati ve jobs lo r
degree holders. 6 With America's entry into the war, however, a new career opportunity
opened up for home economists interested in nutritional studies. The deans o r home
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economics departments took advantage of the government's interest in food va lues and
chi ld health to restructure the curricul um to train graduates for childhood nutri tion work.
In 19 17 an American strategy for victory ncouragcd the publi to better
understand the principles of human nutrition. The Uni ted tatcs was forced to conserve
food for military groups, the civilian population, and all ied nations in l:uropc. The
American Food Administration (AFA), for instance, made rulings on the domestic
preservation of wheat, meat, and other food products for men in battle. The AFA ,
though, was concerned that children and inval ids would be adversely afTcctcd by a
national policy for food conservation, especially dairy products. By collaborating with
the Office of I lome Economics of the United tatcs Department or Agriculture, the AF A
published booklets titled the "Food Leaflets" that descri bed the ways that institutions and
homemakers could sa fely make menu changes so that food needed for health cou ld be
easily undcrstood.7 1 hi s situation helped home economists realize the national \ orth or
their nutritional knowledge.
Home economists' mandate was to lead the conservation movement by having
every man, woman, and child informed about the efficient usc or food. The American
I lome Economics As ociation set up an "emergency committee in each state to co-operate
with the Department of Agriculture and the f-ood

omm issioner, l lcrbcrt l loovcr. "s
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directors encouraged members to help women's clubs Jearn how to limit the domestic usc
of wheat and set up community canning centres to preserve vegetables and !'ruits. I lome
economists had a vision of patriotic war work, where every jar or can Iii led by
housewives for home u e released an identical quantity of canned goods for export. They
also argued that human labor, space on freight cars and transportation costs would be
wasted if factory-preserved fo ods were sent throughout the country.

9

Heavily invo lved in the nation-wide conservation movement, the American I lome
Economics A sociation saw that their knowledge and ki lls served a second public need.
Medical report of American draftees made public that approximate! thirty percent of
potential recruits were physically unfit for military service. This disquieting proportion or
rejections rcvcalc I to government agencies and health organizations that earl y childhood
diseases, such as rickets, were a serious menace to national efficiency. In light of this
finding, the Women's ommittee of the Council ofNational Dclcnsc co llaborated ' ith
the Children's Bureau of the Department of Labor to culti vate a national heal th
conscience on the right rearing ofhuman lifc. 10 Both groups believed that the protection
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of chi ldren should be an important concern for a country at war. They proclaimed 19 18
"Children's Year" to encourage welfare agencies and researchers to study the nutrition
problem presented by recent health stati stics from the military. 11 The hildrcn's Year
campaign centred the country's attention upon chi ldren of pre-school age and encouraged
social service organization and physicians to examine children for malnutrition, bad
tonsiIs, adenoids and other d isordcrs.

12

In many instances child health programmes were already developed by
progressive nursing organizations, education departments, and medical associations, all
asserting the importance of preventati ve health . Yet home economics leaders believed
there was a superior link between their discipline and child health . Eli zabeth Me racken,
a home economi st with the U.S. Chi ldren's Bureau, for instance, wrote that "the time had
come for the home economics worker, whether County Demonstration /\gent, Visiting
Housekeeper, or Dietitian to cooperate wi th other organizations to so lve the great
problems or child wei fare in rural and urban centres." 13 The primary rcsponsibil ity lor the
health or the chi ld rested upon the shoulders of' home economists because they had
specialized training in bacteriology, cooking, and food planning. "It has been said or the
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home economi cs movement in America that it began in the kitchen. f-or the purposes or
child welrare it could scarcely have begun in a better pl ace."14 Me racken also stressed
that home economi sts should not onl y concern themselves with rood problems; their
duties went beyond the household into the community where practitioners were capable
or addressing the problem of sanitation, milk suppl y, the spread or tu berculosis, and other
public health issues. 15 While the aim orthe Children's Bureau was to distribute leallets to
the public on the maintenance of child health, the home economist's role was to go into
neighbourhoods, indi vidual homes and schools to ex plain the results to be obtai ned.

16

Deciding to establish a child welfare programme for home economics
departments, directors at va rious uni versities found that the requirements lo r the study
were already laid out in the curriculum.

ourses in physiology, food chemi stry,

bacteriology, p ychology, sociology, hi tory, and economics were natu ral prereq ui si tes
for the study or human development. 17 J\t the New York Child llea lth onference in
1920, home economi sts drew up plans to give students the opportunity to take courses

directly related to the supervision and educati on of child health . In the new curriculum
the biological sciences were linked with child care to help home economi sts recognize
signs of physical "defects" such as bad teeth, tonsilit is, and tuberculosis, as ' ell as other
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medical conditions that prevented children from developing normal ly. They also studied
behavioral sciences in relation to child health, all of which informed them that factors
other than diet were important in combating mal nutrition. 1M Directors ensured that the
child welfare programme taught students to prevent disease rather than treat its ravages;
so, while they were surficicntly trai ned to recognize common ailments in ch ildren, thei r
duty as health instructors was to renect upon prevention through mothers' home
mcthods. 19
Hospital dietitians, home econom ics degree holders, also capitalized on their
patriotic war wo rk to find careers in nutrition education. Prior to the war, dietitians'
sphere of innucncc was primaril y limited to the 'diet kitchen,' the instruction or nurses in
practical cookery, and the supervision of nurses in the reeding of paticnts.

20

During the

war, dietitians succcss l\.tlly fostered a heroic image of their profession. Through the Reel
Cross Bureau f ursing, the Dietitians crvicc organi zed the training and rc ruitmcnt or
dietitians to wo rk as civi lians at military hospitals. J\t home and abroad they prepared
diets for all patients, not just for those with nutritional disorders and diseases, and had
extensive admini trat ivc responsibility organizing the purchasing, preparation, and
delivery of all hospital food . Lynn
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dietitians were assigned to military hospitals, 84 were serving overseas, and 272 were
distributed among the 97 base hospitals, general hospitals, and post hospitals in the
United Statcs." 21 At the end of the war, the Red Cross was so pleased wi th the dieti tians'
service, local chapters placed them in health centres, settlement houses, and schools
across the country. The Red Cross' ambition was to "carry on an e lucational programme
to encourage wi se food selection," largely in rural areas where there was a dearth ol'
health and social ervices.22 While working with Red Cross chapters, the American
Dietetic Association saw opportunities where its members could serve other localities and
organizations. Jn the 1920s many dietitians, paid and volunteer, gave advice on
protective food s and nutrition to baby hygiene chapters, public health nursing
associations, the Bureau of Ilealth Education and medical schoo ls.

23

1\s more women

looked to careers in public health, deans of home economics departments saw student
dietitians, and other social ervice profes ional , as perfect candidates lor ad anced
studies in chi ld wellare work.

II. Child Welfare Studies and the Search for Pr·o pectivc

licnts

In the uni versity, department heads recruited young middle-class women into
their child welfare programmes by offering prospective students an opportuni ty to
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become a home-maker, carccrist, or even a f'cmini st advocate. But recruitment strategies
did not end there. Leaders prided themselves on the !'act that their program mes vvcrc well
suited for college women taking course work in other disciplines. Part or this idea was
based on the observation that most career women would marry and need the skills to care
lor a family. 24 Publi c health nurses, and social workers were very dcsirabl candidates
though, because many worked with child health associations and presentl y lacked course
work in the feeding of children.25 Generally, the propaganda surrounding the va lue or
women trained in home economics promised both career-destined girls and home-makers
dignity in their chosen paths. Most of all , it prepared all wo men for a smooth transition
into marriage and parenthood by offering them lectures and laboratory in vestigation in
household management, consumer economics, child care and nutrition and cook ing.
Leaders used a feminist argument to entice middle classs homemakers to enroll in
child welfare studies. One popular argument was that more attention should be given to
the wide-reaching innuences on national health and industrial prosperity or women's
exacti ng du ties and economi c contributions in the home. /\lice Rave nhill , lo r instance,
felt that homemakers' enormous econom ic wo rth to the nation was un popular and
obscured by the census because it classified them as unemployed- "a dire sarcasm in
truth ." 26 Women sought paid careers partl y because men did not cooperate with them in
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domestic matters nor appreciate their national worth.27 Although c lucatcd women earned
the right to qualify for a self-supportive calling, motherhood was real work and with
proper training and publicity could be made the highest honour of citizenship. Traini ng
and advice wo uld also empower women to put child care, education, food , and housing
problems on the political agenda? 8 On the eve or female surrrage, home economics
leaders believed that women educated in home mak ing and child rearing, could onl y help
advance women's cause to be recognized as fu ll ci ti zens.
But middle-class women were not the only group that home economists tried to
attract to their child care advice. Graduates on a career track wou ld need clients.
Extolling the pre-war ideo logy of Americani zation, leaders argued that child care trai ning
made graduates ideally suited to bring applied scientific principles to immi grants, the
American poor, and foreigners in war-torn Europe. They portrayed their grad uates as
models of American progress and scientific womanhood by infusing their middle class
values with a discourse or professionalism. As home economists sought to accu lturate
immigrant mothers through classes in American home management, certain tactics of the
late-nineteenth century ocial reform movement gave way to a new concept or the
publicly accountable expert: prol'cssional home econom ists could no longer blind ly Ioree
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middle-class value or economic privileges upon immigrant populations or the destitute.
They would have to master new ideas from the social, behavioral, and biological sciences
to appreciate the trad itions and cu toms of the old country and the realities of the urban
poor. This professional training would make them more sensitive to the needs and
lifestyle of the le s fortunate.
Agnes ray Morgan or the UCLA Department of Household Cience was one
leader, amo ng many, who promoted home econom ists' accountabi lity as scicntilic
investigators.

he stated that the aim of the graduate was not to introduce "a complete

'American' dietary" to the immigrant mother, but to teach her "to restore the former
dietary balance by suppl ying lost elements."29 Tlome economists learned from their own
laboratory findin gs that indigenous diets were entirely appropriate for nutritional needs.
The real causes of malnourishment were sudd n changes in the environment and high
food prices, and maternal ignorance of how to deal with them. The e factors prevented
immigrants from obtaining and preparing their tradi tional diet. Home economists
believed that defi ciency di seases could be eliminated if immigrant and poor

l~unili es

were

.mexpcns1ve
. ('oo d su bst1tutes.
.
30
taugI1t I1ow to grow or purc1ase
I

Home economists' efforts to help poor and immigrant families obtain better health
generally revolved around solving the problems of ignorance and poverty. Yet most
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realized that nutrition education was not eiTective by itself; they needed to help families
maximize spending power. To tackle this, practiti oners had to pay close attention to the
relationship between husband and wife and to help the couple wo rk within the line that
separated their dutic . They believed that home economi sts' great fa ilure in the past was
to neglect men by giving onl y women cooking demonstrations, labo r savi ng advice, and
information about economical products. While working with wives to help them de fine
their domestic responsibilities, home economists hoped to persuade husbands to expand
women's sphere to give them greater respon ibi lity lo r issues that encompassed the family
and community. They believed that women (taught to politicize their needs) could work
in cooperation with men to lobby for better water and sewer systems, price control, and
increased wages.31 Intensive studies by the hildrcn's Bureau had taught home
economic leaders "that economic pres ure and ignorance were at the root or practically
32

all the unfo rtunate conditions in which children were living or dying."

hild welfare

wo rk would have to include the educati on of adults on economic j ustice, the support of
local women in leadership roles, and the education of mothers in the care of inl~mt s and
children.33
In the early 1920s many child welfa re workers took their teachings into poor,
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immigrant neighborhoods in an attempt to improve the health of the new citizens.
Leaders argued that the government had evaded its responsibil ity to prepare for the arrival
of immigrants especially after the war. Lack of "Americanization" programs led to
crowded homes inadequate wages, and only opportunities for unsk illed gang labor.
Sophia P. Breckinridge, home economist and chief of the Di vision of Adjustment of
ll omes and l·ami ly Life for the Carnegie Corporation, stated that Americanizat ion
concerned "the establishment of the good home in the good neighborhood, in the wellordered city, or the efficiently organized rural community, under a self-di rectinl?. state
government. "34 The school was the most important agency of assim ilation because it
f'urnished the direction of right values and education fo r children. Outlining the chi ld
welfare worker's role, she stated that graduates had to learn how to recognize the special
relationship between immigrant parents and their ch ildren because fore ign speak ing
schools placed "th standard of fi lial respect and parental authority" above all else. If'
home economists were to Americanize forei gn people successfull y, to help them become
skilled workers and educated citizens, they needed to be in fo rmed about many cultures
and customs. They had to learn how to appreciate the difficulties under which the fo reign
mother labored by obtaining some reasonable estimate of her services to the home.
Understanding the child 's contribution to parental help wa also important , but most of all
home economists were to educate the parents thro ugh the ch ildren without di srupting the

34
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parent-child relationshi p.35
Although home economics departments offered nutrition courses in relation to
child health in the 1920s, visiting nurses associations, the Red Cross, baby wcllarc
organizations, the Y.W . .A, county boards of health and the generall'cdcration of
women's clubs began to offer their employees some type of training in nutrition during
this period.

6

fn 192 1, the educational credenti als of a ch ildhood nutritionist were so
111

varied, the tate orNcw Yo rk made an attempt to standardize the training. On May 20 a
committee composed of educators, doctors, home economists and scient ist·, under the
auspices of the ew York

utrition Counci l, gathered to create a national title and

programme for these diet educators. The title decided upon was the "nu trition worker,"
described as "one who worked with the physician on the nutrition or children either in
nutrition clas es, or the homes or both ." 37 The committee agreed that lor the sake or
efficiency they would divide students into two separate clas es: one class compo. cd of
those who elected "the proposed subjects during a regular four-year college course" and
the other composed o f "nurses, instructors in physical education, social workers, domestic
science teacher , and other educators who (wished) to supplement their previous training
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to become nutrition workers."

38

Training would include 1500 hours ol' study in foods,

physiology, psychology, sociology, symptomatology (taught by a 1 hysician), record
keeping, ca e study of fami ly problems, and public speaking. The committee mandated
that health organizations should only hire a nutrition worker as a super isor, if' the
individual had at least a year's field experience and was twenty-one years ol' age or
older. 39 By 1923 the American Child Health Association released a bulletin that outlined
two separate training standards for nutrition workers: one for the training ol' professional
nutrition workers and another for the special training in nutrition of general health
workers. Health workers, who sought nutrition trai ning, were required to work
cooperati vely with physicians and nutrition specialists, or work under their dircction.

40

By working with the New York Nutriti on Council, home economists were able to
realize one ol' their goa ls. This was to attract career destined women to new home
econom ics studies in child care and nutrition. Opening up home economics cour es to
students in other disciplines, however, was perhaps an oversight. I lome economists
offered students in nursing, social work, and education specialized training in nutrition
that they offered their own majors. Aspiring nutrition wo rkers, as such, were vulnerable
in the field because they came from a variety of occupations and were subsequently
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without a professional association that could claim or protect them. I lome economists'
far reaching attempt to educate career destined women from other di sciplines hurt their
own ability to claim nutrition work as their profession. Perhaps leaders did not limit
registration in childhood nutrition to home economics majors, because they were
constrained by their own need to find students to teach. By establishing child health
courses, it is clear that home economists hoped to provide their graduates a career
opportunity in nutrition work. Offering nutrition studies to other health professionals,
however, always made it possible for social workers, teachers, and nur cs to wrench
nutrition work as a potential pro fession from home economi sts.

Ill. Nutrition Worl< and Competition with Other Professionals

In the 1920s, dean or home economics depa rtments found themselves competi ng wi th
sister organizations such as the ational Organization fo r Public I lealth ursi ng, when
they attempted to promote their graduates as ideal supervisors of child welfa re work. In
the United States, public concern for child welfare provided many career opportunities for
women, particularl y to those trained in other fi elds, such as social work and public health
nursing. In the Progressive era female reformers helped create these p ro~ ssional niches
by urging the federal government to establish a national Children's Bureau. According to
Robyn Muncy, the Children's Bureau was run by upper-middle class women, largely
educated at the Chicago School of Civics and Phil anthropy, a college that trained
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America's earliest social wo rkers. 41 From 19 12 onwards these women col lected facts on
children, disseminated legal and health information to the public, and advocated for the
rights o[the chi ld. Muncy slated that by 1920 "rc[ormcrs,journalists, church leaders, and
42

individual mothers recognized the Bureau as the nation's leading exp rt on childrcn."
These early social wo rkers helped forge close connections between a variety ol'
professionals forging careers in child health work.

Nutrition wo rkers with a home economics background aligned themselves with
this national chi ld welfare movement and sought to work cooperatively with other child
saving professionals. According to Julia Grant "advances in infant health and !'ceding led
to an unprecedented decline in the level of infant mortality and contributed to the belief
that the incorporation of scientific principles into child rearing might enable parents to
raise uniforml y healthy, well-adj usted, and law abiding citizens.""13 I lome economists
hoped to elevate their scientific knowledge of childhood to the status of other child health
professionals. They argued that their students should make "a special study ol' the
nutritional conditions of school children and together with the med ical inspector, nurse,
44

oral hygienist and other specialists could constitute a department of health cducation."
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But before home econom ists could gain a professional foothold in the movement lo r child
health, they felt that they had to educate nurses and physicians as to the meaning and
value of nutrition work.
To be recognized as specialized experts in child nutrition work, hom economists
hoped to foster a complementary, working relationship with public health nurses and
physicians. To date there are few historical studies demonstrating home economists'
challenges with this endeavour. Some insight can be gleaned from articles in the Journal

of Home Economics, Rethinking Home Economics (1997), and Barbara Mclosh's history
of American nursing. Though home economics-trai ned nutrition workers had been
trained to translate the benefits of a balanced diet to children and their parents, they
lacked public health nur es' field experience of medical procedures and di agnostic views.
Some home economics leaders feared that this knowledge gap could make their
graduates vulnerable in child health work.
According to Barbara Melosh, the term "public health nurse" was coined in 191 2
by a newly formed American nursing as ociation call ed the National Organizati on lo r
Public IIealth Nur ing (NOPHN). NOPI IN provided a sense of identity and structure for
nurses who worked outside of private duty nursing and the hospital. It emphasized the
profession's commitment to the public health movement and linked nurses in vi ·iting
nurses' associations and settlement houses, anti-tuberculosis and chi ld welfare
associations, factory di spensaries, and rural health agcncics.

45
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NOPHN stated in the Journal of Home Economics that the purpose of public health
nursing was two- fold: "to assist in the prevention of disease by teaching hea lth and
hygiene and to provide skilled nursing care for tho e who are sick in their homes and
6

either cannot afford or do not need the full time ervices of a grad uate nu rse. "~ In
situations that called for preventative care, public health nurses enjoyed considerable
professional independence from physicians outside of the hospital. They gave advice on
diet and personal hygiene, established vaccination schemes and sanitation programmes,
47

and taught home nur ing, maternity care, and ch ild rearing techniques to laywomen.
8

These women were u ually graduates of elite schools of nursing in large hospita l s,~ and
had learned medical procedures and the appropriate protocol to work with physicians."

9

Although public health nurses had the advantage of recognizing med ica l
problems, they lacked home economists' understanding of food values and the
physiological factors that underlie good nutrition.5° Katherine hsher, chair of the
subcommittee on teaching dietetics to student nurses, pointed out that dietetics had
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always been an important subject within the nursing school curriculum . She felt that
student nurses of the day, though, needed longer training in the subject, because or recent
advances in human nutrition. "Without a thorough, up-to-date cour e in dietetics. nurses
nowadays finds themselves seriously handicapped in public health work and in other
branches ofnu rsing." 51 Tn public health, home economists felt that they could clai m
authority in nutrition work. They had more course work and laboratory investigation in
human nutrition, and they could also set themselves apart because hea lth prof'cssionals
52

received little training in normal nutrition, especially as it related to ch ildren.

By 1922 many home economics departments began to support special ized courses
in nutrition education for nurses and social wo rkers. The overall purpose was to help
other public health workers identify nutrition problems, so that they could wo rk with the
nutrition specialist more effectively. The Department of Home Economi cs at the
University of Washhington, for instance, offered nursing and social work students an
advanced course titled "Problems Connected with Malnutrition. " This included "an
intensive study and discussion of infant feeding and the feeding or older children, majo r
topics relating to malnutrition, the work of va rious organ izations in the country that arc
especially interested in child welfare work, and the dietary customs of various
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nationalities.'' 53 Though these students were given instruction in the mean ing and va lue
o f nutrition wo rk, home economi sts felt that public health nurses and social wo rkers
wo uld require "the supervision of a more highl y trai ned specialist in nutrition." 54 Wh ile
the home economi st was responsi ble for the correction of dietary errors of undernourished
children, the nurse aimed to wo rk with the physician to have physical defects corrected.
With separate training and experience, the home economist and public health nurse wou ld
conduct together child health work more effecti vely.55
Home economists' second strategy to gain a place in the child health movement
was to acquaint physicians with the importance of nutrition work. Leaders were aware
that physicians could and often did draw upon the language and protocol of med ici ne to
make female public health workers vulnerable in the fie ld. To overcome this obstacle,
home economists allied themselves with pediatricians. After all , pediatrics recognized
the importance of the proper feeding of infants. 56 Pri or to the war a great number of
physicians focused their efforts on the treatment o f disease by means of medicati on or
surgery. Pediatricians, however, centred a major portion of their pract ice on preventati ve
health by encouraging mothers to seek their infant feed ing advice. Rima 1\.pJ le has
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argued that famil y and pediatric physicians fought for control over the dissemination of
infant-feeding information at the turn of the twentieth century. These practitioners
believed that the greater portion of infant mortality and morbidity resulted fro m
insufficient brca t milk and maternal ignorance of artificial feeding.

57

Med ically directed

artificial bottle feeding became one way to combat possible nutritional de fi ciencies in
human mill<. Handing out infant formul a prescriptions, pediatricians argued that nutrition
8

information must come from the medical profession to ensure the sa fety or the infant. 5
I lome economi ts knew, however, that these practitioners knew very little about
behavioural methods to induce children to eat health ful foods.
Physicians' lack of nutri tiona! knowledge about chi ldrcn encouraged home

economics leaders to cultivate cooperation with the American Medical Association. They
hoped to convince pediatricians of the need fo r scicnti fi cally trained home econom ists in
childhood nutrition. As such deans of home economics departments asked ped iatrician
to teach nutrition students the physiology of child development and the phy ical
indicators of malnourishment. These courses would help the nutrition specialist
understand medical procedures and the physicians' duties. They also asked Camily
physicians and pediatricians to supervise home economists' work in nutrit ion classes and
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clinics across America.59 Articles in the Jo urnal of! lome Economics indicate that many
pediatricians complied with home economists' efforts to learn more about the med ical
aspect of child health. William R.P. Emerson was one.
Dr. Emerson was a pediatrician with the Mas achusctts llospital in Boston and
had been studying the problem of malnutrition among American children from all strata
of society. He had pioneered methods of conducting a nutrition class initially for
physicians who sought to identify and correct malnourishment in school age children.
I lome economist saw an opportunity in Emerson's work and desired to teach thei r
students how to conduct a similar nutrition class. In 19 19, heads of home economics
departments, such a Lucy Gillett and Lydia Roberts, established nutrition classes along
the lines of Emerson's methods. 60 Roberts indicated that her nutrition class would di ffer
slightly because it would not be cond ucted by a physician, "but by 'd iet pcciali ts,' who
as it happened were teachers of children as well ."

he stated that this did not mean that a

nutrition class would operate independently of a phy ician. ft would be set up so that a
physician and home economist would wo rk and cooperate through a separate di vision of
labour. 61
Dr. Emerson's nutrition class methods were very influential in home economic .
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His work taught nutrition specialists that "poor nutrition was due, not to poverty, but to
ignorance, to physical defects in the first place, but equally to lack of home control and to
improper food habits and health habits, particularly insufficient rcst." 62 II believed that
it was possible fo r any child regardless of gender, class, or ethnic origin to become
underweight - a telltale sign of malnourishment. I lis great contribution to public health
was the creation of charts on height and weight standards to help physicians determine
whether a child was healthy or undcrnourishcd. 63 According to the standards, child ren
could be deemed malnourished if they fell I0 percent below normal weight for their age
and hci ght. 64 Roberts and Emerson both taught nutrition students hov to usc the chart to
work with the doctor in a nutrition clinic.
In a nutrition clinic, the nutrition specialist was required to ascertai n the height
and weight of school children for the doctor. If she determined that a chi ld was
underweight for hi s or her age and height, the child was sent to the doctor for a closer
physical examination. There, the doctor exa mined the child for physical de fects (bad
tonsils, teeth, or adenoids) and made medica l recommendations fo r correction. Those
judged to have nothing at fault but poor diet were returned to the nutrition speciali st,
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where they were asked to attend her week ly nutrition class. The main objecti ve of the
nutrition class was to determine the underlying social causes of malnutrition and to
interest children as to the importance of following health rules. Inducing children to
follow lessons, though, also required
a visit to the home to find out all conditions under which the child
lived. It meant planning an adequate diet lin cooperation with the
mother] which should co t well wi thin the family's means. Often
a survey of the markets in the neighborhood was necessary to learn
the kinds and qualities of goods and their prices. The mothers
needed to be taught how to prepare foods and the children
persuaded to eat them. In almost every case the workcr. .. must
supplement to a great extent the lack of parental control in matters
65
of sleep rest, and habits of eating.
In the nutrition classes, home economists completed health records or each ch ild, and
prepared food exhibits, diet slips, and recipes for mothers. They also submitted a report
to the supervising physician, which was based on a summary of their observations and
rcsults. 66
Within a few years of the adoption of the Emerson method, h me economtcs
departments in the cast and mid-west began to question its usefulness. There were many
uncertainties in the science of human nutrition and one of the hottest topic or debate was
the method of idcnti fyin g and treating the undcrnouri hcd.
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changed her mind on some of Emerson's principles and criticized the finality or tone in
his new book. In a published review of Nutrition and Growth in Children she informed
readers that "serious disturbances of nutrition (not necessarily accompanied by
underweight) may and do occur when the supply of vitamins is low fo r any considerable
time."

he felt that Emerson's discussion on the causes of malnutrition, "fast eating,

reading in bed, sleeping wi th windows closed, and playing during the rest period" were
not scientific indicators of ill health.68 Although nutrition workers continued to usc the
popular height and weight test, home economists eventually deemed it necessary to send
all children, including those of normal weight, to the examining doctor. Roberts' change
of perspective was likely influenced by the work of other child-saving professions and the
importance these practitioners placed on the findings of the new behavioral scicntists. 69 It
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this article Craven divides child-saving into two periods: the Progressive era between
1890- 19 15 and the age of professionalism between 1915- 1930. The new child-saving
professionals of physical anthropology, pediatrics, educational psychology, and nutrition
emphasized the study of the "normal" chi ld. They believed that the ultimate goal was to
uncover characteristics of that child and adjust individuals to this nati onal culture. hildsavers of the pre-war Progressive era were al o interested in uplifting children to national
standards, but they went about Americanization in a different manner. Influenced by late
nineteenth-century biological determinism, they believed that children could be classified
into "superior, normal, and subnormal" categories in which the gap that separated them
were undeniable and permanent (42 1). Progressives measured environmental
characteri stics such as poverty, ignorance, or inadeq uate nutrition to explain grou p
variations. Some o f them employed the authority of the positivists and the natural
sciences to attribute race, class, and gender differences as evidence of human nature or
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is also likely that many doctors were disgruntled that home economic leaders were
teaching their students to make judgement calls, calls that hinged upon a diagnosis or
who was malnourished or not. Forging nutrition principles in the field or child health
study was extremely difficult for home economists. There were a great number of
70

doctors, who still , by the late 1920s, had littl training in nutrition, and some who
wished to undermine the value of food studies as a science. According to Lynn Nyhart,
many physicians regarded cooking and food handling as a skill that all women should
know. These physicians would have feared to align them elves wi th home cconomi ts,
no matter how empirical were their investigations, because they regarded the study of
food as women's work .7 1 Though several physician worked with nutrition workers at the
Grenfell Mission medical offi cers emphasized that nutrition wo rkers wo uld act, primaril y
as disseminators of information. Under no circumstances were they aIlowe I to liagnosc
children or prescri be a diet therapy to the malnourished.
Although home economists had difficulties proving that they had something
separate and unique to offer other health professionals, they gained a steady foo thold in
child health work in the 1920s. World War I gave them a great boost. I lome economists

natural order (4 18).
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urged public observation of food conservation as a patriotic duty. The federal
government sought as istance from them, because no other professional association was
knowledgeable and capable of helping civilians and the families of sailors and soldier
safely modify food habits.

ational nutrition regulations and military statistics on

malnourished recruits stimulated investigations into the proper care of children. The
emphasis placed on nutrition as one of the major aspects of health gave home economists
an opportunity to become child savers.
Though home economists were competent to engage in a num ber of public health
acti vities, they believed that their best approach to health was nutrition education. /\s
such, leaders decided to make use of the indi viduals and agencies already existing in and
around public schools. This wo rk was planned with the idea that a nutrition wo rker,
teacher, nurse, phy i ian, and dentist would cooperate closely in all school health
programmes. Home economics leaders hoped to set their graduates' sk ills apart by
establishing nutrition clinics and classes, where all work would centre aro und their
graduates' knowledge. Claiming nutrition work as a professional lield, though, presented
problems for home economists. Leaders had an open doo r policy for coli ge enrollment,
allowing nurses, social workers, and physica l education teachers to obtai n the home
economics courses required to become certified nutrition worker .
It seems though that a degree in home economics still held the badge of' authority

in nutrition wo rk, at least until the mid to late 20s. The two women who brought the
nutrition class movement to northern ewfoundland and to Labrador were home
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economists. The aim of their nutrition class was not only to help foreign children obtai n
American weight standards, but to teach homemakers good nutrition, thus inlluencing the
health of' the entire family. Home econom ists Celt that prosperity and progress rested in
the hands or educated women. They therefore sought foreign women to attend nutrition
classes, so that they might follow health principles given to their children. As we shall
see in Chapter Four, nutrition workers raced the ever present problem of assimilat ing
their clients to American, middle class values. While in northern Newloundland and in
Labrador, nutrition workers experienced difficulties enticing rural women to attend
regular nutrition classes. Although they had been taught to appreciate the conditions
under which foreign mothers laboured, some till believed that non-American women
were somehow backward, preferring to stick with tradition, and reluctant to accept new
ideas.

11 5
Chapter Four
Enlisting Wom en and Children in the March toward Health :
American Nutrition Workers ~t t the Grenfell Mission, 1920- 1924

from the first World War, American home economists were developing a
profession that could serve a public health need identified by Grenfell Mission personnel.
That need was lor specialized work in nutrition education, a job that proved fa r too
difficult fo r Mission personnel to undertake. Many Grenfell doctors, nurses, and teachers
had tried to advise the local people how to prevent defi ciency diseases and tuberculosis,
but were fru strated by time constraints and public apathy. Although medica l and nursing
choo ls offe red some courses in dietetics, these professions had not developed teaching
techniques to deliver nutri tional info rmation to the public.
Tn the earl y 1920s, Mission physicians began to wonder whether home econom ics
education for laywomen might be the best approach to solve the rural nutrition problem.
Mission personnel could not convince local adults to purchase healthfu l whole wheat
fl our, nor to store enough frui ts and vegetables fo r their fami ly's twelve-month food
supply. American home economists, though, had recently demonstrated that they could
teach food conservation, and safe nutrition pinciplcs to women. They did this by
espousing a matcrnalist belief that women were responsible for the health of their nation,
but were not properly prepared for this role. 1 Infa nt mortality, general malnutri tion, and
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tuberculosis plagued coastal Labrador and Newfoundland, as it did America. Ed ucating
mothers about health, especially in poor communities, was not onl y a charitable measure
of saving individuals. It was a broad public hea lth plan to elevate women's role in
producing a nation fit for producti vity and citizcntry.
After World War I, approx imately 24 home economics-trai ned nut ri tion workers
hoped to prove to Grenfell physicians that they had the specialized training tha t cou ld
save local people from nutritional deiicncics. They felt that they could encourage proper
nutrition by providing laywomen with education in American home management,
nutrition and childcarc. They also targeted chi ldren as objects of health reform,
encouraging them to participate in health games and to attend health classes with their
mothers. Vi siting mothers and elementary schoo ls, nutrition workers sought to identify
and change children's poor health habits rein fo rced through years of bad parenting.
l loping to gain medica l acceptance, nutrition workers wanted to prove that they
could innuencc mothers and their children. Their main mandate was to convi nce
laywomen that they needed to take greater responsibility for their chi ldren's health, but to
understand that th i duty could not be achieved without the nut ri tion workers' advice.
This chapter identifies the various strategies through which nut rition workers attempted
to persuade wo men in northern

ewfoundland and coastal Labrador to become

scienti lically-cducatcd mothers.
Articles published in the Mission's magazine Among the Deep Sea Fishe1·s

(ADSF) arc central to examining the various educational fo ru ms through which American
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nutrition workers brought the ideology of scientific motherhood to northern
Newfoundland and coastal Labrador. Other than child welfare reports, there is lit tle
primary material relating to nutrition wo rkers' encounters with local peopl . Their
published autobiographies or memoirs have yet to be identified. The International
Grenfell Association records housed at the Provincial Archives of Newloundland and
Labrador do not have nutrition workers listed among its extensive personnel fi le.
I lowever, .Jill Perry pointed out that Mission publications, particularly those fro m Among

the Deep ea Fishers (ADSF) provide "useful , factual in fo rmation about the Mission's
history."2 One has to be careful when examining the language of the magazine lor it
reflected the ideological perspecti ve of reform-minded philanthropists. Publi shed work,
whether it was a di ary, book, or article, had to be authorized by the I. G./\ di rectors. Most
of it "shamelessly attempted to evoke both sympathy fo r the 'poor Labrador fo lks' and
admiration lo r the 'noble Grenfell Mission'-- a combination ai med squarely at its readers'
pocketbooks."3 By focusing on nutrition workers' articles in ADSF, thi s chapter also
demonstrates how nutrition workers coped with conflicts between thei r prolcssional
ideals and the knowledge and customs of northern

ewfoundland and coastal Labrador

women.
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Although American nutrition worker pointed out specific parenting skills that
local women lacked, they also discussed the cultural lessons learned from local women .
In this respect, it is important to recall that crediting traditional knowledge was part of the
home economics agenda. A professional goal of home economists was to understand the
culture and financial experiences of clients. This was to ensure that they would not
enforce unrealistic, middle class ideals upon poor women, but rather teach them how to
work within their own means to improve their sk ills in homemaking and parenting.
While some of the nutrition workers' efforts to be sensitive to "unfortunate" women could
be regarded as empathetic one must also keep in mind that "tact" was a trategy to win
the respect of cl ients and to gain their compliance.
The American !lome Economics Association (AHEA), theY . W.. A. , the
Carnegie Corporation, the Elizabeth Me ormick Memorial rund, and Red ross chapters
collaborated to end dietitians and nutrition work rs across America and to foreign
countries to advance the cause of preventative health. With the excepti on of the AIl EA,
these organizations provided information, equipment, funding, and personnel to the
Grenfell Mission to help fi ght the indigenous deficiency problem. Mary Barber's amateur

llisto1y of the American Dietetic Association cited Ilclcn Mitchell's scr icc to the
Grenfell Mission in 1929 as a first step towards the realization of an international
program in nutrition education. Yet Dr. llelcn Mitchell , a biochemi st at Battle reck
College, was not the first practitioner to bring nutrition education to the Mission .''
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American nutrition workers were providing educational services to the Grenfell Mission a
decade earlier. Their pioneering role was overlooked by Barber, most likely because thei r
work pre-dated the pub! ication of the Joumal ofthe !I merican Dietel ic !lssociol ion.
Many women with the title "nutrition worker" volunteered to spend at least one
summer with the Grenfell Mission between I920 and I924. Most of them were unpaid
college students from the American East and Mid-West. Some were attending Vassar
College, the University of Chicago, the University of Ill inois, Cornell University, and the
Teachers' ollcge at olumbia. Others were students enrol led in nutriti on programs in
5

Baltimore, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Ind iana, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Ohio. It is clear
from the training requirements outlined in hapter Three that nutriti on workers did not
need to be grad uates of home economics. They did, however, have to have core courses
in foods and nutrition offered by college home economics departments. All of the
nutrition workers were inglc women and though their ages were not listed, most were
likely in their early to mid-twenties.
Appendix A idcnti fies the communi tics and regions that nutrition workers served
between I 920 and 1927. These areas were most likely chosen, because they were close to
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a Mission hospital , nursing station, or school. Appendix B identifies the nutrition
workers by name and the years they worked at the Mission. Although nutrition workers
often made home visits, discussing with local women their children' health habits, much
of the nutrition work was carried out in Mission schools, since a nutrition worker could
reach a greater number of children at one time. White Bay was no exception .

utrition

work was established in no less than nine schools in communities such as Brown's Cove,
Jackson's Arm, Bear Cove, and Hampden. 6 Nutrition workers probably served this region
because there had been three bad fishin g seasons in a row, forcin g many families into
poverty. f-urthermore, Dr. Herbert Wilshusen found over half or the White Bay children
to be 7 percent underweight for their age and height. The rate of malnutrition in the
United States was about 33 percent of all children.7 Another nutrition worker stated that
"a much greater amount of malnutrition was found in places remote from hospital
centres." 8 Though nutrition workers often identified malnourishment, poverty, or
isolation from hospital centres as the rationale for serving a particular region, they al o
spoke of the work carried out in more prosperous communities, such as St. Anthony (ncar
the tip of the Northern Peninsula) or Harrington in Labrador. The overa ll goal or the
dietary reform campaign, therefore, was to educate by bringing the message o r good
hea lth to as many communities as possible.
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Nutriti on work was a public hea lth service that included class instruct ion lor
children and their mother , as well as a health clinic. A denti st, nutrition worker, and
doctor worked collaborati vely in the clinic. The dentist's role was to talk to the mothers
about the necessity of taking care of their children's mouths and how to pre ent toot h
decay through proper oral hygiene and diet. lie or she also gave tooth brush drills, treated
swollen gums, fill ed and pulled teeth, and perfo rmed other necessary dental wo rk.'> The
doctor gave physical examinations to determine if a child had any de fects hampering his
or her development. In the case of bad tonsils, adenoids, or tuberculosi s, the nutrition
wo rker cooperated with the doctor to persuade a mother to send her ch ild to the ho pi tal
for recommended treatment. In addition to a sisting the doctor and denti st, the nut rition
wo rker cooperated with teachers to establish health classes Cor wo men and children in the
schools. The nutrition worker also visited mothers to determine whether any "home
condit ions" were reinforcing children's bad health habits.

10

Dozens of volunteer teachers, recruited by the Mission, conducted nutrition
classes. This chapter, however, focuses mainly on the educati onal strategies o!' the
women who were identi(ied as nutrition workers and who taught the Mission teachers
how to incorporate health lessons into the regular school curriculu m. By 1922 as many as
25 Mis ion teachers received health and nutrition training from pediatrician William
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Emerson in Boston, or a nutrition worker at the Mission. 11 Most of these teachers were
summer workers stationed in White Bay (Newfoundland), Indian Cove and Battle
Harbour (Labrador) and settlements along the Strai ts of Belle Isle, such as 131ack Dove
Cove and Pov rty ovc. 12 Nutrition worker Marion Moseley indicated that teachers were
trained in order to help the Mission standardize health lessons, which had been ten
previously to indi vidual initiati ve. 13
Teacher assistance was invaluable to nutrition work in the 1920s, largely because
there were only three full-tim e nutrition workers from 1923 to 1927. Most nutrition
wo rkers traveled up and down the coast fo r 8 to 12 weeks during the summer, wi th only
enough time to visit each community for a few days. As such, they of"tcn le n the winter
teacher, when available, a summary of the physical and social conditions of each ch ild.
Training teachers lor nutri tion work was a strategy to ensure that the Mission would have
resident workers, who could monitor any changes in the children's health and encourage
the continuation or the lessons. This interprofcssional cooperation allowed the next
summer's nutrition wo rkers to determine whether the child had a significant health
improvement from the previous year. Children's medical examination records were
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deposited in the nearest hospital to be reviewed and up-dated the following summer, as
wcll. 14
Nutrition work was Grst introduced to Newfoundland in 1920 at the St. 1\nthony
Children's Orphanage. The clinic and class method, however, was soon offered a· a
mobile service in three traveling health units. In 1922, a unit visited chi ldren between the
ages of 4 to 16 in approximately 25 communities along the Northern Peninsula between
Cape Onion and Partridge Point on the cast coast, and between Curling and Port Saunders
on the west coast. 15 It also traveled along the eastern side of the Northern Peninsula to
Pilley's Island, Bri ghton, Little Bay Islands, I lead's I !arbour, and 'I riton in

otrc Dame

Bay. 16 !\separate unit was established for White Bay in Newfoundland, since Dr.
Grenfell was concerned about the high rate of malnutrition in White Bay and was eager to
have nutrition work started. 17 !\ Labrador unit provided health clinics and classes to
communities between artwright and Harrington. In 1924, the Labrador and the
Newfoundland health units were amalgamated under the auspices or the hild Wei fare
Department. !\dedicated teacher continued the operation of the White Bay Un it, which
remained largely independent of the restructured child health programme. The c cnts
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lead ing to the development of the Child Welfare Department will be di cussed in Chapter
f-ive.
ft is difficult to determine why these nutrition wo rkers decided to volunteer for the

Mission. Ann Stuart Logan, stationed in White Bay was one who disclosed her reason
for work ing for the Mission. She wrote, "I had long dreamed of going to what then
seemed the far Northland to carry the message of good health." She stated that it was
thrilling to depart the United States for Mission work in early .July, cspc ·ially when the
bon voyage messages incl uded: "' You'll freeze to death!' 'How will you know the
language!' 'You will not be able to do without the luxuries that we Americans consider
necessities!'" 18 Clearl y, the opportunity to bring the message of health to a foreign country
was an adventurous job to undertake.
The Mission's first two nutrition workers, Marion Moseley and Elizabeth Fuller.
were dietitians, trained in nutrition education in Boston by Dr. William R.P. Emersonthe founder of the American nutrition class movement. At the heart of their education
was the conviction that laywomen had little if any knowledge of how to turn nutritious
food into a palatable meal, or how to discourage unhealthy behaviour in their ch illrcn.
When these nutrition workers arri ved at St. Anthony in 1920, they found that they wou ld
have to mod ify their teachings to conform to local customs and Gr niCI I Mission policies.
For one, they were not allowed to distribute their own food supply to avoid pauperizi ng
the fi shers. The Mission wanted to help peopl e to help themselves by encouraging them
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to work for the supplies and services its workers ofTcrcd. 19 Although a home econom ics
education taught them how to bring health reform to people difTcrcnt !'rom themselves, it
did not prepare them for a summer experience in northern

cwfoundland and in

Labrador.
In 1920 Moseley and Fuller set up a nutrition clinic at the t. Anthony hildrcn's
Orphanage, exactly like the clinic Lydia Roberts created for her home economic students
in Chicago. Using Dr. Emerson's famous height and weight scales, they inspected 49
children and found that 34% were 7% underweight for their height. Trained to work in
cooperation with the medical profession, they cnt the underweight children to two
doctors who were on hand to perform physical examinations. Jn Puller's words, "the
cooperation of the hospital staff (was) pcrfcct." 20 Nutrition workers waited lo r the
doctors to determine whether the child had a physical defect that prevented a weight gain,
and then accepted the child into their nutrition class. The purpose ol'thc nutrition class
was to teach children health lessons that they would hopefull y usc throughout their life.
Bciorc the nutrition education began, the two American women set out to
determine why the superintendent of the orphanage had fai led to keep a third of the
children healthy. A cause for investigation was whether Mrs. Ella Me urdy served
insufficient food or simply had no control over the children's behav iour. They lound that
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there was nothing wrong with the nutritional quality of the food served. Mrs. McCurdy,
however, told them that the children ate too fast, were restless, and did not receive
sufficient rest.

uspecting a "lack of home control," the two nutrition wo rkers advised the

superintendent to provide the children with extra lunches of bread butter, and milk and to
add designated periods ofrcst and play to the orphanage routinc.

21

Earl y twentieth-

century child savers considered unregulated meals, sleep, and play an indication or
unhealthy behavior and a threat to the routines of an industrialized socicty. 22 Since these
children spent most of their formative years with the house mother, the nutrition workers
felt that it wa Me urdy's responsibility to give the children a healthy hcadstart in li !C.
Although Mrs. McCurdy was an educated woman, capable of running the orphanage, her
child rearing skills were not exempt from "ex pert," professional criticism.2
The main goal of nutrition work was to help mothers identify "warning signs" in
children that could lead to a li fetime of health problems. Aware that a locus on the
orphanage would hinder their efforts to disseminate health principles to local women, the
nutrition workers received approval from the Mission superintendent, Dr.

harlcs Curtis,

to hold a nutrition clinic for as many mothers and children as they could interest. A
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notice was put up in the post office and 54 children between the ages of three and sixteen
came to the clinic with their mothers. According to Puller, the mothers came mostly to
satisfy their curiosity because they had not heard of nutrition work before. The children
were weighed and measured. Fifty-eight percent were found to be underweight for their
age and height and subsequently referred to the doctor for a physical exam ination. The
mothers were asked to send these children to a weekly nutrition class, as soon a the
doctor felt they were in physical condition to attend. The nutrition workers xplaincd to
the mothers the importance of knowing what to do to keep their children at a healthy
weight. Mothers were also told that the week ly lessons would not only be fun lor the
children, but would help them learn how to prevent the frequent occurrence of
. and maI nutntton.
. . 24
tu bercuIosts,

Moseley and Fu ller spent much of their time that summer taking a social history
of the habits of children in northern Newfoundland and in Labrador.

hildrcn were

encouraged to keep a record of everything they ate for two days in order to give the
nutrition workers an idea of their average food intake. When the diet cards were lillcd
out, Moseley and Puller identified what Grenfell nurses and doctors had already knownchildren were not consuming the foods deemed necessary for health. /\II f them drank
from three to ix cups of tea or coffee a day, and rarely consumed milk, and had
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prejudices against greens, porridge, and whole wheat bread, prejudices that were not
unlike those held by you th in Amcrica.

25

But before the education of children could begin, nutrition workers carried out
surveys of each household to determine whether there was anything wrong wit h the local
women's parenting. Nutrition work included teaching laywomen appropriate child
rearing practices, which had been accepted by psychologists, pediatricians, and other
"chi ld saving" professionals. Home control method considered best Cor children
included the enforcement of regular meal exercise, rest, and good hygiene. According
to Barabara Mclo h, "regularity, di scipline and earl y independence we re the goals of
child carc." 26

incc few health stat istics were col lected in northern Newfoundland and

coastal Labrador, nutrition workers visited homes to record what means fami lies had to
produce the best crop , what their custom wa in regard to fresh air, light, water supply,
and li ving condition , and what articles of food they could obtain.

27

If nutrit ion workers

found "unnecessary" deviations from the prescripti ve criteria or a healthy home, they saw
it as a testimony of the homemakers' ignorance. They recorded these "bad habits" on a
social history card to inform other health units which principles to emphasize in the
future.
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Marion Moseley, for instance, frequently observed a "n ibbling habit" among
children and men, and how quickly the mothers gave in to satisfy this insti nctual
bchavior. 28 Ilcr colleague, Dr. Stewart Sniffen, agreed, and explained how "II lack or
home control plays a large part in the malnutrition in children." As a physician with the
Labrador Unit, he criticized the chi ldren's constant b gging for "lasses loaf," and felt that
they turned up their noses at the regular mea l hour as a consequcncc.

29

Men's eat ing

habi ts were worse, leadi ng Moseley to believe that the mothers' timing or meals was all
wrong.
When the Labrador fishermen have to "mug up" once or twice between
meals bccau c they do not get enough nutrition out of their scanty diet
to last them until the next meal , how much more important it is lo r their
children, who, besides excessive activi ty, arc using up energy in growing,
30
to have food at regular and more frequent intcrvals!
Unregulated feeding was also linked to malnutrition and infant mortality in babies.
According to Moseley, one mother nursed her baby whenever the child cried.

he saw

this as a testimony of maternal ignorance, rca oning that the infant would waste away if
the woman continued to satisfy the child every time. In her mind , babies were
underwei ght and far too weak to let the mother know when they needed nourishmcnt.
Through the advice of Moseley, Or. Charles . urtis initiated a baby clinic in St.
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Anthony to encourage local women to learn better parenting skills. I Ic ex plained to the
local mothers the causes of malnutrition; the nutrition worker wei ghed and measured the
child ; and a nur e gave a demonstration on how to bathe and dre s the baby. 32 f-rom time
to time Mission physicians ex hibited interest in the ideology o[ scicntilic motherhood,
because it informed laywomen that maternal instinct, alone, was not sunicicnt knowledge
to raise and protect a child. The scientific ideology of motherhood also inlo rmcd mothers
to seek the advice ofth c doctor.
Phy ician , however, were not trained, a nutrition wo rkers were, to gai n women,
and children's cooperation in health prevention. To interest children in health lessons, the
nutrition wo rkers created competitive games, drills, and community r lays, all inl'uscd
with health principles. The first activity was the allocation of indi vidual hea lth charts,
complete with stars, rubber tamps, and coloured lines representing weight progress. On
these charts a child was awa rded a blue star if he or she refused tea, drank milk, and
rested twice a day. The nutrition workers also "recorded the number or calories
consumed on an average day and reasons lo r failure to gain or lo r ga ins. " When the
weekl y recording was complete, the child who had the greatest weight gain was given a
gold star and the pri vilege of sitting at the head of the class with his or her mother. Fu ller
stated that the drill created such a desire for the children to win, that they would not allow
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their mothers to cut their hair before each wcighing. 33 During the nex t three summers,
nutrition workers felt that the children's interest in games of growing big and strong gave
the health campaign a real boost. Getting the children to enjoy heal th lessons also
appeared to be an intelligent way to reduce mothers' resistance to ch ildr n attending the
class.
Theodora Willard, who carried out the nutrition work at Harrington !!arbour in
192 1, felt that organized games were essential for every community because they taught
children the principles of fairness and leadership. According to Willard, "nutrition
work ...shoulcl include a large amount of work beneficial to the mind as well as the body
of the child for these people need it particularly and it all leads to thei r making better men
and better women ."34

dith Howes agreed that ch ildren learned best through games and

visual aids, and described the success or her puppet show, "David and the Good ll calth
Elves." Each puppet rcpre ented "the Elf of unshinc, Rest frc hAir

oap and Water,

and Good Food." They taught the children about the importance of hygiene and rood in
such a novel way that Howes doubted the principles would be forgotten. Ev n the
women present were entertained by the supremacy of King Milk (pcrsoni!icd by a normal
weight child wearing a milk mask) as King Tea (pcrl"ormed by a smaller chi ld wearing a
tea pot mask) was f'orcibly ejected from the room. In many of the coves she visited, she
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was surpri sed that the adults exhibited so much plea urc in children's entertainment.
AFter announcing the presentation of a picture show at L'Anse au Loup, I lowes was
surprised to witness men and women nocking to the school house 60 minutes before the
appointed hour. In fact, the local people enjoyed the nutritional teachings so much, they
35

gave her unit as it left the harbor a salute of gun fire in appreciation o!' their work .

Depictions of community enthusiasm for health lessons were meant to suggest
that nutrition workers were having success with the dietary reform campa ign. For
Moseley and Fuller nutrition work meant much more than teaching good nutrition to
mothers and their child ren. They sought to mobilize "community spirit" to de monstrate to
the Mission and its supporters how nutrition work served broad measures or public
health. In Labrador, for instance, Moseley tried to encourage the cooperation or
communities to provide milk fo r the children. J\ t Spotted Islands the land was rocky and
had no vegetation to support cow . She felt that the children were tubercular because
they lacked re istancc to di seases that more nourishing food, such as milk, would provide.
Moseley elicited the doctor's support to explain to the people how goat's milk would help
to build up the children's strength to resist many diseases. She subsequentl y organized a
community meeting to discuss every fam ily's responsibility to pen their dogs. In
Moseley's words,
[n]one of them had ever voted and r do not think the idea o f' penning
the dogs had ever occurred to them, but before we left the school-house
every man had stood up to signify that when he went into the bay lo r the
35
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winter he would do all in his power to cut enough logs to make a pen
for his dogs in the spring.36
Moseley also blamed the Labrador dogs for contam inating the local water suppl y, hence
giving the community many intestinal parasitcs.37 Asking communities to pen the dogs
served a goal in the home economics agenda. This was to encourage local leadersh ip for
better municipal management. Community mobilization initiati ves for cleaner water
supplies and animal husbandry, not onl y improved public heal th, but instilled
"desparately needed" democratic principles and civic pride. Certain clements of latenineteenth century moral reform always lingered in the rhetoric of nutrition work, despite
the practitioners' best efforts to observe and rc pcct the culture of their clients.
Moseley returned to the Mission every sum mer, determined to fi nd ways to
integrate nutrition work as a part of the Mission's more permanent wo rk. In 1922, she
cooperated with Ethel G. Muir (who was in charge of the summer educat ional work) to
involve Grenfell schoo l teachers in the health campaign.3R Emphasizing the necessity or
"home control," Moseley instructed the teacher to explain to mothers "the importance or
meaning what they say and the folly or committing themselves to empty threats and vain
repetitions." Moseley hoped that local women could be taught
how readily their children will lose respect and love fo r them if they arc
continually allowed to have their own way, that slaps upon the han I or
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face are wo rse than useless as punishment, that the best form or punishment
is an earlier bed-time, and that a good spanking, although necessary in
some cases should never be given in anger and when needed should be
39
given in a way that will leave a lasting impression in the child's mind.
Elizabeth Page, a Mission teacher, in Brown's ovc, White Bay, admi tted how
challenging it wa to convince the local women to accept these heal th lessons. She noted
that the nutrition work was not complicated, particularl y when the hea lth principles were
explained with the aid of a lantern-slide. The whole idea that a child should have milk
and rest, though, raised a perfect furor of opposition from the local women .
'Child ren wasting half an hour each morning and another hair hour
each afternoon of their precious school-time lying down, doing naught
in the world! And making milk out of that white power! aught but
a babe at breast took milk. Now Miss, I've rarcd eleven on tea and lost
40
but one and him by drowning. How many have you rared?'
Nutrition wo rkers hoped to establish a health rout ine lo r children by insisting that
mothers make sure that the children rest, play, and cat at regular interval of the clay. This
was a challenging part or fi eld work because workers had to alter local customs under
circumstances they wo uld not have experienced through American training.
Nutrition workers were taught not to force ideas or to "revolutionize" cultural
practices. In the United tatcs fo r instance, nutrition workers taught new immigrant
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women, experiencing a change in food available, how to supplement their nutritional
needs. Nutrition workers believed that certain trad itional foods were sa iC if they were
eaten in combination wi th certain American foods. In northern

cw[ound land and in

Labrador, howe cr, the nutritional stress was difTcrcnt. lt was felt that the local people
were not eating nutritious food found in their own environment. Dependence upon
imported food (white nour, tea, and sugar) was believed to be at the heart of the problem.
These items were expensive and contained no nutritional value. To combat the problem
of "imported" deficiencies and their financial cost, nutrition workers tried to encourage
the local people to make greater usc of nature's foods. They explained to women that
wild dock ,4 1 cod oil and the jackets of potatoes would go a long way to guard against
beriberi , rickets, and tuberculosis. Women, though, were not interested in living
completely from the sea or land, nor did they have a taste for recommended imports of
whole-wheat nour and powdered milk mixtures. When nutrition worker Katherine
Blayney tried to demonstrate the value of nature's food in 1922, the women of Bear Cove
scorned her suggestions.
'"flat fi sh?' 'Fit for dogs.' 'Wild dock, dandelion, etc?' 'Us hain't
no pork to boil 'em with.' 'Cod oi l?' 'Jeremiah ain't moinded to tek it.'
'Potato jackets with eyes?' 'Fit for swine.' 'Whole wheat nour?'
'Us wou ldn't eat the dirty stuff."'42
41

Peter J. colt indicates that "curled dock has traditionally been collected and
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Moseley and full er realized that if the program were to continue, nutriti on wo rkers were
going to have to become better acquainted with cultural food preferences and the families'
participation in the fi sheries. Though their social surveys identified mothers' lack of
home control and prej udices against milk, greens, and whole wheat brcad,"13 they would
have to carefull y record their own failures. [lard lessons learned in the licld would enable
incoming workers to take a more fl ex ible, sensitive approach.
With each succe ive summer, nutrition workers hinted about their trouble with
the education campaign. Elizabeth Fuller, for instance, recognized how dinicult it was fo r
local women to attend nutrition classes during the busy fi shing season. In add ition to
helping the famil y process the dail y catch, women
have to be ready to give the fi shermen meals at all hours; then there
is the short season of haying when they arc extremely busy an I cannot
miss one fine day, al o a period of several weeks of berry pick ing lo r the
44
winter's suppl y of jam, as well as for sale at a very desirable price.
Theodora Willard noted that the women and children's interest in llarrington was locused
on the fi shing in the summer time, because the amount of catch determined whether "they
will have a winter of comfort or starvation."45 "The children were busy spreading the fi sh
and the mother helped their husbands, so on good days the attendance at classes wa
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small." 46 Keeping observations such as these in mind, nutrition workers set out to
develop "realistic" lessons that might help local women balance subsistence acti vities
with domestic role . In this respect, the nutrition workers challenged ideals of American
assimilation to gain women's cooperation.
Exerci ing patience and understanding, nutrition workers tried to appreciate the
fact that the women had enormous responsibilities tending to their families and codfish
business during the summer. Rather than preach the middle-cia s doctrine or separate
spheres for men and women, nutrition work rs shaped the dietary reform campaign
around the family work schedule. They made an effort to organize their classes in the
evenings or at a specific time during the day when men, women, and childr n might be
able to attend. As discussed in the home economics literature, nutrition workers were
trained to reach the father as well as mother. Aware that men would be reluctant to let
their wives introduce new roods into the family diet, nutrition workers brought meal
demonstrati ons to men.

I~o r

instance, Elizabeth Beyer, a dietitian in I. Anthony, induced

the manager of the Spot Cash cooperative store to make typewritten invitati ons for men
and women to come to the store on aturday afternoon. She knew there was an
advantage of holding cooking classes at the cooperative tore because the lathers might
attend . On thi occasion, Beyer demonstrated the u e of whole wheat !lour and showed
the mothers how to prepare muffins, bread, and griddl e cakes which she served hot with
molasses. Griddle cakes were a favorite among the men, especially on cold, dreary clays.
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According to Moseley, the trader obtained several orders for a barrel or whole wheat !lour
alter Beyer's demonstration. Some of the men took home her typewritten whole-wheat
recipes to their wive .47 By inducing husband to attend cooking demonstrations,
nutrition worker ultimately hoped to demonstrate to men the value of educated
motherhood.
Theodora Willard , in charge of the nutrition cia sat If arrington II arbor, Labrador
did not have as much success teaching the local women about the benefits or altering thei r
diet. Harrington, about 150 miles west of the trait of Belle Isle, had a hospital and was
one of the more prosperous Labrador communities. In the summer or 192 1 Willard had
the full cooperation of Drs. Braddock and Fi shback to give the physical examinations to
selected underweight children. She held a weekl y nutrition class fo r 4 1 underweight
children in all 23 from I !arrington and 18 !'rom r ox Island a mile away. Yet when she
visited the mothers, Willard found that the children refused to drink anything but tea strong and black. Meals were problematic because the children ate candy between them,
which the grown-ups satisfi ed every time a suppl y schooner came into the harbor. In an
e rto rt to get the children to like Klim cocoa (an imported powered milk mixture), she
"waged a furious war against tea."4 x Williard stated that she took the food qu stion
seriously because the inhabitants had little choic in what they could procure f'rom the
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environment. The poor soil and short growing season made it difficult to grow green
vegetables. This encouraged her to suggest that the Mi ssion raise money to purchase soil
from the mainland so that the inhabitants could be taught gardening. Willard also
recommended that the local people be encouraged to purchase goats, because the chi ldrcn
were without milk, a necessary element lacking in their diet. 49
In I922, the third year of nutrition work at !!arrington, rranccs
equally hard time with the inhabitants.

Iarke had an

he indicated that diflicultics with the inhabitants

stemmed fro m economic changes in the history of the community. !!arrington was a
rocky island three miles off a barren coast.

Iarke !c it the present population or 50

families had experienced increased prosperity.
In the last eight years the fi sh have run west instead or cast, bringing
wealth to the people west of Mutton Bay and causing poverty to the
eastward . /\deled to this, they arc obtaining higher prices for their fish,
and so one finds a population no longer livi ng on Labrador tea, cod and
bread, but on tea, cereal, fl our, butter and vegetable bought from the tradcrs.:~o
Though Clarke noted that diets were more varied at !!a rrington, there were still many
prejudices to overcome. She gave demonstrations on the preparation o l· whole wheat
bread and muflins, but found that she could not create a demand for the !lour. In the
hospital where whole wheat bread was used the patients secretly consumed ' hitc bread
given to them by their rclatives.51

utrition workers admi tted that wealth contributed to
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health, but still held the conviction that mothers and the community needed to be
educated. One nutrition worker took comfort in the benefit or her work alter lin ling a
trader's chi ld, who had plenty to eat, to be the worst case of underweight in the bay. This
confirmed in her mind that malnutrition wa more than a question or poverty; it was a
question or local knowledge. 52
The nutrition workers seemed to have some success wit h the health campaign in
districts where there was real poverty, and no medical facilities. In the economicall y
troubled area or White Bay, for instance, the nutrition workers believed, without a doubt,
that poverty was an important cause of epidemics and widespread malnutrition.
Education, combined with relief work, remained the best solution lo r combating the
problem. Nutrition worker Katherine Blayney felt the great cause of' undernourishment
was the economic situation in the area. People rrom Brown's Cove and Bear ave were
the wart off because the men were "fished out" and had no wo rk as a result. Codfi sh
had fai led to run three seasons in a row, and the traders were in debt and unwilling to
advance further cred i!. Some of the fi shers had decided to travel north to try their Iuck
with the Labrador fishery, whi le others stayed in the Bay to try their hand in lumbering.
Blayney noted that a saw mill venture had railed too. Due to some misunderstanding, the
lumber company did not pay the loggers for all their timber and subsequentl y broke the
contract. 53
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Under the squeeze of household expenditure, Blayney tried to help the women
obtain the healthiest food possible by encouraging them to take advantage ol· nati ve
greens and cod li ver oil. She felt that it was going to be difficult though, lor the people
to see the value of oatmeal and dark Dour over whi te, and of milk as opposed to tea, \ hen
few cod ran from op's I land to the bottom of the Bay that year and the r corle had no
credit with the trader. 54

till the nutrition workers carried on with the educational

campaign, hoping that the economic situation might improve. The unit also brought an
extra supply of "protective" foods, which they len with the winter teacher lor relief and
educational purpo cs. The teachers were told that the dried milk (Kiim), canned
tomatoes, and prunes could be distributed to the people "on condition that parents would
cooperate and do what was asked of them to help their children."55 Remarkably, Beulah
Clap at Sops I land, Elizabeth Page at Brown's Cove, and Elinor Goo !now reported that
their clients cooperated with them during the summer. Blayney stated that the r eoplc
greeted her nutrition unit with hospitality and upon its departure waved l'ricndly
farewell s. 56 The !a llowing year, "one old grandfather put his hand on Dr. Wood's
shoulder. .. and said : 'You got me clear mesmeri zed. It's j ust like a dream you comin' here
to help us. Us never knowed nothin' like it afore!'" 57 Blayney felt the cooperation of the
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people had greatly improved. With continued education, she was confident the people
would overcome food prejudices that seemed so firml y planted.5R
For fi ve successive summers nutrition workers attempted to coax reluctant rural
women to take greater responsibility for the care of their children. While the overal l goal
was to instill health habits in children by eliciting mothers' cooperation, the underl ying
tone was that chi ldren needed to be protected from women's childcare practi ces.
Nutriti on workers insisted that local women should learn new "scienti fic" ways or
nurturing their children.

orthern ewfoundland and coastal Labrador chil dren were

underweight and weak compared to American children the same age, because mothers
knew nothing about the science of nutrition. When nutrition workers visited loca l women
they found that th ir children were not getting protecti ve foods necessary !o r health.
Mothers were also criticized for not knowing how to discipline their children.

cvcral

nutrition workers argued that over half of the children were malnourished, because their
mothers allowed them to stay up late, drink 3 to 6 cups of strong tea daily, and snack on
"lasses" loa f and candy. These unregulated habi t were thought to stimulate children into
action and suppress their appetite for regular, wholesome meals.
Declarations that women did or would eventually come to a cept nutrition
workers' advice arc impressionistic. In the Mission magazine, many wo rkers argued that
class methods were a success by virtue of the mothers' attendance. One must remember,
however, that nutrition classes were new to women and that some ol'thc mothers initially
-g
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(misspelled) add i) attended to satisfy their curiosity. It is also likely that women
attended, because they were alarmed to learn that their children were unde rweight and
required to have a physical examination. Visiting a doctor or dentist fo r a "check-up" was
an unusual practice in northern Newfound land and coastal Labrador. Few communi ties
had a resident doctor, while most were not large enough to support his med ica l Ices.
While women mi ght have demonstrated interest in the nutriti on workers'
instructions they also resisted these. Though workers stated they were treated with
ho pitality and respect this docs not mean that their presence wa appreciated. The
people of Newfoundland and of Labrador prided them elves on treati ng visitors well.
Home visits, especially for the purpose of conducting a social survey, served as direct
meddling into fa mily affairs. Loca l women did not spend all day in their homes tending
to small children, household chores, and meal preparation, nor were older children readily
available to attend a nutrition class. Women and children were busy with additional
work, especially in late August and earl y September. They lifted heavy buckets or
capelin to fertili ze gardens, picked and carried gallons of berri es, o l!cn long di stances
l'rom home, an I prepared fi sh lo r international markets. In communities that were
pro pcrou , where men had work and the fi ·hing was good, mothers seemed to have less
time to attend the nutrition class.

ome women, in fact, openly opposed nutrition

worker's suggestion that they needed better parenting skills. Class attenda nce appeared to
be more success ful in White Bay where the men were "fi shed out " and without other
means of work several seasons in a row. Nutrition wo rkers undoubted ly took advantage
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of these economic circumstances, forcing mothers to comply with their teachings in
exchange for desperately needed provisions.
Wherever American nutrition workers traveled in northern

cwlound land and

coastal Labrador they had to modify their teachings, because rural communities diiTercd
due to varying degrees of wealth and resource advan tages. While not always prepared lor
change, nutrition workers prided themselves on being flexible . In an cl'lo rt to turn their
knowledge into a profession, nutrition workers avoided lecture style tact ics. Their
solution to reform was informed not only by laboratory training in nutrition and
physiology, but by case studies in child behaviour and social science theories. In northern
Newfound land and coastal Labrador, nutrition workers tried to pay close attenti on to the
natural environment, food prcf'crcnccs, and the sex ual di vision o l' labo ur to pinpoint how
women might maximize the nutritional quality of' their trad itional dishc ·. i\ cooking
demonstration on the preparation or whole-wheat pancakes, topped \ ith molasses (a local
favourite), seemed to be a success ful nutrition lesson. Teaching the value of picking wild
clock, however, fell on deaf ears, especially in communities where women had no meat to
enhance the taste of the vegetable. Encouraging women to max imize subsistence
acti vi ties was a dinicu lt lesson to teach, when local women lacked ingredients nccc sary
to turn nature's food into a palatable meal. At the Grenfell Mission, nu trition worke rs had
as much to learn rrom local women as they had to offer.
ln 1923 , northern Newfoundland and coastal Labrador remained a rich laboratory
for nutrition work, enticing three committed women (Marion Moseley, Eli zabeth Page,
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and Elizabeth

riswell) to do more. These nutrition workers felt that the child health

programme had been success ful. Not only did the teachings encourage children to enjoy
the principles of health, they also seemed to hav a positive impact on parents' attitudes.
To really keep the momentum going, nutrition workers' next step wa to design a plan to
make the programme permanent. Nutrition workers knew that the success or· their
programme would not on ly depend upon client acceptance, but wou ld hinge upon the
support they could acquire from the Mission's medica l offi cers and financial supporters.
Chapter fi ve explains how nutrition workers strategized, raising money and nurturing
allies, to develop and control the Grenfell Mission hild Welfare Department.
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Chapter Five
Child Welfare Leadership: Defending the Female Domain

Gender stratification of professional li fc at the Grenfell Mi sion created
opportunities that were viable and attracti ve fo r nutrition workers. In the 1920s Marion
Moseley, Eliza beth Page, and Elizabeth

riswcll took the lead in the Mi ssion's dietary

reform campaign, and found opportunities to exert their expertise. One of their important
achievement was the creation of a professional structure fo r their work under the
auspices of the hild Welfare Department. Though they were segregated in women's
work, they never saw themselves in subordinate roles. They dcvclopccl a preventati ve
health program for Grenfell teachers and medical staff', raised money to equip traveling
health units, and recruited and supervised volunteer personnel. ;\ careful examination or
each of their administrations will reveal how they turned professional challenges into
trategie to create a place for their work withi n the Grenfell Mission's med ical hierarchy.
Befo re the arrival of nutrition workers, doctors were in charge or a wide range or
"civilizing" activities, l'rom ordering the installation or an improved sewage system to the
administration or poor reiicf. When greeted by traveling nutri lion workers carrying weigh
scales, phy ical examination sheets, cod-liver oil and dried milk, height and weight
charts, and nutrition slides, some doctors wondered who these women were, and observed
their purpose with great curiosity. Nutrition work outside the hospital was relatively new
in the I 920s. Most Grenfell physicians had never worked along ide community nutrition
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agents, 1 and omc med ical offi cers were wary of their professional ambitions. Por
example, nutrition workers taught Mission school teachers how to identify
malnourishment in a child, a diagnostic method the medical community ha I yet to agree
upon. 2 One of the c methods included the use or height and weight charts and the
subsequent practice of referring underweight, "malnourished" children to a ph sician. All
nutrition workers claimed that their teachings eliminated bad mothering techniques and
unhealthy behaviours among the local children. Gradually, though, nutrition workers'
claim of succc s wi th the dietary reform campaign, and the subsequent bid for greater
professional control of child wei fa re work, created resentment and jealousies within the
medical community.
Interprofcssional tensions between nutrition workers and doctors began in 1923
when Dr. Wilfred Grenfell supported Marion Moseley in establishing a permanent

hild

1

cc "Staff and Volunteer Workers," Among the Deep Sea f-ishers Jul y ( 192 11925). Child welfare leaders recruited a dozen vo lunteer doctors to work with nutrition
workers in traveling units between 192 1 and 1925. Most of these doctors came !'rom
Johns Hopkins Medical School and the College of Physicians and urgcons. clcbrated
nutrition scientist Elmer V. McCollum of Johns llopk ins may have been instrumental in
helping nutritionist Marion Moseley recruit physicians for Grenfell child welfare work
from his institution. Moseley worked with Dr. McCollum to translate his laboratory
analysis of cwfound land and Labrador native berries into health teaching Cor Grenfell
teachers.
2

Scc Hugh haplin, M.D., "The Signs of llcalth with Special Rclcrcncc to
Nutrition," Journal ofl-lome Economics 18.9 ( 1926): 485. Dr. Chaplin argued that there
was a surprising dearth of medical data bearing directly on health in childhood.
Pediatricians and medical directors were reluctant to establish concrete facts or indicators
of children's health. They were wary of the popular weight and height charts, !caring that
quasi-med ical personnel wo uld convince the public that this method was a complete
measurement of good health.
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Welfare Department. llc did this because he promoted preventative med icine,
particularly a dietary reform programme that began with healthful eati ng among the
young. Like other social reformers, Grenfell believed that children could be taught
healthful habits more read ily than adults. 3 ITc viewed children as assets of their country,
not simply the wards of their parents, and often interfered in parent-child relationships to
"save" the child. The superintendent of the new orphanage in St. Anthony indicated, for
example, that almost all of the chi ldren under her care were "Dr. Grcn!Cll 's find s." While
some orphanage children were convalescents from the hospital, or had no surviving
parents, others were "'half-orphans' taken from homes of desperate poverty or worse. "~
Grenfell felt that an orphanage, run by the Mission, could offer many "disadvantaged"
children in Labrador and northern Newfoundland better care and opportunities than their
parents could.
In the 1920s, some American men in biochemistry and pediatrics promoted
nutrition wo rkers as the most obvious and natural professionals to supervise child welfare
initiati ves. However, several Grenfell physicians did not agree, and were not great
proponents of this particular work. Nutrition workers in Labrado r and

cwfoundland had

to demonstrate the value and importance of their expertise and foster a complementary
relati onship with physicians. Nutrition workers knew how to translate the bene lit · or a
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balanced diet to ch ildren and their parents, but they lacked nurses' fi eld experience or
medical procedures and diagnostic views. Nevertheless, despite their inexperience with
the medical culture, they co-existed nicely with GrcnCcll nurses. They had rca on to rear
physicians more. Physicians could and did draw upon the language and protocol of
medicine to make them vulnerable. But, as long as nutrition workers were capable or
unveiling gaps in physicians' knowledge of chi ld health and nutrition, they stood to wi n a
place within the Mission hierarchy. 5
Marion Mo clcy, Elizabeth Page, and ·Iizabeth Criswell, the subjects or this
chapter, led the Grenfell chi ld welfare initiati ve during the 1920s. Their educational
backgrounds and experience with nutrition work shaped the focus and proCessional face
of the Grenfell Child Welfare Department. Mose ley was one of two women who came to
the Mission with the title "dietitian." Though it is difficult to pin down her qualifications,
her concentration was likely in home economics.

he wa not a nurse working in the

fi eld of nutrition. llcr work focused on teaching mothers how they could usc the ramily
budget and local resources to select appropriate foods. Her goal to have nutrition
workers, dentists, and doctors working together within a child welfa re department
reflected the ideal public health team espoused by her peers in the home economics fie ld.
Moseley served the Mission as the first nutrition supervisor in 1920, and became
the founder and head of the Child Welfare Department in 1923. llcr health programme
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differed from that of her successor Elizabeth

riswcll , because she hoped that nutrition

workers would win the professional cooperation and support of Grcnl'ell school teachers
and physicians. When recruiting nutrition workers, she also sought trained specialists
from child welfare organizations in the United States. Il owever, recruitment was fraught
with difficulties. Nutrition work was a brand new field in 1920, barely c tablishcd in
university home economics departments. rcw women were trained in the special ty, and
most could not afford the ex pense and time necessary to volunteer lor the Mission. Thus,
Moseley was willing to train Grenfell ummcr teachers in nutrition work . This strategy
allowed her to be in step with one of the goals or the home economics proiCssions- to
supervi se educators in delivering nutritional information to the public.
Moseley's successor, Elizabeth riswell, came to the Mission as a volunteer
nutrition worker in 1923. She was appointed head ofthe Child Welfare Department the
following summer. Although Criswell held the title nutrition worker, it is not known
where she took a degree or whether she majo red in home economics.

he could have

been a home economist, a social worker, or a public health nurse. J\ftcr all , the American
Home Economics Association, the National Conference of Social Work , and the ational
Organization for Public Health

ursing competed to convince health organizations that

their graduates had the unique and specialized training necessary to lead public health
initiatives. 6 lt is likely, though, that Cri swell was a trained social worker. In 1935, the
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ADSF "Alumni news" indicated that she was working as a social service consultant wi th

the ERA in the State of Missouri and had attended the Nationa l Conference or Social
Workers in Montreal. 7
As the second supervisor of the Child Welfare Department, riswell hoped to
improve its statu by recruiting only public health nurses. In her opinion, public health
nurses had more training than the average nutrition worker, and could be util ized to teach
laywomen practical nursing techniques, midwifery, and baby care.

riswell was cri tical

of Moseley's nutrition programme, because it focused too much on the school-age child,
not enough on nursing mothers and infants, and was left in the hands of medical students
or schoolteachers who had little knowledge of applied methods in nutrition. Accord ing to
Meryn Stuart, nurses, bacteriologists, physicians, and an array of other proiCssionals
competed with one another on many matters in public health to win public respect and
deference to their unique authority. 8 Criswell's recruitment of public health nurses was
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Babbitt, American Governor Frankl in D. Roosevelt initiated ERA or (Emergency Relief
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work backgrounds. ee Babbitt, "Legitimizing Nutrition Education: The Impact of the
Great Depression," in Rethinking Home Econom ics: Women and the llistory of a
Profession, Sarah tage and Virginia B. Vi ncenti, eds. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,
1997) 153.
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one way of demonstrating that as a social worker trained in nutrition work she had
excellent training to direct the work of all child welfare personnel.
Elizabeth Page, the supervisor of the Whi te Bay Unit, came to the Mission as a
volunteer school teacher in 192 I. She was trained by nutrition worker Katheri ne
Blayney. 9 Page held an undergrad uate degree from Vassar College and a graduate degree
from Columbia Uni versity. These were in history and writing, which provided her with
the creati ve sk ills to raise an enormous amount of American money to fu nd a second
Child We lfare Department for the people of White Bay. In addition to wri ti ng letters and
fund raising lectures, she taught school, health classes, and handicraft work.
All three women were aware that they posed a threat to a high ly-structured
medical community. Further, by withholdi ng fi nancia l support, the directors ol"the
International Grenfe ll Association (I. G.J\.) made it extremely difficult lor the nut rition
wo rkers to lead child welfa re work. Sensitive to the need to gain better cooperation fl·om
physicians and the T.G.A. board, Moseley, Page, and Criswell developed ingen ious
strategies to operate the child wei fa re programme independent of the Mission's general
funds. They not onl y acted as programme developers of health educati on, they raised
substantial donations to pay fo r their ful l-time salaries, equipment, and the living
expenses o f volunteers. Raising money, though, was a relatively easy task compared with
the challenge of findin g child welfare experts, and eliciting the medical profession' s
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support for these recruitment activities. Thi chapter examines how each of these women
persevered to head a department which rema ined independent of the Mi ssion's med ical
branch and funds unti I 1927.

Marion Moseley, Child Welfare Work Department (J 920-1923)

The nutrition worker Marion Moseley laid the groundwork lor ch ild welfare work
at the Grenfell Mission. Little is known about her lire and wo rk prior to 1920. llcr
correspondence with Elizabeth Page and articles in ADSF indicate that she graduated
from Bryn Mawr College and trained as a childhood nutrition speciali st wi th Dr. William
Emerson of Boston. When she came to the Mission as a volunteer in the summer or
1920, she was working with the Elizabeth Me onnick Memorial Pund, a child wclrarc
agency in Chicago. This agency funded Moseley and her colleague Elizabcth Fuller to
protect the health of the nation through child welfare work. The Elizabeth Me ormick
Fund, li ke other chi ld welfare agencies, held the state responsible for the child and was
one or many "child saving" organizations that laid the groundwork lo r nutrition work in
American schools. 10
Moseley quickly demonstrated her leadership abil ity. The Mission had agreed to
lend Moseley and Elizabeth Fuller (a dietetic colleague from the Boston ch ild wcll'arc
agency) doctors and dentists to travel with them in two traveling health units. By the
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second year, Moseley had establishing three well-organized nutrition units that traveled
along I ,000 miles of coastline. Though she felt the cooperation of mothers and children
was very good for the new line of work, she was convinced that the health program was
most successful in communities where year-round teachers were stationed.

11

I\ teacher

stationed at William's llarbor, for instance, felt that when the nutrition worker was not
present, "the teacher is there to urge the children to carry on the good work ." 12 In 1922
Moseley secured the cooperation ofEthcl G. Muir, who was in charge of the Mission's
Educational Department, to have nutrition \ orkers show teachers how to incorporate
health and nutrition lessons into the regular school curriculum. Or. W.R.P. Emerson,
Moseley's mentor in Boston, agreed wholeheartedly with her plan and assisted the
Mission with nutrition training by offering "a series of lectures to those teachers who
could stop at Boston on their way to Labrador."

13

To give the Grenfell teachers a curriculum they could follow, Moseley coauthored "Northern Health Teachings" with Dr. W.R.P. Emerson and Dr. E. Y. Me ollum
of Johns Hopkins. This 1922 booklet was extensive, and included topics such as
"directions for starting health work," "topics of health teaching," "the li ve causes or
malnutrition" and "preparation for next year's garden ." To prevent rickets, Moseley
instructed teachers to encourage mothers to take a teaspoon of cod-liver oil regularl y,
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especially during pregnancy, and to give the children plenty of outdoor light and a lew
drops of cod- li ver oil daily. To prevent scurvy, teachers were instructed to encourage
mothers and their children to pick a year's supply or all kinds of berries, to grow and
preserve green vegetables, particularly cabbage (the less cooking the better), to make
spruce boil, and to cat fresh game and fish, especially the livers. Teacher were also
advised to show mothers the value of feeding the family baked goods made from whole
wheat nour, all kind of vegetables, especial ly the skins of potatoes, fresh meat and lish,
especially the li vers, and yeast to prevent beriberi. "Even though there is no sign or
beriberi and well marked scurvy among the children it is very important to point out to
the mothers that although their children may not show definite signs or beriberi and
scurvy, the lack of substances contai ned in the food articles advised will cause them to be
malnourished and to lack energy and will cause their teeth to dccay."

14

Teaching ch ildren

dietary habits they could use for a lifetime complemented Dr. Grenfell's desire to prevent
deficiency di seases and tuberculosis before they reached adulthood.
Dr. E.V. McCollum of Johns Hopkins added his own recommendation, which was
to educate the people to take daily a teaspoon of calcium carbonate. This he !Cit was "the
simplest way to introduce the need for calcium in the diet, and would go farther toward
improving their nutrition than any other thing that could be done."

15

Moseley was careful
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to tell teachers not to diagnose the children, but to wait for the arrival ol' a doctor. The
scientific information was meant as an educational tool "only," so that teachers could
explain to mothers the causes of deficiency diseases and offer a description or what the
symptoms looked like.

he urged the teachers to refer to Dr. Emerson' " utrition and

Growth in Children" and Dr. L. Emmett I Jolt's "The Care and Feeding or hildrcn" lor
further study. 16 Determining the physical signs of health was a method nutrition workers
studied in home economics schools. Moseley d tcrrcd teachers from acting
independentl y with thi s information, likely aware that doctors would deem this practice
"unscicnti fie" and an attempt to give med ical diagnosis.
During her third summer at the Mi ssion, Moseley encouraged the GreniCII
teachers to incorporate her health lessons into reading and writing exercise . discussions
about home life and outdoor acti vities.

he hoped to make health teachings stand out as

a regular routine in each child's life and advised teachers to usc health material whenever
they could , but not to "attempt to make forced or unnatural connections or permit any
material on the subject to be 'dragged in' or used in a way that is tiresome or
incffecti vc." 17 I lome economists trained in nutrition work had studied chi ld psychology
and knew which teaching techniques were most eiTectivc with chi ldren . With so man
important lc son to teach about the work, Moseley visited the teachers from time to time
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to see how the health lessons were progressing. When she was not available, she
appointed nutrition workers supervisors and asked them to distribute programme
supplies such as health po ters, scales, social history charts, toothbrushes, dried milk and
cocoa for school lunches, and vegetable seeds for chool gardens. 1x
This new curriculum was an additional workload fo r Grenfell teachers, who like
all other Mi ssion workers had extra duties outside the realm of thei r prol'cssion.
/\!though they seemed enthused about teaching the new programme, they were also
overwhelmed. Teacher Eli nor Goodnow, for in lance, stated "at these cia ·scs I often
longed to be a doctor, a public healt h nurse and a social worker combined with the
wisdom of olamon in all dcpartmcnts."19 !\teacher was often the only Grenfell worker
stationed in a commun ity and was grateful that the nutrition units came to hel p them
prevent typical illnesses associated with poor food, hygiene, and sanitation. To illustrate
the range of dutic carried out by the Grenfell teacher Mary P. Wheeler\ rotc,
Volunteer teacher was my title, but teaching was only a small part
of my work in Newfound land . l have spent two summers at Poverty
Cove, in the capacity of teacher, minister, doctor, nurse, lawyer,
social worker, industrial worker, and Ia t but not least, nutrition
worker. My first summer I did very little health work, concentrating
most of my effort on education and social service. This sum mer
20
I accompli heel more along child health and wclfare.
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f-emale teacher aero s the Mission believed in the health benefits ol' Moseley's
programme and wrote about their accomplishments in Among the Deep-Sea Fishers. One
teacher proclaimed that "cod oil was being used more and more and many Camilies had
made an attempt to have their children stop drinking tca."21 Other statements included
cnthusia tic comments such as a report on one little girl who "has gained !'our pounds and
seems like a different child already" or "fi)t certainly is a great satisl'action to sec the
children gaining and becoming rosier and healthier." 22 Teachers and nutrit ion supervisor
had a tendency to place value on the physical appearance of the child to prove that the
health classes were succe fu l. One must remember, however, that most art icles in A D. F
depicted Mission reform acti vities as successful , and were overl y optimi stic.
Written declarati ons or immediate ucccss with the dietary reform campaign
began to bother Grenfe ll doctors in the thi rd year of Moseley's health work. Doctors
could not sec any long-term health benefits of the dietary reform programme, and
nutrition worke rs, a new crop every summer, had a di!"licul t time proving tha t their
campaign was appreciated by the local people. Moseley responded to physicians'
criticisms by asserting that the ability to get children to reach the current tandard weight
index acted more in favor of the education initiative. "/\pound incrca c in itse lf proved
nothing, but when the teachers got the children to gain, they were in fact changing
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harmful habits into good ones, lead ing the children towards a life of hcalth."

23

But

physicians were not enthusiastic about height and weight indexes as a measurement of
good health, since in the 1920s, there was a dearth of scientific data beari ng directl y on
the physical signs of children's health.24
In 1923 Moseley proposed an enlarged health programme, hoping that the service
could be effecti ve all year round. Her request to the l.G.A. Board came at an opportune
time because the directors were setting up "a system of departmenta l organizations,
placing in charge of each specially adapted persons."25 Moseley knew that she had
enough enthusiasm and experience to run an independent department, encouraged by
three years of organizing the nutrition units successfully. She had, by and large, kept the
nut rition campaign going by appeal ing to friends and colleagues, private phi lan thropists,
health organizations, food companies, and magazine subscribers.
ln the first year o f her work, Moseley's monetary resources and equipment were
meager, furni shed by the Elizabeth McCormick Memorial Fund, Dr. W. Emerson, and a
few pri vate donors. ln order to elicit more support, she wrote persuasive articles in the
Mission's magazine about the inadequacies of the local diet and the bcncli t of chi ld
weifa re work. One campaign that Moseley marketed particularly well was a "goat fund"
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to supply the children of the Mission with mille "Supposing a baby you loved was
scrawny and whi te and sickl y because he was being weaned on pap (wh ite bread soaked
in water) and strong tea, what would you not give that he might have some milk to make
him grow plump and rosy and happy?" 26 Moseley ex plained the children cou ld not drink
milk because there was not enough hay to support cows, nor could families affo rd a year
27

suppl y of the dried or canned imports.

Having learned through the Jo urnal of the American Medical Society that the goat
was 'the healthiest domestic animal in the world [and] immune to tuberculosis and other
di seases common among cows,' and able to graze between rocks in the summer and feed
on cut hay and birch boughs in the winter, she felt goats were the solution to the nort hern
milk probl em. 28 A single article produced no less than $2000 fo r the goat fund

29

A

generous man in Chicago gave Mose ley a $500 Swiss Toggenburg. T hi s breed was
30

acclimatized to co ld weather and could give up to two gallons of mi lk daily.
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By the end of 1922 Moseley had harnessed the best American resources for the
Grenfell nutrition fund. "The National

hild Welfare Association of' New York supplied

$200 worth of their most attractive, colored picture health charts which were invaluable
in teaching illiterate mothers." 31 The hicago Tuberculosis Institute, the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Company, and the ational Dairy Counci l donated sets of health posters to
supply schools and nursing stations.32 These organizations promoted national health
standards across America. 33 Commercial companies, such as Dryco, Pep odent, and
Vaughan's eed tore in Chicago, gave dried milk, toothpaste, and vegetable ceds to aid
34

the treatment of disease caused by poor food and health habits.

Nutrition workers

gained charitable support by presenting the idea that they were bringing knowledge to
ignorant mothers.
Moseley was interested in nutrition research and how new scientific findings
could make the maintenance of nutritional health less complicated. The Ward Baking
Company, for instance, had developed a product derived from wheat germ cal led
Vitavose and recommended a heaping teaspoon in water three times daily to children and
adults. Because of its high vitamin B content, the ompany donated a case to the
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Grenfell nutrition fund, anxious to know whether the product reversed the onset of
beriberi or benetitted children with low weight and malnutriti on.

35

Commercia l food

companies, such as Ward, undoubted ly hoped to capital ize on their donations to the
Mi ssion, since they cou ld advertise their products as being used by American
missionaries. Though these donations helped Moseley keep her units well stacked with
nutri tional suppl ements and teaching aids, she knew that mothers would eventually have
to want to procure these items themselves. Moseley had great fa ith in the persuasive
teachings of nutrition workers, but faced yet another great challenge- recruiting
personnel.
Nutrition uni ts operated almost entirely on charitable donations and vol un teer
work . From 1920 to 1923 Moseley worked out all of the details for recruitment, sta ff
travel arrangements, and accommodations. To staff the traveling nutrition units wi th
trained workers Moseley recruited fo rmer colleagues Ann Logan, Dorothy Card, and
Mary Card . The Elizabeth McCormick Fund paid fo r their time and expenses, just as it
had paid for Moseley and Eli zabeth Fuller's Mission apprenticeship in 1920.

36

Moseley

also contacted former classmates from Bryn Mawr College, such as Mary Ty ler, Dorothy
Hall , and Edith Howes, and told the nutrition worker in charge of the White Bay Uni t that
she would "not be able to find more all aro und girls" for the wo rk. Howes had spent four
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years as the supcrvi or of nutrition work in Pennsylvania schools under the "llcal th
Counci l and Tuberculosis Association" and the "Inter-State Dairy Counci l, Phi ladelphia."
She convinced Howes to pay the $300 necessary for travel and accommodations so that
she might experience the challenge and joy of much-needed Mission work.

37

Harriot Houghtcling, the secretary of the Grenfell Staff Selection ommittcc also
helped Moseley locate nutrition worker and had some success recruiting young women
from Vassar Colleg . She had no luck in persuading other students from prestigious
col leges, such as Smith and Mount Holyokc.38 When nutrition workers were not
available, I Ioughtcling sent Moseley nursing applicants with experience in health
education and child welfare work. In 1923 , Moseley used two or these recruits to fill in
for nutrition workers not returning to the Mission. They agreed to take a training course
in nutrition from Dr. William Emerson.

39

In order to en urc that the nutrition clinic was legitimate in the eyes of the
Grenfell medical community it was essential that Moseley recruited doctors to work in
cooperation with the nutrition workers. Home economists in the Un ited States were
trying to win support from the medical community, insisting that doctors should work
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wi th nutrition workers in child welfare clinics. Unfortunatel y, Moseley had dirticultics
findin g doctors who were willing to pay their travel and accommodations, and forgo a
sa lary, to carry out child welfare work for three months in the summer. She therefore
focused her recruitment efforts on third-year medical students, or borrowed doctors fi·om
the Mission's general medical work .
In 1920, Moseley borrowed two recent grad uates from Columbia University's
College of Physicians and Surgeons who were stationed at potted Islands, Labrador.
The P & S Unit, as it was called, was a separate mission run and financed by the students
and alumni of' the university's medical school. Though the P & S Unit was indcp ndcnt
of the Mission in theory, medical intern and dcnti ts took direction from Grcnrcll
medical of'fi ccrs because they were technically working wit hin the Mission rcgion.

40

Or.

Grenfell , !or instance, directed Martin chreibcr and Stewart SnifTcn at potted Islands to
carry out a nutrition campaign in cooperation with Moseley and Fuller. They were
appreciati ve of what the nutrition workers were trying to do, and worked side by side with
the nutrition workers, giving talks at Black Tickle, Battcau, and Seal Island on the
principles of hygiene, the protection or clean water, the relationship between improper
11

lood and physical defects, and the notion or regular feedi ng to new mothcrs.'
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Dr. Sniffen spoke highly of nutrition workers in the Mission's magazine, stating
that their work was not a campaign to conv ince the people to provide their children with
food they could not obtai n: "It is rather an attempt to rei nforce Dr. Grenfell in his efforts
to save the Labrador people from complete cx tincti on."

42

In his opinion the hospital s

were doing excellent work in arresting acute cases, but many fi hers would not go until
they were too sick to work. He felt that it was impos ible for the Grenfell Mi ssion to
provide med ical aid to 53,000 people over I, I 00 miles of coast, and the nutrition unit
were doing more in preventing many people from contracting "tubercu lar pleurisy" or
becoming iII with nutri tiona! defi ciencies. 43
There was little tension between nutrition worker and the med ica l interns. They
were on a similar footin g wi thin the Grenfell medical hierarchy, because both groups
were experimenting with new profes ional images and techniques. That is not to say that
they had complete professional independence to carry out child welfare work with the
nutrition units. Medical interns and nutrition workers ultimately took direction from the
Grenfell medical officers in charge of the hospital districts. Though nutrition workers
and intern cxpcri need some degree of professional independence while working in
traveling units, they deferred to the requests and needs of the Grenfell med ical offi cers.
Unfortunately fo r the nutrition team, medical offi cers changed all or the time, and many
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new doctors were concerned with having an available medical team to arrest acute case
rather than having a team to perform health examinations on hundreds of' children.
It is also rea onable to suggest that new Mission doctors overlooked the value or

nutrition work, because they were not familiar with the necessity of' overcom ing beri beri
and other dietary deficiencies. Dr. W.R. Aykroyd noted that the recorded death rate from
beriberi declined after World War I and was on the verge of disappearance in 1930: 14
Due to a sharp drop in the most serious defi ciency problem, nutrition wo rkers may have
had to wo rk hard to prove the value of"scientific eating" in the maintenance or health.
Physicians innuenced policy decisions made by the IGA Board of Directors, and often
diminished the necessity of nutrition work .
In l'act, the Board or Directors spoke or dismantling nutrition units in the third
year of operation, debating whether the Mis ion interns were too valuable to be lent to
Moseley. An unusual number of medical ca ll s at potted Islands that summer forced the
medical offi cer in charge to ask the two medical graduates to leave the nutrition unit in
mid-season.45 Nutrition worker Mary Carel was disappointed when the child welfare
doctor was called away from her unit in 1923 to tend to a di phtheria outbreak in White
Bay.46 The disruption of losing a child welfa re doctor to more acute cases antago nized
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Moseley though she aid lillie about it. When she first initiated the programme, Dr.
Charles S. Curtis, a medical officer in charge of the I. Anthony hospital and district,
denied her nutrition unit usc of the hospital hip, Strathcona, argu ing that the boat was
bellcr used for emergency calls and the collection and transportation of poor chi ldren to
the St. Anthony Orphanagc.

47

Moseley told Or. Grenfell that such actions were discouraging, because they made
her stafT "feel that their work was regarded lightly by Medical Orficcrs."4 x She felt that
the nutrition workers should have doctors specifically helping them with the chi ld welfare
program, who should remain with each unit to establish the nutrition clinic and oversee
the educational work.49 The presence and cooperation of medical stafT was essential ir
she were to gain public respect. Doctors had to gain the fishers' con fid ence in their
ability to cure illness. Moseley had to gain both medical and public confidence in her
teams' ability to prevent disease. The nutrition units in her mind provided a service to the
Mission because they did preventati ve work and ultimately reduced the need lo r
expensive treatment and transportation to the main hospitals. Moseley's philosophy
complemented that of Dr. Grenfell, who had hoped to reduce the number ol."prevcntablc"
diseases treated .
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In her attempt to demonstrate nutrition workers' abi lity to be crlicicnt and to work
cooperatively with a medical team, Moseley faced numerous conllicts with the med ical
officers. Nutrition workers prepared ocial history cards and height and v eight indexes to
help the doctor get a better overview of children's health behaviours and patterns. In
192 1, they referred underweight chi ldren to a doctor for a physical exam ination. Moseley
terminated thi s practice just as quickly as she establ ished it, since Dr. Charles urti s
feared that some children wo uld be up to weight in spite of physical dclccts.50 Normal
weight children might have health problems that could not be detected through social
history cards.
There were professional debates between and among the health professions in the
1920s concerning height and weight indexes and what "normal health" looked like in
children. J\t a training school for home demonstration workers in Mississippi , home
economics tudent debated the usefulness of the height and weight charts and,, hcthcr it
51

was enough to make an observation of the physical func tion and appea rance of a child .

/\!though nutrition workers at the Mission continued to use the height and weight charts,
and noted chi lclrcn's physical characteristics, none of these techniques were used for
medical referrals after 192 1. Moseley most likely feared that doctors would view this
practice as an infi·ingcmcnt upon medical obs rvation and diagnosis. The height and
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weight indexes were used instead as a guide to visually demonstrate to m thcrs
improvements in their child's health,52 and to establish healthful competition between
children to gain and grow as quickly as possible.53
Tn 1922 Moseley revamped the health programme to make the nutrition clinics
and classes mandatory for all school children- not just the underweight.

till , some

doctors were not cooperative. They resented working with nutrition workers and claimed
that the women either knew little about nutrition or were incapable of changi ng loca l
attitude . Knowing that tensions were rising between medical oniccrs and the traveling
nutrition workers, Anne Grenfell requested a written report from each di strict doctor,
asking them to give an opinion of the value of the nutrition branch. The gcnera ii.G.A.
secretary and business manager, Charles Watson, was re pon ible lo r circulari zing the
reports to the President of the Board of Directors at an annual mecting. 5~
Dr. R. Rafter, in charge of Pilley's I land llospital, stated that he was disappointed
by the nutrition workers' lack of training in infant feeding. He felt that they should know
something about nursing mothers and infant formula, and was only too happy to point out
this ga p in their knowledge. 55 Or. Rafter also questioned why these women were even
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Dr. Rafter undoubted ly knew very little abou t infant feeding. As late as 1924
American doctor Dorothy Reed Mendenhall lamented the diftlculty in making the
med ical profession appreciate the fundamental principles of nutrition, especially as they
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titled nutrition workers, since they were "absolutely untrained and unlearned" in the
subject the name implied. His superiors had told him that he should cooperate with the
nutrition workers, but he found that there was nothing that could be of va lue to the
hospital:
This was a great disappointment and surpri se, as I had been given to
understand that I could call on these workers to step in and instruct
nursing mothers, for instance, how to prepare and give milk lo rmul a,
and to go into unhygenic houses, which arc the usual ones here, and
scientifically, but simply show the inmates how to live and how to
work, so as to obtain whatever little nouri shment there is in their
.
56
customary d1etary.
In his opinion, the nutrition workers "were nothing more than social workers" that he had
seen in America's city slums. 57
In defense or the nutrition units, Moseley spoke of the range and importance of
the workers' acti vities.

he add ressed the accusation that she had no set programme other

than employing any means to change children's behaviour and habits. According to the
"critics," nutrition workers superimposed ideas on the Labrador people that they did not
wish to carry out. Moseley responded that negati ve comments were unlo undcd. In her
opinion the programme was simple and practical.
Its greate t results perhaps, have been the determination on the part
applied to pregnancy and infancy. Dorothy Reed Mendenhall , M.D., "Preventative
feeding for Mothers and Infants," Journal of f lome conomics 16. 10 ( 1924) : 570.
56
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of the parents to change conditions harmrul to them and their children.
For instance, mothers who were giving their children from 3 to 20
cups of strong tea a day have given it up entirely in favo r of mil k,
cocoa or even hot water. 58
Moseley argued that she had positive results in communities where the work was allowed
to continue on a permanent basis. She also believed that where the cia s method was set
up in the summer school, there was an improvement over previous medical health
teaching. "We have actually made children will ing to take food which had been
59

recommended over and over again by the hospital but had never been eaten bcl<.wc."

In

defense of lessons calling for designated periods of rest, Moseley stated that this
programme ad hered to normal teachings in the campaign for the prevention or
tuberculosis, which was almost invariably the result of undernouri shment. !\.child lying
recumbent, even without sleep, was conserving energy for strength and growth . Daily
periods of rest were particularly useful to the loca l children, since they had many physical
demands placed upon them, especially during the spring when the food rations were
meager. 60
Dr. Grenfell and his wife Anne supported Moseley, believing that there were onl y
a few people who criticized the operation of nutritional clinics, and that those critics did
not under tand the spirit of the work. According to Grenfe ll, the nutrition campaign was
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"of a more constructive character than it had been before" and he believed that the
nutrition workers were responsible for that, converting many who were normally
skeptical about its value. Moseley insisted that medical critici sm shilled enthusiasm lor
her work but Grenfell assured her that she over-estimated the num ber or people" ho
opposed her, stating that he had received negati ve reports from only two medical
oflicers. 61 Grenfell decided to help Moseley by writing to his good l'ricnd Dr. Little, who
was on the Board of Directors in Boston. In Grenfell's words,
Marion is j u t as enthusiastic a c er, and will do everything in her
power to forward this branch of the work. To my mind she takes
a more practical view of the matter than Dr. Emerson does. I think
this is due not merely to the fact that she has seen the work, but to
62
a difference in the character of the two pcoplc.
She "behaved in a splendid way at St. Anthony and everybody honoured her greatly for
having taken the di appointment [of losi ng the boat and the doctors! with so much real
commonsense and real interest in the general work."63 Grenfell recommended that
Moseley should continue to supervise the units, but through an independent department.
As Director of a Child Welfare Department, she could raise money to pay lor her own
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doctors and dentists, so that the rest of the Association would not be able to claim their
time. He felt thi s wou ld be a satisfactory arrangement for everyone.64
The Board of Directors approved Grenfell's recommendation and appointed
Marion Moseley head of the Child Welfare Department in 1923.

he accepted on

condition that the Mission should continue to cooperate with the Elizabeth Me orm ick
Memorial f-und , so that everyone might benefit from the organization's "experience,
. and assistance.
.
, 65
advtce,

he also requested permission to begin systematic lo llow-ups

where the work had already begun by "enlisting the aid of the other workers connected
with the Mission whenever possible." 66 In her new capacity as Director, she agreed to be
responsible for recruiting her own doctor , dentists, and nutrition workers; to act as a
supervi sor to teachers and nurses working with the department; and to summari ze all the
financial arrangements, physical examination sheets, and social history cards lor the
annual reports. The Board of Directors were quite ati sfied with the new arrangement
and noted Moseley's excel lent ability to gather through friends, writings, and the sa le of
67

Chri stmas cards all the money required to finance this branch of wo rk .
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Moseley's new appointment and responsibilities aroused the interest or Dr. !larry
Paddon, the senior medical officer in charge of the hospitals in Indian ll arbour and North
West River and a boarding school in Muddy Bay Labrador. fn 1923 Paddon wrote to
Moseley outlining his opinion of articles written by nutrition workers in the" hild
Welfare Number" of ADSF. He was concerned that her staft' was too confident in their
belief that certain individuals had been moved by health lectures to change their ways.
Eleven years of experience on the coast had taught him that the local people "sec
outsiders comm itting every kind of absurdi ty at the things that they arc past masters of."
"They know that if most of the people who lecture them had to exist a si ngle winter in
Labrador on their own efforts with an axe and gun, etc. , they would simply perish."

68

lie

advised Moseley to tell her nutrition workers to rea lly f'a miliarizc themselves wi th local
taste preference and to do a more thorough study of both the advantages and
disadvantages of native foods. If nutrition wo rl ers were to overcome the bro\ n !lour
prejudice, for instance, they might consider recipes that allowed for a little white llour
alteration, which would make bread both tasteful and nutritious. "Another point abo ut
brown bread is that it docs get much drier than white, and is much I ss pleasant to cat
when there is no grease to lubricate it."69 lie had tried to overcome this obstacle by
having a "Newfoundland fish-wife" render out oi l from the livers or cod and sea ls. lie
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ordered no refin ed oil for himself, because he understood that it lost its nutriti ve value in
the manufacturing process, just as refined fl our did. 70
Paddon ass ured Moseley that he only wanted to advise her on public health
matters, because he had witnessed too many Mission workers make the local people
skeptical offorcign advice. In 1912, for instance, the tuberculosis spcciali t Dr.
Wakefield "did more to damn the cause of rrcsh air, brown fl our and general recepti vity
of outside ideas than any other means... fli s atanic Majesty could have devised."

71

Dr.

Paddon had been battling these results for yea rs, because local people blamed Wakefield
for killing their relati ves from exposure an accusation he could not rcrutc. Paddo n
assured her that he supported her public health work and believed that her sta!T could only
help loca l women play a significant role in improving the health ol"thc country. lie was
pleased to read about a nutrition worker's cooking venture in Muddy Bay. lie fe lt that the
demonstration given by Annette Stiles was excellent because it showed the local women
how to take better advantage of their natural resource , thereby offering inlinitc
possibilities to future housewives. He also pointed out other good wo rks of the hild
Welfare Department, noting the positive outcome of sending nati ve berries to laboratories
in the United tales for comparative analysi . Overall , Paddon looked fo rward to
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cooperating with nutrition workers and hoped that they would offer their opinions and
advise him in rcturn .72
Moseley's experience with the Child Welfare Department demonstrates how
nutrition workers, as a sex-segmented workforce, struggled wi th the I.G .A. directors and
doctors for acceptance of their practice.

riticism from Curtis, Rafter, and Paddon, no

matter how mild, reminded Moseley that her work should centre on women's domestic
education. The explicit message from the med ical community was that nutrition workers
should not be diagnosing cases of malnutri tion for the doctor. The I. G.A . in

ew York

always supported the district doctors' decisions and kept a careful watch on chi ld wellarc
activities. Excluded from funding to starr and equip her department, Moseley
success fully forged alliances with form er colleagues and the Grcnfells to support her
work. By 1923, Mo eley had raised thousands of dollars for Grenfell chi ld wcllarc work
and had no less than 23 nutrition workers, dozens of teachers and over a halr dozen
doctors to carry out her public health programme.
Nutrition work was an extension of medical work that Grenfell physicians had
attempted to provide in the first two decade or the twentieth century. Physicians such as
I larry Paddon and Wilfred Grenfell had hop d that the nutrition\- oi'kcr would relieve

the doctors from what seemed like women's pccial ta ks. To be pulled into child wcllarc
work and placed under a woman's direction, though, was becoming a reality which
doctors had not anticipated. In 1921, Moseley also pushed the boundaries or women's
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place in the medical hierarchy by cncomaging teacher Elizabeth Page to establi sh an
independent Child Welfare Department in White Bay, a large district at the most southern
point of the Northern Peninsula. Dr. Grenfell , again supported Moseley's goa l, and the
nutrition programme was expanded.
Acting with full authority as superintendent of the Mission, GreniCII
commissioned Moseley to send nutrition supervi sor Katherine Blayney to the White Bay
region to train three teachers for nutrition work . Grenfell had been concerned about
reports of poor fi hing, poverty, and food shortages in the bay and wondered whether the
dietary refo rm programme could be extended to La cie, Round I !arbour, Ming's Bight,
Coachman Cove and Plcur de Lys. 73 Por the upcom ing summer work , he asked Blayney
to prepare a survey of the nutritional needs of the people and told each of' the three
summer teachers to observe as much of' the general living cond itions as possible. Blayney
produced an estimate on the number of severe ca c of malnutrition in the bay, and Page
wrote an extensive report about the programme she envisioned. Page traveled to several
communities that summer and outlined the need fo r a coordinated health programme that
would ofTcr medical, educational, and employment opportunities lo r the people. Grcnf'ell
sent Page's report to Mo cley, believing it complemented her plan to extend the
preventative health campaign to those communitics.74 Both he and Moseley agreed that
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Page would be the perfect director of educational, industrial and child welfare services
and recommended to the I.G.A. Board that she be placed in charge of all three
programmes under a separate Child Welfare Department.

Elizabeth Page, White Bay Child Welfare Unit (1 921-1926)

Elizabeth Page was 32, single, and from an arnucnt background when she
volunteered as a teacher with the Grenfell Mi ssion in 192 1. During the First World War
she had been a volunteer canteen worker and hut secretary with the Y. M. ./\ . in Genicart,
france. In the post-war period she found employment as a caseworker serving fami lies of
disabled war veterans for a Red Cross chapter in New York. llcr maternal grandfather,
Alfred Coxc Roc was a Presbyterian minister and the founder of Berkeley Institute in
Brooklyn and the cw York Collegiate Institute. Her father, AIfred Rider, was a state
senator and j ustice of the cw York uprcmc ourt and supported his daughter's
academic pursuits. Page graduated from Vassar. an elite women's college, with an arts
degree in 19 12 and received a master's in hi story from Co lumbia in 19 14. 13etwccn 192 1
and 1926 she traveled to the Grenfell Mission every summer to coordi nate the child
welfare work, to teach chool children, and to teach crafts to ad ults. In the win ters she
worked from home in New York raising money and recruiting staff for the White Bay
Nutrition Unit. Although Page kept volumes or correspondence pertaining to her work
with the Mission, he is most famou for her published work, Wagons West: !\ Story or
the Oregon Trail ( 193 0), Wilderness Adventure ( 1946) and The Tree ol· Liberty ( 19" 9).
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In 1940 she so ld The Tree of Liberty to olumbia Pictures for $55,000, which resulted in
a Hollywood movie entitl ed "The Howards of Virgi nia" starring Cary Grant and Martha
Scott. 75
Page's creati ve ability enabled her to be a visionary during her five-year service to
the Grenfell Mission. During her first summer as a schoolteacher, Page wrote a social
survey of the li ving conditions of the people of White Bay. She noted that there was a
grave problem with malnutrition among the fi shers and their children, and felt that it
stemmed from three bad years of fishing. The problem of poverty and ill n ss could be
overcome if the Mi sion offered the people a combined programme or "education, better
nutrition, and more dependable employment. "76 To provide these es entia! services she
outlined a programme, stating that the Mission would have to send six or seven wo rkers
and two motorboats each ummer to co er the whole bay. 77
fn her opinion, White Bay needed a doctor, a nutrition worker, an industrial
worker, two people to operate the motor boats, and three teachers. The latter would have
"some study along the lines of nutrition wo rk and visit a nutrition clinic at least once so
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that they could wo rk intell igentl y under the nutrition supervisor of the bay." n The docto r
should "devote two weeks in the earl y summer to completing the work of exam in ing,
79

weighing, and mea uri ng the children which was begun this ycar. "

Arter that was done,

a trained nutrition worker should be !crt to conduct classes, supervise the teachers, and
organize communities that were without summer schoo ls. The logical centre lor nutrition
work was Jackson's J\ rm, the largest community in the bay. There, the nut rition worker
could move out to conduct classes at Coney J\rm the lower end of op's Island, and
Westport. If ti me permitted, she could make periodic trips to Brown's ovc, Bear Cove,
and the upper end of Sop's Island to supervise the teachers' health work.

xo

Rethinking her plan in the fa ll, Page suggested to Moseley that White Bay ought
to have a doctor and dentist fo r a longer period than had norma lly been allotted . Moseley
agreed and wrote to Page tell ing her that she had always bel ieved that a district doctor in
the southwest region would free doctor in St. Anthony from having to travel too far to
work. She told Page that if the Board of Directors agreed, Page would organize and
manage a new unit in the bay next year.
As you want the services of a doctor and dentist fo r such a long
period nex t um mcr, I think you hould go ahead quite indcpen lcntly
of u and ccurc your own doctor and dentist fo r the summer in
White Bay. This would make the White Bay unit quite independent
of any other part of the coast and by concentration there much better
78
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work should be accomplished.

81

Page was honoured and eager to accept this proposition, and ex pressed her enthusiasm for
Newfoundland and the Mission. "I never cou ld put into words how I loved the people,
the work, and White Bay. It has been one of the most valuable experiences of my life and
I want to go again next yea r. "82
But, when Grenfell submitted Page's plan to the Board of Directors, they told him
that the Mission was not in a position to undertake the financi al rcs1 nsibility which the
expanded work would entail. The Association was already having trouble supporting its
current stations: Page could go ahead and organize the White Bay Unit, but she had to
raise an independent fund .83· They strc sed that such an account wou ld have to be audited
like all Mission funds and the donations credited to the Association, so that donors could
claim their usual tax cxcmptions.84 1\ gift of $500 from Briar lilT chool lo r a motor
boat gave Page th necessary incentive to begin a fund-raising campaign lor the summer
work. Back home during winter, Page raised $ Ill 0 for the Unit by writing letters abo ut
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the Mission's health work to American churches, colleges, and women's clubs. 85 In 1922
Page became the first director in charge of the White Bay Child Welfare Unit. Moseley
remained the head of the Child Welfare Department and advised Page in matters to do
with recruitment, the allocation of funds, and the organization of nutrition clinics and
health classes.
One of Page's greatest challenges was to secure funding. During her winters at
home in the United tates, Page wrote letters and traveled widely in search or potential
donors in New York, Michigan, and other tales across the mid-west. By 1925 Page
found herselr engaged in a lecture circuit that Grenfell had charted. In some of the places
where she was scheduled to talk, organizers questioned the authentici ty or her work.
Women 's clubs and church leagues, for instance, asked Mary Card , Page's tour secretary,
whether Page had permission to speak on behalf of Grenfell's mission. These
organizations admi red Dr. Grenfell and worried whether Page was causing injury to the
doctor by more or less "stealing his thunder." Card assured potential donors that Page had
permission from the Association, yet decided to request a written statement !'rom the
Board of Directors to verify the authenticity of this cause. 86
[n January 1925 executi ve officer, Arthur F. osby, issued Page an orfieiallctter.
To All f-rie nds of the Grenfe ll Association:

85
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It gives me great pleasure to commend Miss
Elizabcth M. Page for you r favorable attention, and
certify that Miss Page is a va lued wo rker of thi s
Mission lor the past five (5) years. Miss Page is
voluntari ly traveling to broaden our work and interest,
and we shal l appreciate any favors shown her and all
support g1.ven to her. 87
In 1927, an article in Among the Deep Sea Fishers indicated that Page raised over $2000
during her six-year service with the Mission.sx Real fi gures, however, amounted to
approximately $3000 per annum, totaling $15,000 or more by the time Page retired fl·om
her post. Big donor included Mrs. Dow's chool at BriarcliiTManor, the Knox School
at Cooperstown, the Baldwin School at Bryn Mawr, Vassar Co llege, and the hicago
Branch of the Grenfell Association.89 Page made sure that the supporting organizations
understood that their money went towards combined nutritional, educational, and
industrial elements under the White Bay Fund.

he was committed to chill welfare work
90

and did not want to lose her donations to the general Mission Fund .

A frequent theme in the history of home economics was the opposi tion and
sometimes outright hostility women experienced when they req uested essential
equipment from ad ministrators of hospitals or universities. Page's greatest l'und raising
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achievements was the $2500 she raised to purchase a full y-eq uipped motorboat lo r the
White Bay Unit.

ince traveling by water was the most effi cient way nutrition wo rkers

could reach children in the summer, engine troubles with the hospital boat caused Page a
great deal of grief. In t. Anthony the superintendent Dr. Charles urtis grew displeased
with Page because he had heard rumours that she hated the two Mission boats lent to her.
According to visitors from White Bay Page frequently bemoaned the difficulties she had
with starting the engine of her first boat and pronounced the second boat, the J\ mber .Jack,
"unseaworthy. "91 Page's boat trouble was a recurring theme in her correspondence wi th
the superintendent. In one letter, Curtis warned Page that she would tai nt the image of
the Mi ssion if she did not take her complaints to the medical offi cers rather than vi itors.
He told her that the rumours she was spreading caused Dr. Grcnlc llunncccssary grief.
When Dr. Grenfell decided one day to send nurse to Battle Harbou r in the J\ mbcr .l ack "a
great deal or fuss was made that he was sending ladies out in a boat not fit."
for Dr.

92

fo rtunately

urtis and the I.G.A. Directors, the hild Welfare Department rarely depended

upon the Mission's main fund s or the goodwill of' the medical offi cers.
Page did not let urtis' comment get her down and in fact spoke more openl y
about her transportation problems in the child welfare number o!' thc Mi ssion's magazine.
he told readers to watch out for Miss Garrett's article, which would "tell the story or the
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overland journey of four of the workers who refused to be delayed at the beginning or the
season because the one steamer for White Bay had gone on the rocks.'m

he also

encouraged readers not to miss Ann Logan's entry about the nutrition work at La Scic, a
fa cinating account, even though she did not tell of"hcr pluck when ad rif't in a disabled
motor boat on a windy day. " 9~ Page's depiction ofwomcn in danger was undoubtedly
meant to play on the readers' conscience and pocket books. A new boat fo r White Bay
would not only be sa fer than the one Dr. Curtis issued to her, but it wou ld all ow the ch ild
welfare workers to avoid competition for resources in t. Anthony.
To settle the transportation problem once and for all , Page approached indi iduals
from St. John's to Virginia lo r a steamer worthy of carrying her starr. She was ovc1joycd
when she found a relatively new Navy boat valued at $6000 but selling to the Mission lo r

$2500 and took the risk of putting a down payment on it before raising the money. With
a generous gift from her old school Vassar, Page purchased the boat.

he confided to the

Mission's personnel secretary 1-larriot Houghteling that with this boat she fe lt "all the
strain due to hard li ving conditions would be taken out of the summer's wo rk ." The boat
had accommodat ions (o r fi ve and a powerful engine that enabled the nutrition team to
95

cover a greater number of communities in a hortcr period of timc.
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It is important to note that the child welfare directors had to obtain I.G.A.
approval for a ll their activities, not only their fundra ising campaigns, but the rati onale for
spendi ng money. Yet whenever Moseley or P age had a pressing issue that cou ld no t wa it
until the Directors' meetings, they went to the top of the Mission's hierarchy, to Or.
Grenfe ll or hi s wife. In February 1923 Page wrote Anne Grenfell asking several
important questions about the White Bay Unit.
Dr. Grenfell has evidently not had the time to write in reply, but
meanwhil e events have been moving and I am rapidly getting to
the place where I have to know what to do nex t. I have just seen
Marion Moseley and at her suggestion I am writing you to see
96
if you can help me out of my difficulty.
Dr. Grenfell often sidestepped the Directors and authorized the child welfare leaders to
expand their territory or purchase an expensive piece of equipment. A nne G renfell had
au thority to authori ze departmental activities as well. The Grenfells' medd ling in
adm inistrative affa irs created problems between the nutrition wo rkers, the doctors, and
the Directors. Essentially, they extended authority to Page and Moseley that the
Associ ation had little control over or knew nothing about.

97

As demonstrated earlier, the I.G .A. Board warned Moseley and Page that they
could not afford to pay for the fu ll-time services of a child wei fare docto r or a nutrition
worker. The White Bay territory, sprinkled with small villages miles apart, was much
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harder to service than Moseley and Page had originally thought. Page con idcrcd raising
a small sa lary to have nutrition workers placed in more stationary districts over the
summer, but gave up on the idea when she realized that each outstation cost
approximately $250 to run in one season. If he were to e tablish just one station, she
would need an additional $"00. 98 The White Bay Unit budget covered food and
transportation for the staff as they worked in the Bay. Personnel were expected to finance
their transportation to and from the Mission, as wel l as their lodging, personal supplies,
and in some instances their own equipment. In many cases nutrition workers brought
their own weigh scales for the chi ldren, because the Miss ion scales were too large and
awkward to carry about the bay. 99
Facing budget constraints for permanent stations and a dearth of specializcd
workers to carry out the work, Page advertised the Mission's openings lor nutrition
workers in Among the Deep Sea Fishers and approached commercial and volunteer
recruiting agencies in the United States. Nutrition work was not a highl y paid profession
and available volunteers were usually college students looking for work ex perience
during the summer months. Sti ll young, many had to obtain permission from thei r
parents to travel to di stant countries for fieldwork . Those who wi hed to work lor the
Grenfell Mission had the additional challenge of finding the money to travel there. One
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commercial agency found Page a potential recruit who could pay her own expenses to
carry out the summer health work. The recruit's obstacle, however, lay in the ract that she
could not persuade her parents that a forei gn mission was suitable lo r hcr. 100 "Several
girls that thought they were able to go found on going over the family linanccs that they
could not do as they wi hcd. Two who had made all arrangements to go had to drop out
because of ill-hea lth in the fami ly, and one because of her own illness."101 With replies
such as these, Page was turned down by one commercia l recruiting agency arter another.
Some informed her that their candidates were only interested in paid work and would not
travel more than 25 miles from home. Others advised her to approach the employment
agencies of wealthy schools, or charitable organizations. 102
To lind women who did not have to worry about the IInancial strain, Page
approached the ollcgc Occupation Bureaus of mith, Vassar and Mt. I I !yoke - elite
school s lor women in the eastern United tatcs. 103 The Vassar Committee always had a
dozen girls lined up. Many of the students were members of the hristians' Association.
It had been IInancing internships at "Children's Island" and was interested in sending
students to the Grenfell Mission. Page felt that Vas ar students were de irablc because
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they had a reputation for dependability and cfficicncy. 104 Harriot Houghtcling of the Staff
Selection Comm ittee managed to find a few recruits who had fini shed college for some
time and were working with other health organizations. Miss Emma K. Leiss, lor
example, was trained in the Emerson method, a perfect candidate fo r Page, and had
worked with the Marion County Tuberculosis Association in Indiana. To attract Leiss,
Page pointed out that the western part of the La cic di strict, an area she could be
working in, was destitute and had a large number of beriberi cases. The people of La Scic
were in great need of nutrition education, he told Leiss. "You wi ll find that you never
were so needed in all your life, which by the way is a tremendously thrilling situation to
be in ." 105
Page began to have real recruitment problems when the Association's Executive
Orlicer, Colonel Arthur Cosby, told her that the Mission Directors were receivi ng
complaints about the work of the White Bay Unit from the Ncwloundland government.
The government disliked the Child Welfare Department's medical appoi ntments in White
Bay, particular that of third-year students, because it felt it taught the peopl e there "to
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expect uch care either ror nothing or ror a nominal charge that no Ncwroundland doctor
could possible arrord to make." 106 Page took exception to these comments because she
had been doing what she could to support the Mission's policy to foster independence and
self- respect. She had in tructcd the industrial worker to give work to parents wishing to
send their children to the nutrition clinic.

he also instructed the unit to co llect rce rrom

those who could arrord to pay ror the children's medical examinations. This was not an
easy task ror any Mission worker in White Bay, because the fi shing had been bad lo r over
a decade. Many local people were receiving government dole. One med ical student from
Johns Hopkins reported that he had examined 469 children and 320 adults, but could onl y
collect $2 .95 for the work. 107 Medical examinations of adults showed that the White Bay
Unit was carrying out regular medical work in addition to public hea lth education.
Page discontinued the Mission's policy or asking ror a nominal fcc lo r service in
an attempt to reduce tensions between the government and the I.G.A.

utrition workers

were now findin g that there were even greater obstacles to their work than opposition
rrom Grenfell doctors. They not only had to negotiate professional territory within the
Grenfell medical hierarchy, they had to do it within a larger tension between a lorcign
mission and the ewroundland government. Dr. urtis cautioned Mose ley and Page that
if they charged recs lo r any work done in relation to what could be construed as medicine,
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they would upset the medical board based in t. John's. According to urtis,
Newfoundland doctors, if antagonized, cou ld view the White Bay Unit's "fcc for service"
policy as "medical practice. " They needed to keep in mind that med ica l students \ ere not
legally entitled to charge fees for examinations drugs or treatments. To overcome this
legal complication, Page ordered the White Bay Unit to encourage the local people to
offer monetary donations or in-kind support to the clinic. The following year, the
nutrition unit received housing and a motor boat rent free and collected $50 in donations
for the doctor's service. Page considered thi s an excellent example of chari ty and sell'support from a district that had little read ily available money and had been pauperi zed for
years by government hand outs. She felt her unit was doing excel lent work by
encouraging the people to develop new industries to one day support a loca l nurse or
doctor. 108
Page was disheartened by the tension between the Mission and the cwfoundland
government, because she was told that the medical board would be equally upset if the
Mi ssion attempted to establi sh a nursing station in White Bay. The government !Cit that
nursing stations accustomed people to receive "medical services lor free," making it
impossible for a medical man to set up practice. For this reason the l.G.J\. made it a
policy not to establish nursing stations where the population was thick enough to
financially support a doctor. Colonel Arthur Cosby told Page that she could maintain the
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unit in White Bay as long as her medical recruits performed specialized child welfare
work only. This work was so specialized that he did not think there wou ld be any danger
of rousing local opposition. Furthermore, the unit's medical man had to be shined
el ewhere when he fini hed his duties "and not left in the Bay where he would be under
constant call for medical wo rk." 109 Yet, as always, unexpected medical emergencies
tested policies of the I.G.A. Board and the Newfound land government. In 1923 , the
Newfoundland government requested that the child welfare doctor divert his attention
from the nutrition clinic to tend to a large outbreak of diphtheria in White Bay.

110

In 1924 Moseley took a two-year leave of absence to do graduate studies in
nutrition, but kept in close contact with Page.

till advising her on admi nistrative

matters, she wrote to Page telling her that Elizabeth Cri swell, former Mi · ion nutrition
worker, would be the new director of the Child Welfare Department and would be a
delightful replacement. Moseley also advised Page to appoint nutrition,, orkcr Mar
Card as the nutriti on supervi sor of the White Bay Unit a soon as possible. In Moseley's
words, "Card could cooperate with Miss riswcll on new ideas, methods, supplies, etc.
but run White Bay independently and cooperate wit h you in securing a doctor and a
dcntist." 111 The appoin tment of Mary ard was Moseley's last effort to kc p a trained and
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experienced nutrition worker in charge of the White Bay child wellare work. Although
Elizabeth Criswell had risen from the Mission's vol unteer rank as a chi ld wellare leader,
Moseley was concerned about the future of the Department. She had experienced major
difficulties recruiting trained nutrition workers and had no choice but to leave the
continuous search for special ized workers to Page and Criswell.
In 1924, Page faced greater difficulties finding a trained nutrition worker to
volunteer wi th the Mission. With no one avai lable, she recruited a nurse as a suitable
replacement.

urse Elizabeth Allison from Roosevelt Hospital had a special interest in

obstetrics and babies and was able to pay all of her own expenses. Page f'clt that All ison's
experience in obstetrics made her an ideal ch ild welfare worker. Mission doctors had
demonstrated interest in infant feeding and Miss Allison could initiate a baby clinic in
cooperation with the medical studcnt. 11 2 That ummcr, Card stated in the Mission's
magazine that Nur e Allison was so suitable for child ,. elfare work, she was reluctant to
give her over to palliative care when a typhoid epidemic broke out in llampdcn. The
nutrition worker appreciated Allison's pre-natal work with mothers in the bay and hoped
that more clinics would be started like it in the future. Card fe lt that there was an
excellent career opportuni ty in infant care for whoever carried out that branch of work in
the future. ller Uni t after all, "could hardly expect a child to be healthy and up to \Vcight
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who has not had a fair start in the world. " 11 3 ln the early 1920s home econom ics-trained
nutrition workers were on the outskirts of the hospital system and did not have adeq uate
training facilities to practice pre-natal nutriti on and infant feeding. They were able to
overcome this barrier however, by focusing on the health of children in the local schools.
They maintained that their professional goa l was to demonstrate to laywomen and
professionals, who had a vested interest in chi ldren, the importance of nutrition as an
integral part of children's elementary education. They hoped that their knowledge of
proper nutrition for the school-age child would be recognized as val uable public health
work.
As fate would have it, the Newfoundl and Governor's wife established a system of
public health nursing in 1924 called the Newfoundland Outport Nursing and Industrial
Association (NONIA). Dr. Charles S. Curtis felt that this government-sponsored, nursing
organization could finally put an end to the conflicts between the l.G.A. and the
Newfound land government over med ical territory. Lady Elsie

llardycc's aim wa · to

appoint nurses (partially fund ed by the Newfoundland government) to rura l settlements
not served by a doctor. The local people, particularly the women, were expected to
produce handicrafts, such as rugs and knit goods, as payment for the nurses' ervices. By
establishing a nur e south of the Grenfell Mission , Lady Allardycc hoped to complement

Mary r. ard " utrition Work in White Bay, ewfound land: ummcr of
1924" AD F .Jan. (1925): 167.
11 3

I 95

the Mission 's work . 11 4 The International Grenfell Association Iiked this arrangement
because the Newfoundland government had not been supporti ve of Grenfell's attempt to
ex pand the territory of the Mission into White Bay - a more southern district of the coat.
In the fall in 1924, Dr. Curtis asked Page if she would encourage the fa milies in
White Bay to pledge a fee for the services of two NONIA nurses in their district, who
should take over all work that had been done by the Mi ssion's nutrition workers and
medical students. 11 5 In consultation with Curtis, Page worked out a plan to send the two
district nurses to Jackson's Arm and La cie doi ng in addition to their regular medica l
work , child welfare and public health instruction wherever possible. They received
Moseley's outline on how to organize nutriti on classes. 116 She wrote to I ~ l sie /\ llardycc in
March 1925 and told her that she raised a sum or $50 for each nurse to travel about the
district by motorboat.

he had hoped, in return, that the NON!/\ nurses would be will ing

to continue the child welfare classes and clinics without the aid of'th c doctor.

117

Elsie

/\llardycc responded by stating "we are only too anxious that they lnurscs J should teach
Child Welfare and visit schools where allowed. As you know this country has no proper
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legislation on this subject, but we ask our nurses to do all they can tactfull y and
sympathetically." 118 In return for this favour, she asked Page if the Mi ssion wo ul d be
willing to send an industrial worker to the NONIA Depot in St. Joh n's to view the ir
garments and to learn the ir knitting patterns. She hoped that a Mission industria l worker
could teach the local women how to knit NON! A products. She counted o n Page to
convince the local women of the value of knitting the woo len garments. NON IA patterns
would be resold to he lp pay for their two di strict nurses.

11 9

Page fel t that lendin g a

Mission industri a l worker to NONIA was an excellent idea . It wou ld give the Mission a
chance to demonstrate to the peo ple, who were inclined to criti cize thei r wo rk, the
Mission's willingness and interest in supporting a Newfoundl and ente rpri se .

120

By the fall in 1925, there was a great deal of tension between the local women and
the sales depa rtment ofNONIA, since the women were not be ing paid the wages
promi sed. Women at NONIA argued that the White Bay socks, chi ldren's garments, and
cardigans were of poor quality and could not be sold except at bargai n pri ces.

12 1

Presley

Smith of the NONIA sales de pot wrote indi vidua l letters to the women in White Bay
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encouraging them to try again next year. She tried to explain that they cou ld not expect to
knit perfect work their first try. She a surcd them that the quality of knitting would
improve with more practice and be worth a great deal more nex t timc. 122
Despite initial local resistance, 0 1/\ nurses continued to serve the White Bay
district and took over the responsibility for nutrition work. Page stayed ' ith the unit for
one more year to travel about the bay and organize the district for the support or NON I/\.
She also continued to recruit volunteer dentists for the district and remained in charge or
the White Bay indu trial work. 123 Due to a omplctc breakdown or health in the winter or
1926, Page was forced to retire from Mission life. Leavi ng her post,. he wrote a list or

recommendations fo r the White Bay work to the I.G.A.Board. In her fin al report, she
urged the Mission to turn over the White Bay Unit's responsibilities to NON I/\ gradually- bccau c the nursing as ociation was relatively new. Por the time being, the
Mission ought to continue to furnish the bay wi th teachers that were trained to carry out
the health programme. The Grenfell Child Welfare Department could continue to supply
the region with a dentist by asking a fee 1or his service. The Mission should al so
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encourage the NONTA nurses to supervise an I teach the industri al work, in add ition to
carrying out the medical and child weifare work. 12'1
Or. Curtis's intervention to secure NON TA nurses fo r White Bay strategically
placed child welfare work in the hands of ewfoundland-based nurses. Elizabeth Page
was only too happy to comply with his orders, because she had great diffi culty securing
nutrition workers, and had been in connict with Curtis about her Department's need to
recruit inexpensive third-year medical men. Moseley and Page were both forced to skimp
and save when they attempted to recruit their child welfare team, because the I.G.A.
refused to support salaries of a licensed doctor and a nutrition worker. Desperate fo r
female health educators, Page was willing to recruit volunteer nurses to perform
specialized child welfare work. She never once imagined, however, that by doing so she
had set the ball in motion, diminishing fu ture opportuni ties fo r nutrition workers to fo rge
a permanent place within the Grenfe ll med ical hierarchy. It was the new di rector of the
Child Welfa re Department that would give Marion Moseley's aspiration to establish a
doctor-nutrition wo rker health team a final blow.

Elizabeth Criswell, Child Welfare Department (1924-1927)

Elizabeth

ri swell was appointed the Director of the Child Welfare Department in

1924. Moseley had felt that Criswell was the best candidate for the di rector's position,
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because she had fi eld experience as a nutrition worke r in charge of the Mission' s West
Coast Traveling Unit. It is not known how Elizabeth Criswell acquired the title "nutrition
worker. " Mission records indicate that she held an undergraduate degree from
Muskingum College, Ohio and a graduate degree from the Uni versity o r Chicago. Before
arri ving at the Mi ssion, Cri swell taught in a high school at Jo liet for fi ve years, worked a
the Director of the Junior Red Cross, Potomac Divi sion during the war, and was
connected with the Health Council and Tuberculosis Committee of Ph iladelphia. 125 Red
Cross chapters across America offered dietiti ans, social wo rkers, and nurses I 500 hours
oftraining in psychology, symptomatology, foods, and fa mily problems to become
certified nutrition workers. It is highly likely that Cri swell had at least one degree in
social work, and acquired subsequent training in nutrition through the Junior Red Cross
Chapter during the wa r. The Red Cross established a programme to send nut rition
workers to foreign countries to promote the cause of preventati ve hea lth. 126
As the second director of the Department, Criswell faced management challenges
similar to those of Moseley. She had to continue to raise money for the programme,
recruit specialized personnel, and maintain the cooperation of the district med ica l
offi cers. Yet Cri swell was aware that Moseley had had a difficult time maintaining her
claim that nutrition workers had a unique knowledge of malnutriti on in ch ildren. She f'clt
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that Moseley made the grave mistake of training teachers to instruct chi ldren and mothers
in the principles of health. At least one med ical officer during Moseley's administration
was disappointed with the nutrition workers' limited focus on the school-age child and
felt that many of the so called "experts" were not trained to assist the doctors with nursing
mothers. Criswell was equally concerned that teachers were being trained to carry out
nutrition work, but did not have adequate training as did public health nurses.
During her first year as Director, Criswell felt that she had enough foresight and
experience to turn this situation aro und. From 1924 to 1927 Cri swell knowingly set out
to change the professional face of the Grenfell Child Welfare Department. She thought
the programme would be exceptional if she limited the Department's geographic outreach
and replaced the usua l physician-nutrition worker team with a publ ic health nurse. In the
spirit of the NONIA plan, Cri swell thought it would be best if a nurse was placed in a
di strict where fi ve or six villages could be reached within easy distance. Each or the
families, with a few exceptions, could be asked to pay $ 1.00 for the nurses' service during
the summer. 127
Criswell thought that the public health nurse would be the best candidate Cor ch ild
welfare work for three main reasons: she felt that nurses could provide a greater va ri ety or
health services than nutrition workers; they could ass ist the traveling doctor and
midwives with medical calls as required; and they co uld carry out child welfare work
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wi thout the need to raise money for the presence of a doctor. Criswell fe lt th·1t chi ld
welfare workers' goal to elicit the interest of mothers and children in hea lth was
satisfactory. But, she also felt that the programme must begin wi th pre-natal work among
the mothers. 128 Tn her opinion, the Mi ion hould be able to expect a chi ld w Ifare
worker to not only conduct health classes for the undernourished children, but to hold
clinics where the rudiments of proper baby care cou ld be taught. 129 Since the public
health nurse was trained in bedside care and a variety of health subj cts, she could also be
asked to carry on a programme of general information in sanitation, hygiene, and
nutrition, and instruct local gi rls and women in home nursing, boys and men in first aid,
and the local midwi ves in pre-natal and post-natal care.
In

130

riswell 's min I, the public health nurse had some wo rking hi tory with the

physician, was trained in the hospital, and was able, as a resu lt, to be sensitive to the
!lis ion's med ical protocol.

utrition wo rkers had not, as yet, bu ilt a working

relationship with doctors. Apprenticed beyond the walls of the hospital, they used social
history cards and height and weight charts to measure improvements in the hea lth or the
child . These techniques were already subjects of debate in the Un ited tatcs. When put
into practice at the Mission, without the super ision of a doctor, it raised a
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among the Grenfell medical officers of health. Although Cri swell never explicitly
questioned the value of nutrition work, she wondered about its practical implications at
the Mission. There were so many med ical and social problems to solve on the coast that
thi s kind of a preventative scope seemed limited lor chi ld welfare work.
That riswell was concerned about the shortage of nutrition supervisors was also
evident. In her correspondence with Elizabeth Page, she argued that Moseley's enort to
trai n teachers in the merson method was time wasted, since it offered teachers little
understanding of the science of preventative diet or how to recognize the healthy,
physical characteristics in a ch ild.

he stated that, "lw]e are not conducting any nutrition

classes in the regular way excepting in White Bay forT am not in sympathy wi th the idea
of the teachers conducting the classes."

131

riswell 's experience with the exam inat ion

sheets the year before convinced her that "where the work is not under the direction or
trai ned nutrition workers, the physical exami nation recorded in this wa takes time and is
not of any value." 132

he told Page that she was goi ng to ask the doctors "to check on last

year's and the year's before sheet," and to give the "general nose, throat and abdomen
examination and a physical only when he thinks or the nurse thinks it necessary."

133

She

would continue to accept Emerson forms on ly where the White Bay teachers wished to
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continue this line of work. The training of new teachers in nutrition worl and the
Emerson method would be dropped from the child welfare programme elsewherc. 134
Moseley established the teachers' training programme, because she felt that it was
her duty to prepare these professionals to promote the new knowledge or nutrition.
Moseley's approach to child welfare work complemented the strategies o r home
economics leaders in the 1920s. Their goal was to build a working relationship with
professions concerned with the welfare of children. One way was to give nutritional
instruction to teachers, doctors, and nurses. At the thirteenth annual meeting or the
American Child Hygiene Association in Washington, the home economics leaders
pointed out that they should educate teachers as to the meaning and value of nutrition
work, before nutrition education was even brought to the schoo ls. 135

ri swcll supported a

school health programme where teacher taught ba ic principles or health, but rcruscd to
allow them to take on any other duties performed by nutri tion wo rkers. Page responded
to her decision by stating that she did not wish to be responsible for stick ing to the
l:,merson method.

he felt, however, that the charts had been u cful in the past. "They

showed ocularly that the child's weight (had) gone up or down and they also made
apparent the comparati ve gain, an idea that is not easy to get over to a ill iterate a people
as we have to deal with." 136 The idea that the chart method was a necessary educational
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tool became a popular defense against medical criticism. By adopting a non-med ical
argument, and essentially accusing the locals of being ill iterate, one can sec what
nutrition workers were willing to do to alleviate suspicions that they had ambitions to
diagnose.
Criswell also expressed concern about the department's practice of sending barrels
of brown nour and dried milk to the Grenfell schools. She felt that food "must be
distributed by the nurses and not the teachers," except in cases of cmcrgency.

137

J\lier

discussing the situation with "some of the Grenfell people," Criswel l fe lt that it would be
inadvisable to put out "cocoa, sugar, brown fl our and dried milk (Dryco) to the teachers
and have it improperly distributed." 138 Under Moseley's administrati on, teachers and
nutrition workers had been encouraged to u c these products for cooki ng demonstrations,
as "incenti ves" to induce mothers to send their children to a nutrition class, and lor schoo l
lunch programme . 139 Earl y correspondence between Moseley and Page indicates that
they had trouble convincing the l.G.A. Board to allow the Child Welfare Department to
set up a school lunch programme. The I.G.A. had a policy whereby food was given as
material relief to the most deserving and only in exchange for work. Or. Grenlc ll
supported Moseley's efforts then, arguing that the school lunch programme would teach
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local people about the benefits of milk for growing children. He recommended the
distribution or dried milk and whole wheat nour through the teachers for a year or two, at
least until the people understood the value of"protecti vc" food and were willing to
I
140
procure 1t· rtOrt hem eves.

Clearly Criswell regarded teachers' training inadequate in nutrition. In her mind,
the distribution or dried milk or whole wheat flour should fall to specialized personnel in
nutrition work, public health nursing, or med icine because these food commodities were
expensive and needed to be given to people who were at risk of malnourishment.
Criswell was not against teachers' distributing food , as long as a health professional was
present to determine which families needed the supplies to maintain their health. With a
shortage of nutrition wo rkers and chi ld welfare doctors, the next best health proCessional
to carry out such dietetic treatments was a public health nurse
With

ON fA nurses taking over the chi ld welfare wo rk in White Bay,

ri swell

set out to reorganize the Child Welfare Department and wrote to the new director of the
Staff Selection ommittee of her plans to attract the volunteer services or seven public
health nurses: three for districts that requested them, and four !or communities where
nurses could reach the greatest number of villages. She also made budget provisions for a
tonsi llectomy clinic and salaries for two pediatricians and two eye specialist to advise
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the Department of other preventative work that mi ght be done.

141

riswell noted that the

placement of nurses into smal ler districts worked much better, because each nurse could
live in a center where three or more vi llages could be easily reached.

142

ince the child

welfare worker wa often the only worker visiting the e villages, she felt that it wa
important to have a nurse placed in this position. She could carry out remedial as well as
preventat1·ve wor I<. 143
Criswell's recruitment strategy was very different from Moseley's, (comma) likely
because she was not a dietitian, who had a vested interest in advancing the profes ion of
home econom ics. Knowing the obstacles Moseley faced recruiting nutrition workers and
promoting them as health professionals to physicians, the recruitment of public health
nurses seemed like a better solution. In her favour, Criswell had a larger body or
potential volunteers to draw upon during her recruitment campaign. By the mid-twenties
public health nurses constituted one firth or II 000 of the nursing workforce in
/\merica. 144 Their numbers were growing in Canada and Britain as well. Jill Perry
ind icated that there was "a proliferation of' nursing schools across Western Europe and

141 Criswell "Report of the Child Welfare Department," 167.
142 Iizabeth Criswell , "The Chi ld Welfare Department," 1\D f-', Jan . ( 1926): 177.
143 P/\N L, IGAC, MG 63, Box 9, Child Welfare Reports, Elizabeth Criswell ,
"Report of the hild Welfare Department for the ummer 1924," pg. I.
144Barbara Melosh, 'The Physician's Hand, ': Work, Culture, an I on!l ict in
American ursing, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1982) 120.
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North America."

145

With such a number to choose from, C riswe ll could easil y find

recruits who were willing to pay for part or all of the expenses to gain chil d welfare
expenence.
The Mission's personnel records indicate that over 18 nurses worked for the Ch ild
Welfare Department between 1925 and 1927. T hey came mainly from U.S. vis iting
nurses' associations, university hospitals, child welfare organizations, and antituberculosis institutes.
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All nurses working for the Child Welfare Department were

experienced in public health and were "women of hi g h standa rds, of exceptional ab ility,
well trained for their particular work."

147

In addition to the volunteers, she was able to

call upon resident Mission nurses to give health cia ses in districts the Department did
not touch . Ethel McClure, for instance, was a visiting nurse in Chi cago when she sig ned
on as a resident nurse with the Mission in 1923. She gave "school health inspections,
talks on diet, d ntal care, and perso nal hygiene" in the morning and spent her a fterno ons
with patients in the hospital.
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In 1926 she was transferred from Muddy Bay to North
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1

W est Ri ver to be a child welfa re nurse under the direction of Dr. Harry Paddon. ~

9

Mary

Brown, a vete ran nurse at Battl e Harbour, a lso dec ided to transfer to a chi lei we i fare post
in Long Point in the s ummer of 1927, since there were "nearl y ninety children ... growing
up with no knowledge of health princ iples, malno urished, and many with a tendency
toward tubercul osis; there [were] a lso many ri ckety babies." 150 By 1926 chil d welfare
work was carri ed out ma inl y by resident nurses, summer health nu rses, and summer
teache rs wo rk ing in cooperation w ith Criswell and the Medical Officers of Healt h.
When Cri swell proposed to lend her department's nurses to the d istrict docto r for
child we lfare and public health work, the boa rd o[ d irecto rs agreed w holeheartedly. l n
fac t, M edi cal Officer Do nald C. Hodel thoug ht it w ise to stat ion a child welfare nurse in
W est Stc. M odeste to he lp the doctor check tubercular cases that were spreading rapid ly
throug hout that district. C ri swell received no compla ints w he n she recom me nded the
placem ent of a public health nurse in Lanse au Loup fo r the re was a typhoid epidem ic and
the I.G .J\ . Board requested a better understand ing of sanitation. Tn North West River Dr.
Paddo n requested a permanent c hild welfa re nurse. D r. Ernest A nderson Cook at
Harrin gto n H arbo ur H ospital was happy to assist nurse Brown with child we lfare and
public health work at Lo ng Point fo r the summe r.
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Criswell's plan to recruit public health nurses undoubted ly reduced her
Department's need to recruit child welfare doctors, and to pay Cor motor boat ex penses.
The personnel records in 1926 and 1927 did not list a single child welfare doctor working
under Criswell's Department. Moseley and Page had recruited third-year med ical men
either through Mi ssion networks or with the aid of 1-larriot Houghteling, the hairman of
the Staff Selection Committee. After all, nutrition wo rkers were supposed to be
supervised by doctors. Criswell undoubtedly felt the strategy to recruit interns was
unnecessary, causing delays, expense, and ten ion between the I.G.A. Board and the
ewfoundland government. The Grenfell medical offi cers were concerned that Moseley
had recruited unlicensed students to carry out med ical work. In 1925, lloughteling
passed her duty to recruit and appoi nt doctors and third-year medica l students over to the
Executive Officer of the I.G.A.

ot knowing the medical needs of the Mission, she felt

very uncomfortable with this position.152 lloughtelings' resignation clearly demonstrated
her sense that she could no longer manage the needs of an expanding medical
admini stration in a lay position. ln the 1920s, the T.G.A. Board of Directors was
interested in raising the standards of all workers appointed to the Mission.

153

Aware of the I.G.A's desire to gain ti ghter control over medical matt rs, Criswell
felt that the recruitment of public health nurses would please the Board and the medical
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offi cers. After all, Grenfell nurses had acquired jurisd iction within the Mission's territory
to request a fcc for service and identify incipient cases for the doctor's cxam.

154

The

public health nurse could be called upon to perfo rm minor medical treatments, in addition
to giving the regular health teachings. 155 f-or Criswell the multiple role ofth public
health nurse proved "without a question the most economical and effi cient way to teach
child welfarc." 156 Margaret Leavitt, a visiting nurse in Battle Harbour not onl y carried out
classes in nutrition, child care, home nursing, first aid, and hygiene, but fo llowed up the
hospital ca es after fini bing her child welfa re dutics. 157
Although the medical officers valued chi ld welfa re nurses, they grew uneasy with
Criswell 's control over their appointment and activities. As the need fo r preventati ve
work gained medical acceptance, all over the world, not j ust at the Mi sion, Grenfe ll
physicians felt that they would need to obtain fo rma l control of this li ld, particularly
since a laywoman was gaining a great deal of public health authority under the auspices
o[ the Child Welfare Department. In early December 1927, Criswell 's strategies to keep
her Department free of medical men ended in disappointment. The I. G./\. Board of
Directors met [or a business meeting to review the Miss ion departments and the concerns
o[ the

medical officers. On the matter of child weifa re,
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the question has been raised as to the advisability for such medical
or quasi-medical activities being carried on as separate undertakings
within the districts of the respective medical ofCicers, and it has been
suggested that it will be well now to review thi s special work with the
idea of having it continued directly by the medical officers as part
of their regular functions rather than to continue the present
158
independent work.
Two resolutions were passed that "the special activities known as the hi ld Welfare
Department to be herea fter understood to be part of the regular fun ctions of the medical
ofCi ccrs of each district, and further resolved that the special funds ... of this department be
transferred to the General Fund." 159 The medical officers would direct child welfa re work
throughout the districts with the advice and help of the Child Welfare ommittcc through
the International Grenfell Association headquarters in New York.
The Executi ve officer was instructed to write to each station for
suggestions as to what particular child welfa re work is advised by
the medical offi cer in charge for the coming season, with hi stimate
of the cost of the work, requesting the med ical orficer to keep careful
records and to make reports as to this department of their work to the
160
Child Welfare Committee in ew York for presentation to the board."
The Board noted that thanks was due to Marion Moseley for her very excellent job in
organizing and directing the work and to Mi ss riswcll fo r the effecti ve way she managed
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the Department. They felt that both women had brought the child welfare programme to a
point where it could be properly taken over by the medical officers of hcalth.

161

The Commi ttee was clearly pleased with the development and organization of
child wei fare work, but nonetheless regarded the independence of the Department as a
threat to physicians' dominance within the medical hierarchy.

riswcll had increased

doctors' suspicions about nutrition workers' medical ambitions, by calling upon their
resident nurses to take directions from her. One of riswcll 's grave mi stake was to ask
district nurses close to the hospitals and the medical orricers to carry out some or the
child welfare work for her Department. Barbara Mclosh had noted that "work selling or
public health removed nurses from direct medical control. "

162

Working in ractorics,

schools, and places beyond the hospi tal wa lls, they acq uired a great deal or professional
independence.

riswell , though, had allempted to call upon resident nurses, who worked

with physicians in mall cottage hospitals, to organize baby clinics, home nursing classes,
and health talks in the schools. Clearly, physicians opposed Criswell 's direct ion of this
extra-medical work in defense of their contro l over nursing duties.
De pit - Iizabeth Criswell's defeat, chi ld welfare workers had succcss l'ull y
demonstrated that far more could be done to eliminate deficiency eli cases and the spread
of tuberculosi . By warn ing mothers against "poor" home conditions and teaching
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children positive health rules, they had persuaded the I.G.A. Directors and the doctors in
the districts to accept the idea that public health condi tions could be remarkably improved
through chi ld welfare work. Keeping the success of the Child Welfare Department in
mind, the I.G.A. Board resolved to ask Marion Moseley, who had married Mis ion
colleague Dr. nifG n to be the Chairman of a new Child Welfare Committee. Their
feelin g was that the chai rman should be situated in New York, in the "background " of
medical acti vities. Moseley accepted the offer, undoubtedly wanting to continue to work,
despite her newly married status, and sent a report to the Board with suggestions on how
the Committee might be effectively organized. She also gave suggestions about how her
committee could advise physicians to approach tuberculosis and other preventable
diseases on the coast. 163 Tuberculosis was spread ing along the Coast and becoming an
urgent med ical concern. Dr. Harry Paddon repeatedly urged the Mission's consideration
of establishing a sanatorium along the coast so that preventative work against the disease
might lessen future medical work.

164

While nutrition workers successfull y established a coordinated programme to
manage (if not eradicate) defi ciency diseases, pulmonary tubcrculosi appeared as the
gravest threat to public health. Ronald Rompkey indicates that "[b]y the 19"0s the threat
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ofTB had acquired the urgency of a plague, and the language of the Health and Public
Welfare Act of 193 1 proj ected the kind of fear and paranoia associated with plagues
before and since." The act called for strict measures for treatment, and "required every
medical practitioner to report the names of the infected and made the fa ilure to do so an
offence.'" 65 That three nutrition workers had organized a programme to prevent its
spread could only serve as an embarrassment to the medical officers. In the words ol'thc
medical offi cer in charge of Harrington district "far more important than the cure is the
prevention of the spread of the diseasc.'' 166 Ncar the end of the decade, rrcsh air,
nourishing food, and rest still remained the prescri bed treatment.
Elizabeth Criswell , nurses, and female community wo rkers continued to proceed
with their professional ambitions to carry out child welfare work. In the yea rs beyond the
scope of thi s thcsi , they disseminated the rhetoric of health to lay audiences in the
Grenfe ll schools, community centres, and small cottage hospitals. They success fully
forged a training ground and career opportunity ror women seeking wo rk in public health,
by translating the scientific principles of hea lth into a practical language fo r laywomen
and children. In 1928, Or. Harry Paddon asked Cri well to continue her valued work wi th
the Mission, and accept a new position as the principal of the Lockwood Boarding choo l
in Sandwich Bay. He hoped that she could continue her excellent work in ch ild welfar
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by organizing a complete and well-rounded school health program. Rellecting upon the
five years she spent in Labrador, Criswell stated that "the routine or the schoo l
emphasizes health a well as education." 167
The devolution of the Child Welfare Department cannot be regarded by women's
historians as home economists' failure to realize their professional ambitions. · liciting
the interest of nurses, physicians, and educators in nutrition work was the true measure of
success in child welfare work. Home economists had hoped that their students' expertise
in nutrition-related aspects of children's health would be so valued by

tablish d health

professionals that it would become part of a well-integrated health programme in schools,
community centres, and public health departments. Nutrition workers' abi lity to organize
public health work for the Grenfell Mission was a valued achievement: as an experienced
nutrition worker, Moseley was invited to remain at the helm of the ch ild wei rare
programme· Cri well was asked to integrate the principles of healthy li ving into the
curriculum of the Mi ssion's boarding school ; and the medical of!~ce rs in charge or the
districts had no choice but to add child welfare work to their enormous li st or duties.
While the child welfare leaders owed some of this success to the Grenrcll s'
unwavering support, they were also good at developing covert strategies to overcome
medical criticisms. Although the prevention of deficiency diseases was regarded as a
necessity in 1920 medical men regarded it as women's work, work that should not tax
generous public donations for medical personnel, resources, and treatments. Denied a
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budget appropriation, Moseley set out to prove that her child welfare programme would
not place demands upon the medical branch. With the help of former colleagues and
Mission networks, she raised enough money and in-kind contributions to stafTand equip a
separate department. Although the donations gave Moseley a great deal of administrative
authority, she never intended that her personnel act independent of the Mission's medical
branch. Medical knowledge offered children a healthy start in life that was
complementary not superior, to what nutrition workers offered. Moseley always insisted
that nutrition workers carry out this branch of health through the supervision and approva l
of doctors.
Moseley and her apprentice Page worked within the confines of medical authority
to find opportunities for nutrition workers, but sometimes found this to be a dinicult task.
l'or one, they could not find licensed med ical men who possessed seines attributes to
work free of charge for women's "soft" branch of medicine. Many men associated child
welfare duties with feminine, domestic work, as seen by the reluctance or Mission doctors
to spend any significant amount of time carrying out much needed nutrition education in
the 191 Os. 1\s more women entered the field of nutrition work, doctors pulled away. By
1920 the ideology of scientific motherhood clearly left a space for career aspiring women
to clai m work in nutrition their profession, and attain significant positions of authority in
child health.

(1934): 1089.
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The medical men who were willing to work for Moseley and Page were interns,
perhaps young enough to be aware of developing fi elds in public health, and who wished
to benefit from the experience of working for the reputable Mission. But, while the
recruitment of interns solved Moseley's doctor shortage, it also created political tensions
between the l.G.J\. and the Newfoundland government. The Newfoundland government,
suspicious of Mission activities and its condescending portrayal or the loca l people, did
not hesitate to accuse the child welfare interns of taking potential clients from
ewfoundland doctors. Once again Moseley and Page were forced to respond to
criticism about the acti vities of their Department. In lead of charging fees tor the interns'
examination of the children, they cleverly decided to collect donations. Page a! o argued
that the child welfare workers were in fact helping the local people understand the value
of securing a community nurse or doctor. Although the child welfare leaders raised
money to pay for their own doctors, the cwfoundland government and Mi sion's
medical branch never hesitated to claim their time. When local epidemics of diphtheria
broke out, they called upon the Child Welfare Department to treat and prevent the illness.
Moseley and Page clearly regarded this si tuation a double standard .
Que lion about the credentials of child welfare workers created many
interprofes ional ten ions. Moseley, for example, encouraged school teachers to take a
course in nutrition work. This practice, although accepted in home econom ics, may have
caused nutrition workers, with more experience and education in the fi eld, to be
vulnerable to medical criticism. One physician, for instance, felt frustrated by the title
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"nutrition worker," arguing that he could never be sure what these women could be called
upon to do. It is likely that this doctor encountered teachers, who were not full y trai ned
for the job. But, if teachers lacked nutrition knowledge to be respected by doctors, they
made up for this gap by serving important hild welfare functions. Mission teachers
became excellent substitutes for health educators especially at a time when nutriti on
workers were in short suppl y. Teachers also built relationships with children and their
mothers, and were thus able to facilitate the nutrition workers' introduction to the local
community.
utrition worker also had a difficult time convincing medical oflicers that they
could deli ver health information to women and children in a convincing manner. But,
Moseley regarded the training of teachers in nutrition work as a means to overcome thi
criticism. She was aware that the Mission' teachers resided in each community lor an
entire year or summer, and with appropriate training could sustain health lessons. Lack of
I.G.A. support for the Department denied all but the child welfare leaders permanent paid
positi ons. With less than a handful of nutrition workers, passing brielly through each
community, Moseley hoped that they would impart to the teachers the lo undations or
child health work.
Another majo r cri ticism of the hild Welfa re Department was the workers' use of
height and weight indexes as a measurement of good health. In the second year of
nutrition wo rk, Moseley was forced to warn nutrition workers that under no
circumstances could they use the indexes to determine the health of a child. !:.very child,
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not just the underweight, had to be seen by the doctor. This rule was establ ished because
some physicians argued that normal weight children could have defects not detectable
without the physician's exam. Ultimately, Moseley overcame medical opposition to the
height and weight indexes by stating that this instrument proved useful a a visual guide,
allowing children and their mothers to see improvements in health. Still using the
indexes, but ensuring that every chi ld saw the doctor, Moseley made a compromise. This
tactical ability to work within the confines of medical protocol always enabled her to
develop strategies to blur the boundaries of her role.
Elizabeth

riswell's strategy to manage medical criticism was to stop the

recruitment and training of nutrition workers. This tactic indicates that she was most
likely not a home economist interested in advancing the speciality of nutrition work.
Criswell preferred recruiting public health nurses fo r child welfare work , feeling that they
possessed the skills of a doctor, nutrition worker, and teacher combined. Public health
nurses were already accepted as representatives of the Mission's general wo rk in public
health matters, such as teaching the importance of proper sanitation, hygiene, and
nutrition. Since nurses could be asked to treat patients, in addition to carrying out public
health work, they could essentially represent the doctor through the direct ion of the Child
Welfare Department. Taking charge of nursing duties, however, was exact ly the strategy
that alarmed the med ical officers of health.

ri swell essential ly lost control of the hild

Welfare Department because she threatened the authority of doctors to direct nurses in
medical matter . By offering Criswell a generous position as principal of the Lockwood
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Boarding School, the medical community had their own covert strategy to tactfully handle
her ambitions.
Marion Moseley might have trained nurses to carry out nutrition work. There was
a mutual advantage to developing closer connecti ons between nutrition workers and their
co lleagues from other parts of public health. That she continued to recruit nutrition
workers to lead the child welfare work indicates that she had great faith in their abilities.
It also indicates that she hoped nutrition wo rk would become one of the most important
and influential developments in public health in the 1920s. In her view, nutrition workers
offered a new and essential knowledge that was urgent at the Grenfe ll Mission. Moseley
realized her personal, professional ambition by being given the authority to continue to
impart thi s knowledge to the Grenfell Mi ssion medical community.

22 1

Chapter Six

Conclusion

At the turn of the twentieth century nutritional deficiencies were becoming a
common occurrence in orthern ewfoundland and Labrador perplexing Grenfell
doctors about the nature and treatment of the problem. Beriberi, commonl y diagnosed in
men, presented different severities of nerve involvement, causing temporary or permanent
disabilitie and often death. Rickets, commonly diagnosed in infan ts, caused permanent
bone malformations. Though scurvy had also been cited as a common problem, the
symptoms were le s severe, resulting from the fact that most families, unless summer
frosts spoi led the harvest, picked native berries for storage during the winter and spring.
All of these deficiency diseases were caused by a lack of vitami ns in the fishers' diet- a
nutrient vital to health.
During the first decade of the twentieth century, scientific knowledge about
vitamins and their function in the maintenance of health was virtually unknown. The
relatively new germ theory of disease had been foremost on the minds or many health
reformers, leadi ng several Mission physicians to believe that the etiology of deficiency
disease was similar to tuberculosis, resulting from poor personal hygiene practices,
sanitation, and an inadequate diet dependent on tarchy foods. The physicians believed
that deficiency diseases spread easily between the local people because of' their poor
habits and impoverished circumstances, and tried to educate the northern fi shers about the
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importance of hygiene, fresh air, and the benefits of adding a better variety of food to
their monotonous diet. This early treatment was particularly evident in Dr.

luny

McPher on's perception of four Norwegian sailors newly diagnosed wi th beriberi (a
disease uncommon in northern climates). In 1904 he admitted his reluctance to perform
an autopsy on a sailor who had died from beriberi, fearing the deceased might be
infectious. He recommended to the surviving patients complete isolation and the
consumption of more fruits and vegetables- a regime similar to the recommended
treatment for tuberculosis.
Teaching the value of eating a variety of food had been an important message in
the Mission's anti-tuberculosis campaign.

ince the early 1900s physicians observed that

the northern fi shers went through cyclical periods of "semi-starvation," often red uced to a
limited food supply of white !lour, tea and molas e . They believed this diet did not
provide a sufficient variety of fat, protein, carbohydrates, and mineral s thought to build
the body's resistance to infection. Though there were medical advances in the earl y
diagnosis of tuberculosis, the absence of drugs and modern surgery techniques made it
difficult for physicians to arrest the most advanced cases. Dr. Wilfred Gren l'cll and many
of his colleagues believed that preventative medicine could provide the public better
health protection than treatment, and establi hcd an anti-tuberculosis campaign to teach
the benefits of fresh air, a varied diet, and adequate rest.
In the 191Os the Mission expanded the campaign against tubercula is to prevent
what had by then become a widespread problem wi th deficiency di cases. Preventive
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teachings about these diseases became less focused on the spread of germs and more
centered on rc earch developments in nutrition science. Dr. John Little's discovery that
patients could be cured of beriberi when regularly fed nutrient-rich beans, fresh meat, and
whole-wheat bread finall y distinguished beriberi solely as a nutriti onal disease.

oon

after Dr. Little published his breakthrough research, Mission doctors, nur cs, teachers,
and craft workers began a concerted effort to teach the local people how to prevent
beriberi, a disease that affected over I00 "diagnosed" fi shermen by 191 5. Encouraging
the consumption of whole-wheat llour and more fruits and vegetables, Miss ion doctors
tried to entice the local people to attend their didactic-style lectures at local hospitals,
nursing stations, and churches. Nur cs, teachers, and cran workers, more acquainted with
the local women in the communities in which they worked preferred to appeal to the
women's knowledge of domestic work, and offered lessons in cooking, food preservation,
and gardening. Gradually, Mission doctors, who had tried to lead the nutrition campaign,
began to feel that female personnel were having greater success with the teachings, finally
admitting that they could not translate nutritional knowledge into a practical guide lor
northern Iiving.
Local apathy towards the campaign hi fling professional prioritic ·,and the new
ideology of scicnti fie motherhood became the catalysts creating sharper prolcs ional
divisions. The high rate of men undernouri shed and unfit for service in World War I
served to focus attention on the need to educate women in the new science of nutrition.
By the end of the war, the Mission's dietary reform campaign centred entirely on the
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benefit of recruiting female personnel who could provide local women scientifi c advice
and instructions on how to raise healthy families.

ection one of thi s chapter summarizes

key circumstance leading up to 1920 that enabled American women to slip into the
Mission's medical hierarchy and create a di tinct career in nutrition work.

ection two

demonstrates the strategies they employed to attain public recognition and professionalregulation of their field at the Grenfell Mission.

I. The Establishment of a Gendered Profession

American women trained in home-economics were able to create a specialized
profession within the Mission's dietary reform campaign for three main reasons. Pirst,
Mission personnel encountered a great deal of public apathy (from the local people, the
business class, and the Newfoundland government) toward their experi mental init iati ves
to improve the northern diet. From 1907 onward nurses tried teaching local women the
protecti ve hea lth benefits of feeding their families a varied diet all year long, but did not
know how to persuade mothers to give their children milk . Poor soil and dated
agricultural equipment made it difficult to keep cows while earl y frosts could delay, fo r
several month , the yearl y supply vessels carrying imported food. Even if the supply
vessel arri ved on time, Mission personnel noted that the local people cou ld not afford to
purchase, in bulk, some foods that could help sustain health throughout the winter and
spring. Grenfell noted that the fishers refused to ask the trader for the kinds of' l'ood that
the hospital staff recommended, fearing the trader would cease to do bu ines wi th them.
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During good fi shing seasons, the fishers would purchase canned milk, but only in small
quantities, because it was expensive and con idered a luxury for tea and special
occasions.
Since the inception of the Mission, Grenfell always talked abou t the link between
the cashless trade exchange which dictated the price of food , clothing, and fishi ng
equipment, and the poor nutritional health of the fishers. In the first decade of the
twentieth century, he tried to improve the diet of the fi shers by encouraging economic
independence through the development of a local craft industry, small-scale farmin g, and
a cooperative system. In the 191Os, however, he realized these business ventures onl y
gave the local people moderate relief. The agricultural experiment was slow to develop,
delayed by ice-blocked harbours, a short growing season, and the need lo r experienced
personnel and modern farming equipment. The cooperative initiative failed , with the
exception of the stores in Red Bay and t. Anthony, due in large part to the oppo ilion of
the local traders. Local traders publicly opposed the development of cooperati ves, fearing
that the fi shers' stores would put them out of business. Losing favour with these
members of the colonial elite, and unable to find stable financial backing, the Mi sion
sought experienced personnel to sustain the health promoting business ventures.
Fortunately, in the United States, home economists were beginning to train\ omen in
food economics. This education would prepare them for the expertise desperately needed
to take over the Mi ssion's lledgling dietary reform programme. It woul d prepare them to
raise funds, manage accounts, and pay close attention to natural resources and local
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markets, enabling them to teach families in northern Newfoundland and coastal Labrador
how to max imize the nutritional quality of the food they could reasonably obtain.
Just as home economists were publicizing their new line of nutrition work,
Mission physicians tried to focus public attention on the importance of nutrition
education. In the early 19 1Os, Grenfell and hi s leading physicians attempted to persuade
the Newfoundland government to add to its recent nation-wide anti-tuberculosis
campaign, a section on nutrition and the prevention of beriberi . Unfo rtunately, the
Commission on Public 1Iealth believed that deaths resulting from tuberculosi posed the
most serious threat to public health. Dr. R.A. Brehm the ewfoundland Med ical Oflicer
of Health, recommended that the government invest, instead, in a program to help the
Superintendents of Education set up a home economics course for the yo ung wo men of
ewfoundland . However, with few schools and well-trained teachers will ing to work in
Labrador and northern

ewfoundland, this proposal did not offer the Mis ion an

appropriate solution to reduce the rate of beriberi .
Discouraged by the lack of support from local traders and politicians, Mi ssion
physicians set out on an independent path to establi sh "Health Talks" at choo ls,
hospitals and churches. Hoping to convi nce the fi shers of the importance of their
teachings it was not long before the phy ician faced more oppositi n. The fi shers
considered the recommended consumption of whole-wheat fl our, particularl y brown
bread, inedible, and demonstrated a prej udice against its co lour, associating its darkness
with dirt. Lessons about the growth-promoting benefit of milk were a! o ignored. In
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this case, physicians could not seem to grasp that the local people were primaril y fi shers,
disinterested in expending the resources needed to raise cows, and un willing to purchase
on credit large quantities of canned milk. Loath to li sten to im practical talks, most men
and women refused to show up for the physician ' health le sons.
Unfamiliar with the local economy and insensiti ve to food preferences, physicians
had little success in teaching the new principles of nutrition. Anxious about their
professional failings in nutrition education they began to regard this fi eld a women's
work. Since gardening, food preservation, and cooking were considered women's
domain, they felt that rural women hould have formal, cientific training in these
subjects. The emergence ofthe ideology of scientifi c motherhood during World War I
served to heighten physicians' interest in women's domestic responsibilities. An
estimated 50 percent of ewfoundland men and 30 percent of American men examined
for military service were found to be seriou ly malnourished. Rejection rates or men fo r
the war spurred a desire for more widespread dissemination of contemporary nutritional
findings to those considered responsible for the nation's well-being, namely mothers. In
the United States, the Women's Committee of the Council ofNational Dcfc n c
collaborated with the hildren's Bureau of the Department of Labor to encourage weifa re
agencies and researcher to study the nutrition problem presented by recent health
statistics, and proclaimed 1918 "Children's Ycar." This campaign centred the country's
attention upon children of pre-school age and encouraged ped iatricians, visiting nurses'
association , ocial workers and home economist to offer scientific ad icc on child
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rearing to laywomen. As physicians focused on treating the physical symptoms of' poor
childhood nutrition (bad tonsils, adenoids, and other health obstructions), home
economi sts turned their attention to the underl ying social causes of malnourishment. A
national emphasis placed on the study of nutrition as one of the major aspects of
children's health gave women trained in home economics an opportunity to set
themselves apart from other health professionals and create a specialized career as
childhood nutritionists.
taff shortages a a result of World War 1 became the fina l catalyst enabling
American nutrition workers to slip into the Mission's health care hierarchy, and claim a
unique place in the dietary reform campaign. During the war, physicians and nurses were
overworked. Most of the Mission's personnel left fo r overseas or home, which
aggravated an already crying need fo r permanent teaching in agricul tu re, a cralt industry,
and the principles of nutrition. With the re ignation of Jesse Luther, uperintendent of
the Industrial Department, in 19 15, several nurses had to take over the training aspect of
the craft industry. The Mission also had difficulties recruiting volunteer wo rkers, leavi ng
the medical personnel the responsibil ity of maintaining the two farms developed at
Canada Bay and St. Anthony. In the postwar period, many med ical officer remained for
onl y one year. The fast turn over rate of the medical staff hindered the Mission fu rther
from maintaining a focused dietary reform program. Doctors and nurses came uti lizing
their own ideas, leaving the incoming crew no records of what had been accomplished.
When the fir t two nutrition workers, Marion Moseley and Elizabeth Fuller,
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arrived at the Grenfell Mission in the summer 1920 they found an ideal work
environment to practice their profession. Though previous personnel had worked hard to
establish many dietary reform initiative , the campaign was disorganized and in desperate
need of experienced leaders. As a profession that specialized in childhood nutrition,
nutrition workers felt that thei r lessons in safeguarding the child wou ld be a natural
extension of the Mission's dietary reform agenda. Equipped with an education in human
development, their goal was to work in cooperation wi th Mission personnel, especially
physicians, to convince local mothers of the health standards their children should obtain.
As the 1920s progressed, nutrition workers' claim of success with the dietary rerorm
campaign, and subsequent bid to have greater professional control over child weirare
work created resentment within the medical community. Interprofessional competition
to wrench child care knowledge from parental authority, and subject mothers to the best
expert advice created obstacles in the line of nutrition work.

ection two demonstrates

how nutrition workers handled work challenges creati vely to attract local women as their
clients, and gain medical acceptance of their proression.

II. The Strategies Nutrition Workers Emplo ed
to Attain Professional Recognition

From 1920 to 1927, approximately 25 home economics-trained nutrition workers aimed
to demon trate to the Mission that they had the specialized training needed to improve the
health of the northern fi hers. Gaining local women's acceptance of their scientific

advice was one strategy to bolster this ambition. In the post-war era, chi ldren 's poor
health was identified as a contributing obstacle to national prosperity and considered the
result of years of bad parenting. With the Mission's nutrition campaign squarely focused
on beriberi and its devastating effects on adult males, nutrition workers aimed to
demonstrate to local women that they could raise their children more healthfully.
As noted in section one, nurses and physicians had a difficult time persuading the
local people to follow their nutritional advice. In order to construct health teachings that
were both practi cal and convincing, nutrition workers' strategy was to work with in the
culture and financial experiences of their new clients. When teaching local mothers about
the key causes of childhood malnutrition, home economics training taught nu tri tion
workers to avoid harsh judgements agai nst mothers' feeding practices. They were
instructed to take the time to study local food preferences, natural resources, and markets
to identify food s mothers could be persuaded to prepare. If poverty within a household
was deemed to be the source of the problem, they tried to encourage wo men to guard
against malnutrition by making better use of nature's food s, such as cod li ver oil,
dandelions, and the jackets of potatoes. This lesson was often rein forced through
nutrition classes. Here, nutrition workers used height and weight indexes to visually
demonstrate improvements in a child's health and to establish hea lthful competition
between chi ldren to gain and grow as quickl y as possibl e. Interesting chi ldren in
competitive games, all infused with health principles was a strategy to reduce mothers '
resistance to nutrition work.
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Eliciting the fa thers' interest in nutrition work was another strategy to gain public
support. Nutrition workers' study of the local economy taught them to appreciate that
women had eno rmous responsibilities tending to both their families and the codfish
business during the summer. Rather than preach a middle-class doctrine or separate
spheres for men and women, nutrition workers tried to shape the dietary reform campaign
around the family work schedule. They made an effort to organize their classes in the
evenings and at specific times during the day, so that men, women, and chi ldren mi ght
attend . Nutrition worker, Elizabeth Beyer, for example, held her cooking demonst rat ions
at a cooperative store in the evenings, knowing that the fa thers mi ght be freed from the
fishing. Here, she demonstrated how local food favourites like molasses could be
integrated into new recipes that were both healthfu l and delicious. !\ tactful lesson such
as this, demonstrated nutrition workers' objective to be mindful of cultural preferences,
rather than forcibly change the local diet.
As nutrition workers gained a steady foothold in child health work throughout the
1920 , their claim to successfully influence parental practices and improve the heal th
status of chi ldren stirred resentment among the Mission physicians. f-or one thing a
significant gap ex isted between what Mission physicians knew about nutrition and their
ability to effecti vely deliver that information to the public. Although physicians were
able, by then, to identi fy specific nutritional deficiencies, they had little, if any, training in
nutrition education, especially as it related to the needs of women and children.
workers, on the other hand , completed core courses in food economics, child

utrition
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development, and nutrition to better prepare themselves as experts in child wclf'are work .
They knew that success with this training not only depended upon their abi lity to meet
their clients' need , but would hinge upon the support they could acquire from other chi ld
saving professionals.
Nutrition workers' desire to claim expertise in child welf'a re work was the second
most important component of their professionalizing agenda. Eliciting the interest and
cooperation of nur es, physicians, and educators was a measure or this succes . To
acquire recognition as specialists at the Grenfell Mission, each of the three child wclf'are
leaders attempted to foster complementary working relationships with Mission personnel.
Acutely aware that physicians had the final authority over most Mission initiati ves,
nutrition workers Marion Moseley, Elizabeth Page, and Elizabeth

riswell had a strategy

to construct the child health campaign in a way that did not clash or overlap wit h
physicians' work .
To convince physicians of the value of nutrition work, Marion Moseley, the
founder of the Mission's Child Welfare Department, closely followed the American home
economics agenda. This was to make a special study of the nutritional conditions or
school age children and to involve established professionals in the wo rk . Moseley
fulfill ed this agenda by encouraging doctors, dentists and teachers to lend their unique
skills and knowledge to her specialized child health units. These units traveled I000
miles of coastline and were set up so that each worker advised and supported the other on
the most effective means of improving a child 's health.

utrition workers studied the
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homemaking and child rearing practices of the local wo men to determine the underlying
social causes of childhood malnutrition. They submitted these observation to the local
teacher who was taught how to make the nutrition workers' advice stand out as a regular
health routine in a child's life. Moseley regarded teachers as excellent al lies. They
resided in a community for a summer or an entire year, and were thus able to sustain the
health lessons created by her department.
Moseley hoped to elicit physicians' support by creating a tempting medical
opportunity for them. Feeling that doctor would not want to lose out on new knowledge
arising from the child health movement, she and other nutrition v ot'kers developed and
customized nutrition clinics for them. At the clinic, the doctor was asked to examine
children for physical defects that might prevent healthy development. The nutrition
worker's role was to convince local women of the value of bringing their children to the
routine health exam, and to persuade them to end their children to the clo est hospital if
the physician recommended treatment. Although Moseley gained a great deal of
authority in organizing these clinics, she always insisted that she and the nutrition
wo rkers carried out their clinical duties through the supervision of the doctor. This was
an im portant point she reinforced to avoid potential criticism.
To truly demonstrate that nutrition workers had no underlyi ng ambition to give
medical treatment and advice, Moseley worked hard to ensure that a doctor acco mpanied
each travelling health unit. She and her apprentice, Elizabeth Page knew that the success
of the program would depend upon their ability to work in cooperation wi th doctor ,
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especially the Mission's medical officers. As they discovered, this was not an easy task.
Page and Moseley faced major obstacles finding doctors who were wi lling to pay travel
accommodation , and forgo a salary, to volunteer for Mission child welfare work . Lack
of Mission financial upport for child welfare work denied all but the leading nutrition
workers permanent paid positions.
To fulfill the objective to maintain a well-coordinated child health team, Moseley
and Page often turned to the volunteer services of third-year medical student or
requested the loan of a Mission doctor. Though nutrition workers and the third-year
interns experienced some degree of work autonomy, they deferred to the requests of
Grenfell medical officers. These physicians innuenced policy decisions made by the
Mission Board of Directors, and often diminished the necessity of nutrition work.

omc

argued that child welfare work was solely women's responsibility, and felt that it was
better to have doctors available to arrest acute cases. Few saw the value of investing
precious resources in health examinations for every school-age child . !\ frequent theme
in the history of home economics was the opposition leaders experienced when they
requested funding and other resources from their university or hospital administrators.
Fortunately, the leaders rarely depended upon the generosi ty of a host institution.
At the Grenfell Mi ion, each child welfare leader establ ished a wel l-coordinated and
successful fundraising campaign to alleviate any criticism that the work taxed the
resources of the medical branch. As swiftly as they raised money to staiTand equip a
branch separate from the Mis ion's medical work- it became apparent that funding was
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not the greatc t obstacle. Real interprofcssional tensions arose when the Mission's
~ xecutivc

Officer, Colonel Arthur Cosby, rcccivccl complaints about the work of the

White Bay unit from the Ncwfouncllancl government. White Bay Unit Director Elizabeth
Page was told that the government disapproved of her Department's med ical
appointments in the area. With the nominal fees her Unit charged for child health exams,
no Newfoundland doctor could expect to establish a viable practice. 1\lso, the
Department's third-year medical students were not legally entitled to prescri be treatment
or charge a fee for crvice. This, they felt, would be construed by the Nc\ foundland
medical board as medical practice.
Discouraging news as this was, Page did not let it stand in the way of' the work
Moseley initiated. In 1924, she felt she had an opportunity to put an end to the territorial
connie! between the Mis ion and the Newfoundland go ernment, and supported the wife
of the governor in a bid to establish a system of public health nursing ca lled the
cwfo undland Outport Nursing and Industrial As ociation (NONI A). The goal or
NONIA was to encourage local women to produce and sell handicrafts in exchange for
the service of a resident nurse. In Page's mind NO lA nurses could be taught to take
over the Mission's child welfare program in addition to carrying out med ical work.
Having nurses run the nutrition clinics and the cia ses alleviated the need to recruit thirdyear medical students and would perhaps dampen opposition to the Child Wei fare work.
Unfortunately, Page never once imagined that opening the door to nurses would dim inish
nutrition worker 'opportunity to forge a permanent place within the Grenfe ll medical
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hierarchy. The incoming Director, Elizabeth Criswell , gave the home economists'
aspiration to establish a well-coordinated child health team a final blow.
Although Cri swell rose from the Mission's volunteer ranks in nutrition work, she
did not follow the professional aspirations of a home economics leader, namely to create
viable career opportunities for wom n nutriti on workers. From 1924 to 1926 ri well set
out to change the professional face of the Child Welfare Department in a bid to overcome
the Department's history of obstacles with the medical community. Ilcr tratcgy was to
replace the usual phy ician-nutrition worker team with public health nurses that could be
permanently stationed in five or six communities. In Criswell 's favour, she had a larger
body of nursing recruits to draw upon. Publi c health nursing was thri ving in anada and
Britain in the mid-twenties, whi le the promotion of nutrition work as an attracti ve career
option was barely off the ground. In fact,

riswell never liked the ract that Moseley

trained teachers in the Emerson Method to help alleviate the Department's difficulties
finding nutrition workers. In Cri well's mind, public health nurses were accessible, and
could be ca lled upon for medical emergencies in addition to regular health teaching. They
also had a working history with physicians, and were experienced with medical protocol.
These two factors alone could make them much more acceptable to the Mission' medical
community.
While the medical officers initially approved of Cri swell 's appoi ntment or public
health nurses, her grand plan to have these women workers elim inate the need for the
doctor's presence backfired. By taking sole rcsponsiblity for nurse 'appointments and
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duties, Criswell threatened the authority of the phy icians to direct nur cs in medical
matters. In 1927 the Mi sson's Board of Directors thanked Criswell and the former child
welfare leaders for organizing and directing the work to such a standard, that it cou ld at
last be given over to the medical officers. Despite Elizabeth Criswel l's personal defeat,
all three child welfare leaders successfully demonstrated that nutrition probl ms could be
improved through child welfare work. By translating the scientiJic principles of nutrition
into practical lessons for women and children, nutrition workers successfu lly forged a
training ground and career opportunity at the Mission. Their expertise in nutrition-related
aspects of children's health was valued by the Board of Directors, and became part of a
well-integrated health programme in Mission schools, nursing stati ons, hospitals, and
community centre .
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Appendix A
Number of Grenfell Nutrition Worl<crs by Station andY car
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Source : Among the Deep Sea Fishers, 1920-1928
Note: A handful of nutrition workers volunteered and/or worked for pay more than one
summer. If the nutrition workers are counted by name rather than station and year, there
were, in fact, 24 individuals stationed at the Mission between 1920 and 1927 (Sec
Appendix B). Two of the nutrition workers became fu ll-ti me directors of the Grenfell
Child Welfare Department.
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Appendix 8
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Grenfell Nutrition Workers, 1920-1927
-

--

J

Marion Moseley ( 1920- 1923)

Dorothy Stockham ( 1922)

Elizabeth Fuller ( 1920-1922)

Margaret Edgerly ( 1922)

Katherine S. Jo hnston (1921)

Frances C. Clarke ( 1922)

Elizabeth Washburn ( 192 1)

Annette Stiles ( 1922)

Dorothy Levering ( 1921)

Elizabeth

Helen MacLaren ( 192 1)

Charlotte Cheston ( 1922)

I

Theodora Willard (192 1)

Dorothy Card ( 1923)

I

Katherine Blayney ( 192 1-1922)

Ann Logan ( 1923)

I

Beulah Clap ( 1922)

Ed ith Howes ( 1923)

Elizabeth Page ( 192 1-1926)

Mary Card ( 1923- 1924)

Elizabeth Thomas ( 1922)

Emma K. Leiss ( 1924)

Elinor Goodnow ( 1922)

Elizabeth Criswell ( 1923-1927)

~'axon

( 1922)

I
I
'

I

___I
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